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the Bank. Such procurement, however, will be limited to (i) a maximum of

one-third of SEGBA's needs for each category of equipment and meterials, and
to (i) a maxi!.m price of 381 above the CIF price of thn suncessful foreign
bidder for the same category of equipment and materials. The procceds of
the Lank loan would be applied only to the foreign currency component of the

project and to interest during construction on the loan,

vi. One of the purposes of the Bank loans to SEMBA has been to trans-

form it into a modern, efficient and financially viable utility. The neces-
sary institutional framework was provided at the time the first loan was
made, and gradual improvement was expected to follow. This objective, how-
ever, suffered a severe setback in 1964-66 as already pointed out in (iii)
above, and wans made more difficult to achieve by the inflationary conditions
which prevailed until 1968. The present management, appointed in mid-1966,
has begun reducing the number of personnel and eliminatin7g uneconontic pro-
visions of the labor contract and has made progress towards improving the
organization of the company and the quality of service to the public. Oppor-
tunity was taken of a 65 decrease in power rates at the beginning of 1969,
made possible by improved economic circumstances and efficiency of operations,
to continue a policy, introduced in 1968, of correcting imbalances in the
rate structure.

vii. In connection with the financing plan for the project, the Govern-
ment and SEGBA have agreed in principle that SEMBA would start to pay cash
dividends and borrow small but increasing amounts from the market in order
to prepare itself to finrnce its expansion after 1972 wiihcut, if posible,
further assistance from the Government and the Bank.

viii, The project would form a suitable basis for a loan of US$60 mil-
lion, with a term of 20 years, including a grace period of 4 years.



ARGENTINA

APPRAISAL OF TiEL 1970-1972 EXFANSION PRiOGRA

SWPEICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENSO AIRES S.A.

SUJMMAMRY AND CONCLUSIONS

i. This report coverp the appraisal of a project for the expansion of
power faciliti cs in Buenos Aires durving the thee year period 19'(0-1972. A
third Bank loan to Servicios Electricos del Gran bures Aires S.A. (SEGBA),
of US$60 million, in proposed to help finance this project. SEGBA is the

larger of the two utilities supplying the Gran Buenos Aires area, vhere about
one-third of the cuntry's population Ln two-thirds of its industry are lo-
cated It ac' counts for about 50% of the electricity produecd by all of the
entities supplying the public in Argentina. In 1968, thelaximum demand on
SEGBA's system was about 1,400 MW and sales to its more than 2 million Cus-
tomers were about 5.4 million GWh.

ii. The huenos Aires power system has been characterized by shortages
of capacity throuf 1963/64 and subsequently, by a relatively slow rowth
thrcu> iac-1968, reflecting the performance of the ceconomy. The recent ex.-
pansion of business activity would indicate prospects for more rapid overall
economic growth. As a consequence, the demand for pover is expe&c be to grow
at rates of 9,7% in 1969 and 8% in 1970 and 1971, as compared vith an averag
6% in recent yeavs

iii. The first Bank loan of US$95 million in Januory 1962 helped resto-
adequate power supply in Buenos Aires. The second lon, of U$55 million in
January 1968, enabled SEGBA, after a slow-dowrn of several yenrs resulting
from a pcriod of political interference and weak management in 64-666, to
resume the expansion of its generation, transmission and distributicn facil-
ities through the end of 1969. The proposed third loan would help SEGBA con-
tinue the expansion of its transmission and distribution facilities through
1972. The proposed project includes only a small amount of expendiure for
generation, because the additional capacity needed in the mid-1970s would be
available from two projects being constructed by government agencies, the
El Chocon Ivdroelectric Project, which the Bank is helping to finpace (Loan
No. 577-AR ), and a nuclear power station.

iv. The project is estimated to cost US$247 million equivalent. Its
main purpose will be to provide facilities to distribute the energy generated
by SEGBA and the two projects referred to above. It would result in an ef'-
ficient and economic network structure. SEGBA's technical staff is capable
of carrying out the project with minimum assistance from consultants,

v. Contracts for equipment, materials and civil works to be financed
out of the Bank loan will be awarded after international competitive bidding.
Argentine manufacturers will be granted a margin of preference of 15% over
the CIF price of the lovest qualified foreign bidder. In addition, some of
the equipment and naterials needed by SEGBA may be procured locally without
international competitive bidding and with financing from sources other than
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I. INTODUCTilK

1.01 Tne Bank has made thee loans in the Argentine Power S cter, two
to Servicius Electricos do! Gin Buenos Airs (510BA) and one to hidroelec-
trica Norpatagonica S.A. (HtiONOH). The firt loan to SEGIA (308-AR) for
US$95 million was made in January 1962 to ocmplete a 600 MW thermal generating
statiun and expand the transwission and distribution zystems in the Buenos
Aires mtropolitan area. The sc-ond loan to SBA (5254AR) for UST55 million
was made in Jnuary 1968 to help finance the continuing expansion of its
generation, tranoxission and distribution facilities. The third loan (577-ARi)
for US$82 million was made in Deceher 1963 to UIDROUi , a over n e
corporation, tu help finance the first stage of the l Chocon hydroclectric
project now being constructed on the Rio Limay aonut 3,100 km outhwest of
Buenos Aies. Ergy from this project will be sapplAd to SEGA by mens
of a 500 av transmission line. The first utage, expucWed to be in operation
in 1973, is estimated to cost US$317 million and will have 600 MW installed;
the ocntllete El Chocon-Cerros Colorados complex uill have an ultimate capa-
city of 1,650 MW.

1.02 A loan of US$60 million is now propospd to helr fK: ce R procgram
for the expansiou of SEGBA's facilities in the three ynar perio 1970-72,
The project is estimated to cost US$247 million equialent. it includes (a)
a 220 kv transmission line around the metropolitan areR which will connect
SEGBA's system with transmission lines from El Chocon and from Atucha, the
nuclear power station being constructed by the Argentine Atomic Energy Com-
mission; and (b) further expansion of SEGBA's generating, transmission and
distribution facilities.

1.03 This roport is bamed na the findings of the fApreisal Hiasion which
visited SEGBA in April and May 1969, consisting of Messrs. A.D. Sputtsvood,
Y. Rovani, T. Berrie and. EQC. Vesscls.

2. BACKGROUDl

2.01 Argentina bas an area of 2.8 million kra , and a pcpulation of about
23.6 million. In the past 17 years the population has been growing at a rate
of 1.7% per year. In 1968, the gross domestic product (GDP) was estimated
by the Bank to be about US$7.3 billion equivalent, or US$732 per capita.
Industry is the largct sector of the economy and accounts for 31% of the
GDP. After several years of stagnation, a strong expansion of industrial
production began in mid-1968. Over the past seventeen years, the GDP has
been growing at a real rate of about 2.50, but on a per capita basis the
growth was only about l% annually. The rYUlively slow rate of growth of
electricity production during the same period, about 65 annialy, is in part
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2.02 The Wctric pour scocr in *ulinv T a NIM969, a total
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2 .03 The Buenor Aires syAnC is by f.r the most im pIMon in the country
because of the large cone ntilon of p tion and i dusr in and acrolund
Buenos Aires. It is sapplied jointly by GM and UK, ' hich had in mid-
1969 a total instald capacity of 2,9U2 AW. SEDA in the principal supplier;
CIAE serves about one-third of the Fdral Ca pital Wn iour of thY 31 sur-

roudin roiciliton.In aditOn to il. oC n e 00 On, BU4 puvciued.
energy fro Agua y E-rgia Elecriea (011), ths feda water a paar
authority which had an insHOMd c itY of 502 M in the LitoaT l re
centered on Rcsario. Thus, the aonos A ea-&i7 H2ltvm had amilable ran1
installed capacity of 2,594 MU, all of which was ta l T u obined sales
of SEGBA and CIAE in 1968 wover Q03 CM, with ShAA rpplyin 5,09 GWh and
CIAE 974 GWh. The totl number of cuor conLnt to the cobined system
exceeded 2.3 million at the end of 19, Since Janasy 1, 19M, all of the
generating planto in this syt. han b - controll by a Iccal dispatch
office guided by a uo puter. in the Federal Cpia and in the fuar Sur-
rounding Iiificipali ties served by CIA, there is som Suplication of distri~
bution facilities but SGA and CAE are now coordinving all phases of
planning and operation. Such coordination is in accodancc with covenants in
the existing Loan Agreements btween SEGBA and the Bank which are repcated in
the Agreement for the proposed loan. rentually, - merger of the- two compa-
nies may be effected, but in the meantime, the presen. arrangements are accept-
able.

2. 011 The 313 MW heavy uater moderateds natural unijum poner station at
Atucha is scheoduled to begin ouplying SMLA in 1972 hrough an existing rans-
mission line. HIDRONOR is scheduled to start selling energy to SEGBA in 1973.

Performance under Weviou Lon-

2.05 The program financed i pat by ine Bank's first Moan to SEGBA in
2962 was carried oW Sacen fully. The Mirst of te two major objctives,
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the relief of the spvere power shortage in the Buenos ires area, wns achieved
in 1963/64. The second, longer term objective, of building SEGPA ito an ef-

- ficient and financially viable utility suffered a wevere setback in 1964 due
to Government interference, which led to the repla:ent of the board and
management. In the ensuing two years personne incea;sed sharply, the finan-
cial position became critical and further expansion wao dlayed. Significant
progress was achieved, however, before the second loan was mad,, onder the new
board and management appointed in mid-1966. For f Vther det.ils rec:rding
SEGBA's performance through 1967, see Report No, TO-606a, dated January 10,
1968, on the appraisal of SEGBA's ecarlier expansion program.

2.06 The second loan to SECRA in 1968 hlped to finance a part of its
1967-70 expansion program which included a 250 MW base load unit for the
Puerto Nuevo station, 140 MW of gas turbine peaking capacity, the expansion
of the 132 kv transmission system, the construction of new substations and
a general expansion of the distribution system. The gas turbines are in
operation; the installation of the 250 MW unit is on schedule (completion
date is June 1970). The start of construction of the transmission, substation
and distribution work was delayed because orders for equipment could only be
placed after the Bank Joan was signed. As a result, it is expected that the
work would now be completed in the first half of 1970 inatead of in Mrch 1969
as originally estimated. It is also expected that the foreign currency cost
of the project will be lower than originally estimated, due to the high pro-
portion of contracts won by Argentine manufacturers and to savings. It is
estimated that up to $9 million would remain uudisbursed by the closing date
of Decemer 31, 1969. SEGBA plans to request an extension of the cloning date
of the loan to April 15, 1970 and cancellation of up to US$4.5 million.

3. THE BoR*ox0ER

3.01 SEGBA, the proposed borrower, was formed in 1958 to take over most
of the assets and respnsibilities of the Compania Argentina de Electricidad
(CADE) a subsidiary of the Belgian Sofina Group, which had been supplying
electricity in the Greater Buenos Aires area since a few years after the
first World War. The purchase price was paid partly in cash, and partly in
Argentine Government bonds issued at the end of 1961, when SEGBA was re-
organized in connection with the first Bank loan. Some of CADE's distribution
properties were transferred to AyYE in 1958 and AyEE started construction of
new generation and transmission facilities in Buenos Aires. Early in 1962,
SEGBA took over all of AyEE's power facilities in the Buenos Aires area, in-
cluding the former CADE distribution properties and the generation and trans-
mission facilities then under construction. New by-laws were approved which
established SEGBA as a stock corporation whose shares, wholly owned by the
Government, were to be sold to private investors as market conditions would
allow (see para. 4.08). A new concession, for an unlimited time, gave SEGBA
the responsibility for electricity supply to the metropolitan Buenos Aires
area.



Power Market

3.02 SEGBA'is po,. er market consists of the major part of the F'dera
Capital and 31 of the surrounding municipaIJts. It extends- roughly in a
semi-circle, with a radius of about 65 km and includes the port and ajl. im-
portant suburbs. The populati.on in this area is e m d about 7 5 nil-
lion. In 1968, SEGBA suplied about 2 mii3 on c o ,8 of which were
residential. Actual and forecast data on the por market ae shoim in

Annex 1.

3.03 SEGBA's sales for 1967 and 1968 by classes of consur. are given
in the table below:

Svales in Sales in %of'Ices
ConsumerGroups Gb GVh total over 967

Residential 2,123 2,285 42.1 7.6

Commercial 535 597 11.0 11.6

Industrial 1,455 1,637 30.1 12.5

Other (public lighting,
traction,
Government, etc.) '62 910 16.8 l9.

4 T_5 5,429 100_.0 114

3.04 The increase of 11.4% in SLGBA's sales i. 1968 over those in 1967
is a considerable improvment over the corresponding increase of only 7.7%
from 1966 to 1967 and 5.5c from 1965 to 1966. The growth rates for commer--
cial and industrial sales indicate an increase in economic activity in the
Buenos Aires area during 1968. In addition the air conditioning sales are
growing steadily. The sales to large industrial consumers (50 kw or more)
increased by 15.4% in 1968 over these in 1967. The growth rate betvcen 196 5
and 1968 of lare industrial sales was 13-1/2% compared with the growth of
all industrial sales in the same period of 12%. This trend is expected to
continue provided no significant busjness recession occurs. The growt.h in
residential sales came more from the addition of new customers than from an
increase in consumption per customer which has averaged about 1.7% per year,
although it was 2.4% in 191,8. In the past two years about )400 new customers
were connected per working day.

3.05 SEGBA's transmission and distribution losses in 1966 and 1967 were
about 17% of the energy supplied to the network. In 1968, the losses declined

to 15.2%. This decrease reflects the strengthening of SEGBA's network and the
elimination of overloadina in some. parts of the system. Some further decline
in losses is expected as the improvement in the capacity of the network pro-
gresses with the continuing of the expansion program, and by 1973 the losses
are estimated to be reduced to abcut 13.5. This would be a reasonable fig-
uro for SEGBA's system (see Annex 2).



3.06 SEGHA's peak load in 1968 ns 1,394 Me and it is exted to reach
1,530 M in 1969. Since 1960 the increase in 55A's modom demnd has aver-
aged abo:ut 6% pr yea-. The mystom load factor in 3968 wah about 55% vhich
is on the low side. Thin would indicate potenticl for irvcadr off peak
sales for indutrial and air conditioni n use. If SE0PA's ditribution ex-
pansion program had been iioe nearly cple te, the iNreJO in the demand
might have been greater. There rre a o 1:r o? areas Vihch ,I- reqire rc-
habilitation or efxpnsion before more land ue a he accepted. Howe'er, the

progressive expansion in the trann:ission syrtem at 132 y in the niinber and
capacity of substations, ar:d in Kh distribution networh ha enabled SEGBA to
reduce outejcs drastically and grotly improve service to customers and volt-
age conditions.

3.07 The installed generating capacty in SEGBA's vystem in mid-1969 was
1,573 MW, consisting of 1,W33 MW of steam capacity in three stations and 140
MW of gas turbine peking eaacity at five lcations. With the completion of
the 250 MW stear unit at the Pucrto huevo station in Jucnr 1970, SEGLAs total
installed capacity will be 1,823 MW.

3.08 With an assured supply of generating cuacity in the future and
with the expnnsion and improvement in its transmission and distribution sys-
tems, SEGBA should be able to attract to its systew in thc next decade part
of the industrial and comercial 3oad now served by "captive" plants which
were installed during the power shortages In the 3950s nd early 1960s. In
mid-1969 there wa still about 600 MW of this capacity in existencc in the
Buenos Aires metropolitan area. The amount of this capacity K expected to
decline, but the rapidity and eatent of the Anclinn will epand on the confi-
dence which industrialists have in SEGBA's ability to supply their energy
needs with good security and on how noon their cguipment vears out. Some
Industries using procces steum may never change to SEGBA hecause they can
produce their own electricity economically and others any be reluctant to
change because of SEGBA's relatively high induntrial and coercial rates
and the sales tax which must be paid on electricity that they purchase (see
para 3.28).

3.09 SEGBA, however, has been succesnful in the past two years in sign-
ing contracts with large industrial clients for substantial amounts of new
load. In 1967, such contracts amounted to 140 MW &nd in 1968 they totalled
260 MW. The connections to the system will be vade gradually over a period
of years. For example, the demand for a loane steel mill' now under construe-
tion at La Plata will start at 25 MW in 1970 and is planned to increase to
75 MW by 1976.

Organi stion_ and Man agjent

3.10 SEGBA has a Board of Directors of cight members, including the
President and the Executive Vice President, appointed by the Goverrnent as
the only shareholder. The Executive Committee, consis.ng of the Executive
Vice President and four department heads appointed by him is responsible for
the principal functions of the company. The proposed Loan Agreement provides
that any sabstantial changes in SEGBA's by-laws or concession would be an
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everi of default and that the Bank will be consulted prior to the appointwent
of a new Executive Vice President

3.11 The Executive Vice President, an engineer vith long experience in
utility and privaie business management, is supported by a team of able
managers and assistm t man agrs. lhe oranization below them, however, in
deficient. Duri ng h on Is priod of stan In1 and pol itical interf erence
under the Peron rgi re woo a gradua] eron of management uthority
which led to the breadown of existing controly Aloo, an nvorbl3e labo
contract resulted in excersve vumbrs of unwlified pesonnl. Modern f.i-
nancia] and administrative techniques wEre not inroduce nd the middle
nnanamont personnel b "Pald hUI been n'a'elry to deveOP tnd impleMOt
them was not recruitad. As a rewult, SUM y 1961 hnQ inherited a hf hPy
centralized, bureaucrtic organization, in which stndrds of affiiency an
quality of service had declined to very low levels.

3.12 In 1963, SEGBA engaged the International Middle West Service Com-
pany as management consultants. Progress in modernizing REGBA, however, has
been slow, due in part to the setback experienced in 1964-66, and in part
to the magnitude of the problems involved. SEGBA's reagement vat forced
to concentrate on the immediate task of planning and carrying out the ex-
pansion programs, dealing with the labor situation, and resolving serious
financial difficulties.

3.13 However, some modernization has recently taken place. Billings
have been computerized, and about 70% oP SEloA's customers are now receivinr
their bills through the mails and paying through banks. This has 2ed to sub-
stantial inmrovemns over the provious door-tv-door collection system,
through better service, speedier collections, and improyed cont rol over re-
ceivables. The timeliness of financial and opurating reports has vlso im-
proved, and interim balance sheets are now available within 30 days froma the
end of each month.

3.14 Despite the progress noted above, financial controls and managcmcnt
information remain inadequate. SEGBA has set up four working parties to pro-
pose and implement improved systems, with the help of the consultants. Also,
after some delay, SEGBA has started to decentralize its commercial and techi -
cal departments. The responsibility for customer service, meter reading, col-
lections not handled by mail, construction of low voltage lines, installation
of transformers and connection of new customers will be delegated to the mana-
gers of about 14 district offices, each serving 150,000 to 200,000 customers.
This would constitute a major step towards solving the duplication, delays and,
lack of responsibil.ity inherent to the present structure, in which all dei
sions must be referred to the bighor levels of management. Two district of-
fices have bcen set up to date. Progress is likely to continue to be slow
until SEB§A is able to acquire sufficient additional managerial talent to
carry out these programs, During the next year, SEGBA will concentrate on
improving its budgetary control systems and in addition, expects to set up
four more district offices. This program is realistic.
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The Labor Pro em

3.15 The Bank has, in the past, called the labor probem to the attention
of both the Government and SEGBA, stating in July 1965 thd a second loan vould
be conditional on the initial results of a program to rcduce l0or costs By
the time Loan 525-AB was made: in January 1968, siificrnt progress had been
made to restore management authority in the co pay, the an> r of, prsonl
had been slightly reduced, and initial steps hd been tKen by SEGBA towards
revising the cxisting unfavorable labor contract, in accordance with a pro-
cedure established by a law of October 1967. It was then understood verbally
that during 1968 personnel vould be reduced by about 1,000 nd that progrers
would be made in revising the labor contract. No specific siements vere
sought on the tiying and scope of these revisions, or on further reductions
in personnel after 1968.

3.16 The labor contract was amended May 6, 3968 by a decision of the
Secretary of Labor as arbitrator between the Light and Power Union and sEGBA/
CIAE. This amendment removed most of the restrictions affecting SEGBA's and.
CIAE's power to adjuFt working hours, decide overtime, hire and promote, em-
ploy contractors and rnforce retirement of personnel. In addition, it gave
the companies authority to revise staffig requiementOs end job ecriptions,
the main sources of featherbedding, es ccessary to improve Kfficicacy of
service and achieve full emnployment of personnel.

3.17 SEGBA has studied new staffing requinremnts and job descriptions
for some secLors of its activities, and some have been implemepW with Wnion
agreement, resulting in the cancellation of vacant positions and the transfer
of redundant personnel to construction or other work. It is only after studies
covering the entire comn,"y have been completed that a reasonably acenrate es-
timate of the number of redundant personnel can be made. It vas generally
agreed in the pnst that the number of excess personnel amounted very roughly
to about 6,000, and that a reasomnble ratio of consumers per employee would
be in the order of 100.

3.18 Since mid-1966, howver, whrn maximum personnel of 25,780 vas
reached, personnel was reduced by about 1,400 to 24,400 at the end of March
1969, including about 1,100 in the period since Loan 525-AR was madc. Most
of these reductions have been obvained by enforcing retirement as permitted
by the recent revision of the labor contract. SEGBA expects to continue re-
ducing personnel, mostly through attrition, by a net percentage of about 1.5%
per year. In selected sectors SEGBA further irtends, by offering a year's
severance pay, to encourage excess persoonel to leave. Combined with the
grovth of SEGBA's operations, these reductions would result in gradual but
significant improvements in efficiency. As an example, the nuaber of consu-
mers per employee, which was 73 at the end of 1966, would increase to about
89 at the end of the current year and would exceed 100 in 1972, at the end of
the project period.

3.19 In addition, SEGBA intends to transfer to construction work an
average of about 300 men per year over the next three years as they are made
available by the gradual reduction in staffing requirerents for operations.



3.20 Twin progrum is realittie and the resultE l omined con -
KtOMt 5ufMiMen eviderae that it will bM carried out s provided iNt con..

tu i n Q mou.nment and government sup;prt is maintrined.

Power Rates,,,

3.21 The concssion of February 1, 1962, prvidus that MBA s rates
should generto rev0ues sufficient t- produce a return of 8 on the average
value, ey xreo in dollar, of net pl.n' In ni ce, plus a ontiona value
of workng capital equal to 5% of the !r vniue of not p4t in service.
Depeciat'ion charges are comuted on the vlue, alno expressed in dona,
of gros plant in service at year-end, at an averrnq rote of 3% on all assets
(except M eniture anO 'iNNes, 101; Old vehcas 2'%),

3.22 Power rates are rovisd annually, effctive with the irt metero
reading of January, on the basis of a detailed application submitteo by SEGBA
to the Secretaria de Estao de E nergia y "incria (SAM), for pproval, % e
concession provide that, if the 8% return to hch SEBDA is entild a 1
not been achieved (or has been exceead) in any pas year, the 2humba (or
surplus) must bQ compensatud for by revenues of the year immediaely succeed-
inq. Changes arisinp in labor and fuO costs duMing the year are to be
automatically compensated for by interim rate adj'stments. F7thermoro if
changes in economii c cic ancs uc, uch as lower sales, de valution of the
currency, etc., could be expected to result in an insufficient net 'ncome
for the current :year, SEGA con adjust its rates proporionally after
forming the Secretaria.

3.23 The seven year peyiod since the concession was made effective pre-
sented partcularly dificult eallenges. While it may be airued that the
Government and ShAI departed in the two inotances describod below frcm a
strict implementation of the provisions of the corcession, thero is no doubt
that SEGBA was aLe to maintain satisfactory levels of earnings and cash
generation undep most unfavorable inflationary conditions.

3.24 in 196h and 1965, the Government caused SFGBA to reduce its de-
preciation charges from 31 to 2% and aranted lower power rates than requested,
however, unlike the change in manageent, which took place at the samn time,
this action did not have lsting Mefeots The most difficult challenge of
the period, a rapid depreciation of the peso accompanied by devaluations from
MN33 per USA in early 1962 to MN350 per S$ in 1967, was nt by frequrnt
rate increases which brought the 1968 rates to 4.7 times the level at the
end of 1961.

3.25 At the end of 1967, however, the Government granted SE&BA onlyy
part of the rate increase required unor the concossion. Revenues fro power
sales were calculated to adieve the permitted 8% return in 1968, but not to
recover the shortfall at the end of 1967 (see Para 3.22). This shortfall was
to be recovered out of aprnopriations of M$N6.3 billion from the National
Enhi ergy Fund, to be transferred to STGBA in the conrse of 1968 as extraordinary
revenues. Prior agreement to this exceptiona. measare, made rocessary by
economic circumstances, was obtained from the Bank. The arrran nts described
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above were carried out satisfactorily. Actual earnin g in 1963 excened the

amount permitted in the concesion, und another surplus is expected for 1969,

despite a 6% average reduction in rates made effective in January.

3.26 The existing rate cov ennts have been repeated in the proposed

agreements. They provide that SnA should se , and the Gcvernment should

grant, the rates to which SEGBA s entitled rudr the concession. In addi-

tion, they confi that rdequate depreciation charges will be maintained, of

not less than an average 3% of plant in service.

3.27 Severe pouer shortages from the mid-50s to 1963/64, when the first

Bank project vas completed, virtuall eliminated incentives to apply com-

mercial criteria for rate setting purposes. Power rates were generally un-
balanced in favor of residential consumers. Average indratria rates were

somewhat above the resdential level and commercial rates wern significantly

higher (see Annex 3 for details of the rate structure). The iapid deprecia-

tion of the peso between 1962 and 1967 wan met by frequnt rae increases,
of the order of 30% to 40% per annum. Any significat ttempt to rectify

imbalances in the rate structure under those circumstances would have re-

quired even higher increases of residential rates and thio wus deemd in-

advisable by the Government and BEGBA. The only adjustment in that period

was a night hour reduction for indutrial consontinn introduced in 1965

but it was not until 1967 that the average revenue per kah for industrial

and residential consuners became equal.

3,28 SEGBA in aware of the anomalies in its rate structure. It needs

time and Government support to rectify them. In 1968, the Government decided

to increase only residential rates and allowed SEGA to apply a fixed charge

for residential consumers This partially recti fied the imbalance b)tete en

residential and industrial rates. At the beginning of 1969, a reduction of

about 6% in the rate level became necessary undcr the terms of the conces-

sion. This reduction wus distributed between the rate classcs so as to

bring down the rates paid by large industrial consumers by an amount greater

than average. The average revenue per kwh from residential consumers in 1969

is expected to be M$N12.30 (USW3.), from commercial and small irnusirial

consumers iiN17.10 (USdb.9) and from large industrial consumers MGM8&40

(USV2.4). The average revenues per kwh from all industrial consumers is

expected to be about MiN1o.60 (USM3,O). Industrial rates may still be too
high to attract the load of many large users with their own generating plant.

Commercial rates also remain high and some commercial load may similarly fail

to be attracted (see paras 3.06 and 3.08). SEGBA has indicated that it will

continue to study its rate structure and to adjust it as opportunities arise

in connection with the annual rate reviews.
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4. FTNANCIAL POSTTION AND El'ING

Audit

4.01 The auditing arragements with the f o HUnry Martin/Arthur

Young are satisfactory. The existing covennt pre iding for the prompt aud-

iting of SEGEA's accounts by qualified independnt accountants has been re-

peated in the proposed Loan Agreement.

Balance Sheets

4.02 Condensed balance sheets as of December 31, 1967 and 1968 are
shown in Annex 4. Plant is recorded in MEGBA's balance sheet at historic

cost although, as provided in the concoesiun, dollar values of gross and net

plant are used for computin; the amounts of depneciation to be charged and

of net income to be earned. Foreign exchange debt is valaed at current ex-

change rates. The effect of this partinl revalu.ion is shown in the con-

densed balance sheets under "Exchange Difference .

4.03 A more meaningful set of balance shets, expressed in dollars, in

presented in the last six sclM ns of page 1 of Annex 4. The valueo use are:

(a) for plant in service and depreciation reserve. the dollar valnes llowed

by the concession for rate maIng purposes; (b) Mor foreign exchange debts,
the actual values expressed in dollars; (c) for Other assets and liabilities,

the peso values converted into dollars at the nehange rate in effect at the

end of the fiscal year; and (d) for equity, the resulting difference between

dollar assets and dollar liabilities.

4.04 The adjusted capitalization is charactcrized by a high proportion

of equity. A summary as of December 31, 1968 is sho-n in the following table:



In Millions
M$ . of Total

Capital and Reserve

5% cumulative preferred ab3.7es,
M$N 100 par- 11,45 32.T 5

Common shares, MAO 100 par 2 038 12
Sub-total: Share Capital 36,48'; . 17

Reserves and Surplus 29,134 83.2 13

Revaluation Reserve 100 P05 2

Total 166,522 475.7 76

Long:-Term BObN

IBRD Loan 308-AB 28,316 80.9 13
IBRD Loan 525-R 3,308 9.4 1
Bonds and Notes-SODEC 4,356 12.4 2
Eximbank and oyrcign Suppliers 4,615 13.2 2
Local Suppliers, Gustevrs'

Deposits 1,377 .0 I
Caja Nacional do Ahorro 10 a _30.6 ;-i 5

Total 52,572 150.2 2

Total Capitalization 219,094 625,9 100

4.05 Most of the debt, totalling about US$150 million and only 2< of
the capitalization, is in foreign exchange. The two Bank loans, excluding
about US$M5 million still undisbursed at the end of 1968, acconted for 603
of the debt outstanding (see Annex 5 for defails). With final payments being
made this year on the suppli rs' credits which financed the Costancra Station
and 132 kv ring completed in 1964, the only significant shorter term debts
still outstanding are three loans fro. the Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal,
aggregating US$30 million equivalent, which will be fully repaid within the
next two years.

4.06 The existing and jroposed Bank Loan Agreenents inc3ude a negative 
pledge clause and a debt limitrtion covenunt. The incurrence of longtcimv
debt is limited by an assets test and an earnings test. Under the assets
test, SEGBA is not permitted to incur new debt if after the irrene of
such debt, its net assets in operation plus work in progress would be less
than 1-1/2 times total indebtedness, Under the earnings test, SEGBA could
not incur new debt unless the maximan future interest payments on all indebt-
edness, including the proposed ncw debt , were covered at least 1-3/4 times by
net income for the past twelve-month period or the last fiscal year. SECLA
could presently meet both tests and incur debts substantially in excess of
the amounts contemplated in the financing plan for the proposed project.
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4.07 New zhare2 were issued in 1962 to the covermnt in exchase for
its shares in the original SAGAA and its %iVomnts in the assets tio:

over from AyEEl (see notes to Annex - for. dot uA ). The quy Cre rpily

through retained rnpings (as only st ock dlvideue re a d due to lack of

funds) and, to a lessr extent, throuh Govern n RyOtmnto. As shon-

in the pro forma roollar blance ser c, the wo viuu of Phare captal ho'

become only 22% of the Govrnment's rvalueo vequi ij n SEOA, n toaIigO

about US$476 milinr

4.08 The Gurantee QAgremeuts fOr the exising and propsd lons record

the GoVerWnn'2s polI&y tO enoun go the investyot of private suvings in 2EGEA
and to soll all o ilts cvomn hKre to private investors. SEEA undyrto o k
undor t he pe vioY L0a A7 Oe me.nt ou its i efforts to Sell nw re-

to privat. inv etrs to Ia.nce its expnsion , l to follow a dividen- p oicy

consistent with the nned to encourage private i nstet in its clectri!.cit
services. No atres ove bcn sold du: tu advc;r market cond'tions, end

dividends weye paid exclu,vely in stock due to shartagc of ash. In vivo of

SEGR : :m oved finncial condition, the cepany andt the Governt expect.

that an nitial cash divdeond will be paid in 1970 (par. 7.03).

4.09 Under the proposed oan Agreement , SE&BA andertakes to use its best

efforts to borrow from i vate OUrces and to sell new shares to private in--

vestors, in order to prepari itself to finance the expAnion of its ser ices

without, if possible, further assistance from the Govermn t and the Bank.

4.10 During Lugotiations, SEGBA indicated that it would, within the Plmits

prescribed by Argentine l revalue its balance sheet on is a b i consistrt

with the concession, in order to allow a meaningful presentation of its fnanr-

cial condition. (seo paras. 4.02 and 4.03).

Current Position

4.11 Working capital is ample. Current assets at the und of 1968 were
M$N38 billion, as compared with rent liabilitics a MT22 bilion. Tri is
due partly to excess earnings ord. partly to the eolayed e:onsion in 1963 (see

paras 4.13 and 2.06). Cah = n about M$N6.0 billion, well in excess of SEGEA'
working needs. The snrplus cash would be used in financing the proposed pro-
gram (see para 7,5.

4.12 Accounts receivable from Governent authorities and agencice erunt-
ed to about MN4.5 billion at the end of 1968, equivalont to about 12 months of
billings to these customers. These accounts havo been reduced during 19j9 and
the Goveroment has undertaken to ensure prompt pnyment in the futuro of amounts

due to SEGBA by its agencies.

Past Earninis

4.13 Ines statements for the two years ended De.ceber 31, 1968 are
given in Annex 6. Net inccme for 1967 was about M$13 billion, equivaint to
a return of 6 .8 %on the dollar rate base. Due to devaluation of the pcso
during the year, from M$N247 to M$N350 per dollar, the earnings shortfall of
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N.2 billion at the Len of 1966, which w.a to be re emerd out o 1967 -
venues, increaoed intAd tc b AM 5 .5 biio u: the (. of 1 Basac
o0 an earlin, higher estim , the Govr o d ide MP6. 3 W A lon to

EGBA in 1968 as cxtra ordnay re vncs to o ft thi A -Ficlie y (cee para
3.18). In 1968 vales increaed rC than fokc-s while, for the first tie
on record, operating expe ns' were vithin es<imates, esulting in a not intc.

of MON25 billion, eauilen to a return of 12.L, ad xces earnig of
MIN3,5 billion. Inter. C, overages continueo to e amle relecting the satis-

factory earnings and the rel-tively low debt. See AMn e Tfor details of
actual sources and application of funds in 1967 'l .195.

5. THE PROJECT

Descriution

5.01 The proposed project is the continsnig expansion of SEGBA's gnaw':-
tion, traniniscion and distribution facilities during the peryio 1970 through

1972. The expenditures an the projcut are es27Atte to total 1087 billion
(US$247 million) of which M$N10 billion (SK2 Pillion) would be fr th com-
pletion of SEGBA's 1967-70 program; the rcm inder, M$N77 illion (U 219 mil-
lion) would be for SEGBA's new 1970-72 progrgm.

5.02 The balance of expenditures on the 3967-70 probran which wib
made in 1970, will cover: (a) tha conpieion of the 2Q KA steam turbine base
load unit in the Puerto Nuevo station which is scheduled for coercial ope'r-

ation in June 1970; (b) the continuation of the expansion of the 132 RY cub-
stations, transmission lines and of the low and medim voltvge distributio'
network; and, (c) the completion of the modification of two boilers in the
Puerto Nuevo station to enable them to burn coal. In 1968, as a result of
the government policy for increasing the consenption of A:gntinre coal, and
after consultation with the Bank, SEGBA agreed to increase its users of coal
from 151,000 tons in 1967 to 75,000 tons in 1972. The coal wilJ be supplied
by Yacimientoo Carboniferos Fiscales (YCF) the state coal agency. YCF will.
reimburse SEGBA for the cost of the boiler modificationsM as asocited coal.
handling equi:pment; payen for the coal will be based on the cost of fuel
oil having an equivalent heat content.

5.03 The expenditures on SEGBA's new 1970-72 program will cover primarily
extensions of its transmission and distribution systems. A relatively omall
increase in generating capacity iS contemplated, namely: (a) the sitallation
of 90 KM of gas turbines (see para 6.06); and, (b) minor improvements of ex-
istina capacity.

5.01 The transmission program includes: (a) a 220 kv overhead double
circuit tranbmission line, in an are about 119 lun long around the atropol-
itan area, with appropriate step-down conneetions to the 132 kv netuorl; and,
(b) underground and aerial transnission. lins from SEGBA's generating plants
to the loaa centers. Power from Atucha will be fed into the system at the
Moron substation. The 500 kv line from El Chocon will inarconnect at HIDRONOF's
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El Pino subntation which rteps the v.tagc doN to 220 kY At El No 2EBA<
mill be resn2'ile cly f or the 220 k' u yo 220 kv tcaiMr
of the step- traWomr Te re' ta1 'sn !po in-

clde's: (a) 10 ,e 132 k sub; ain; (b) 22: kiv 1itc1 ng atio; (c-) a
second 220 ky s bs -rat ; (d) 'enon of 10 eistin, 132 IS v subtations; an
(e ) about 136 route km of 2 i

5.05 Thu prografo it rbution inAle (a) rNAC Aion of the

existing netino ; (b) Yeinceen- on w he ist ib uton SY i n gerpnal;
and, (c) the xtnsion of the netWork to con-: aitiol cn s. The

latter invole: (a) lAyIng u i5rk of undergrow a'e; (b) 1,20 km
of ovchead 13.:2 Ly Ia1 ; o a a mw. (ag 4nr .ua e.es;

(d) the installation Vo c oir 2,500 Utr4ororn:, (o) 351,000 eltes; (7)
about 100,000 Dew canction per year; and, (g) plic lighVing E
decided to phase out gradually the ad 27.5 kv tiansmission voltge and thea

6.5 kv distributon network both of 'hich mve becoe iWn d t NO , f or the-

prerent loadA coditions Fortunaitely it is te'chniell possi c to uprate
the existinv 6.5 kv circuits to 13.2 kv at relatively little cost. For for-

ther vetails of tin pro r see Annx .

Cost Estimate

5.06 The table eom gives the estimated cost excluding internst during

construction of the proposed project by najor iMTeN:
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-In--N---- ---- I--U

Puerto Nuevo No. 9 190. 433.5 623.5 0N 1.2 LdB

Gas Turbins 156.0 2,275.0 2 Q31.0 0.4 6,5 6.9
Other Generation -9503 7232 1675.5 2.7 2.1 1.8
Transmission & Dis'i-

butioni 2120- 12 .
1 '19

Bub-Tohal 13,428.0 17,564.7 30,992.7 38.A 50.1 B8.5

Civiilinks

Propto Nuevo No. 9 05.6. 149,9 C25.5 13 0.4 .
as Ti 31. 60.0 40.0 1.0 0.2 1.2

Other reneration 6(0).5 67.0 737. 1.9 0.2 2.1

iion ,Ei& Distri-
bution 34,753w 6, 8 8 3.7 41,636.8 99.3 19.6 11.9

Buildins. 3 941.0 706 . 4,6500 1.4 2.0 13,

sub-Total 0.1&87.2 7,86( 4805:.8 11M4.9 22.4 137.3

Ot her

Vehicles, etc. 1,450.( - 1050.0 4.2 - 4.2
Consutants - 710.0 710,0 - 2.0 2.0
contivencies 3 04.01,15. 5 00 C 9.9 1

qSTIMRED COST
Q PROJECT 58 250A 28 0 7 86 06 5 167.2 80.0 2<;.

5.07 These cost estimates are based on the most recent actual. cost of
installing similaT facilitie and incude about 7% for contingenciesv The
total cost and the foreign xch.ange component of the equipient and materia s
for transmission and distribution will depen in p rt on hoc 'en is procured
laceIly and at Mht level of effective protection. Under Whe promm
arrangements described in paras 5.,09 and 5.10, hoevr, the effects of thece
two factors on the progra' ccnt nd financin, ple vould be insignificant.

foreign exchange content of equipmen andm rils would in any cse he
e than the luan anount to be allocated for its financing, denuring thal
the of the loan will not be affected by the origin, local or foreign, of

ch procurement.

P.y The proposed Bank Loan would finance the foreign exchange cost of
LOit 'ns shown below:



Transmission and Distributjin 4

Civil POIs

Puer' N uevo No. 9 u.
Gas Turbines 0.2
Trn i sson and Distributio 1n 4.9
Buildings 1 0

Other

Consultnrts 1.7
Contincences 2.9

Conltrcion Coost. 5:5 0
irterest during construction

on the bark Lan 5 0o

Total 6o0

.Procuremenrt

5.09 The arrnnements under the proposed loon for the procurneet of
equipment and materials may be summarized as follows:

- SEGBA will invite bids internationally for quantities
equivalent to two-thirds of its needs of each category of
equipLcnt or materials and vill reauest simultaneously

sep-ate bids, frm Argentin a only, fop nn

addOitional one-third. In arding contracts for tic ma i

quntites bid internationaly a 15% acygin of prOeence
ill be granted to Aigentine bidders over Me CIF pice of

the lMost qualified foreign bidder. Under Argentine lau,
local nanufacturess wil also be exempt frM sales tax and

Import duties on raw materials and component parts.

- If an Argentine manufacturer bids succesfully undcr the 15%
preference, SEGIA may also invite him to supply the addition2al
one-third at the same unit price bid fo the main quantty.

- If a foreign bidder is awarded the contract for the main
quantity, the senarate Argentine bids for the additional
one-third will then be opened. The corresponding second
contract will be awarded to the lowest of the Argentine
bidders provided that (i) his quoted price is loss than
38% above the CIE price of the succcoful forcign bidder
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both trunsmissin ad disoribuica now that the e aJ t plro ¾er ie' ww
525-AR in hei . elv"e in, t inai n urVenn. Ail- 1ade ; 1 . it WoAD
maufac me - ue h lon are hule to be dol i j d by tVd
1969. 1. av. aey s4bstantia part of the owuipa Ad or the
distribution & anetork, tince und T the a bank loA lc 1V mPmr vvr'-u
successful i winn:ig 675 o1 the contracts Jor the supply of asch uuipment
for which they compted.

5.16 in ordr, W keep up tia nmmntun on the coatOetion Q its trano
mission and dstritn s ystems, SERA planned to call for bn on Augmxt and
Septmbr 1969 on bot US .5 million worth of oil Illed cables, leekers,
insulators, transfourer, witchgear and reataed uipmert - che ule d fo- in-
stallation during the period of the project. oers for this equipment War
expected to be placed late in 1969, after the loan i adn, bu! pay n;-s
would be made on the equipment until deliveries start in 1970

5.17 The 220 kv transmissio ine and ractic'ly all Mf the 132 kv
lines vill be erectea by contractors writh b-BA supply. n the conductors,
insulators and hardwar . There will be nrorm& : :5 a coptructs for l rying under-
ground cables, construction of substations and ercution of various types of
equipment for the transmission systems. Tnese conirpets are generally for
periods of ten to fourteen morrths. About half of the acontruction on the
distribution network vill be carried out by contract ad the remiader by
SEGBA's own forces.
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MW~ lin 1968,y to 1,909'' in 1972C' Tne grL' rt)'ol b .($i 16,fOi

190 and 1971 andc about 7b thereafter.

o. 03 SEGBA~ esCtima'tes it growthCI in1 salesC by andyzin vg the prAbl po.< "th

inl ec'?h clatss of (cnsume to recCjih anC estCiat for' C'v-all &1 ales~ ' C'd ad

aidjuts its estimtes'' eve year. Estmte have- beenC Ce?'y '! ~u
exep for a largen overest !timAo for' the early~ ¶'O C)0 (we a~ Peer on cCr

red) and an unrst tonfr 98 The large ACJth in *ae of 1,0i
19 Ar over the pe cedn varTh\ P1'~ and theiO foeecst r Ah of£ 12. in 196 Lueth

res1u1lt of an expansio inh eConomiic ac-tivity~ whic ' fete Iutia n

commciaCC l sal-.')es more thar;~' epeted. A coemparion of th'e slses t
maide in1i9(6 wit actual r'esults for :1967 and 196 and peen etimate fo
1969 anpd 1970 is~ showu below:

d 3" d
(nle inGv

-1966 Esima~nte 4,860 5,230 ~ 5620 6,(4 C

1/ According to regulations, a barrio is a comactc grup oto at leat 20
houses tha. jointly recuest to be connected to the systems and in hich
the Consumer ,must codribute [o the cost of the diTetib uti o r as

eCxlained i Annex t , ote 2.



6.0i SGBA eQimte s CaJ wiU J rc a. t of 8 'i W ,
9.4% i n 1971 nC U t & clining ra: vay, 7.3 N 1972 to7
in 1978. The estim te of about 7 i 1ya tr Lbl 'A be
on the conservative side. U der the above n oA ntmel,

its oales will increase from ,29 Gh in 1960 to 7,40 hi 71 andi
7,770 G'h in 3972. For the growth in nery sontL o piut dsai to 1978 see
Annex 2.

Future Inrsses i Sv m i

6.05 As shoTo in the tOble blow, REGDA did not have in 1968 nor vill
it have in th future sufficient Ot eait dth + o 1:et mit cn of t)--
vice, to meet the :OXimu dmnds of it .o co sm:ts and must dep-nd on
capacity rom CIAE, AyEE and otherc for this purpov':

Actual 1I : c eoot

1968 109 970 1971 1.0?

Plant Capability 1,550 1 550 1,800 1,890 1,
Maximum Demand 1,394 1, 530 1,652 1,784 1,90:9
Difference Without Minim um

Pserve Allovancei 156 20 148 106 (19)
Deduct largest YnIt (185) (185) (U3A (237) (231)
Shortage with largest

unit out of oervice (29) (365) (89) (131) (256)

6.06 The fcllowing additions to the capacity of the Buenos Aires itoral
system are envisaged through 1973:

(a) CIAE's 250 VW unit in May 1969;
(b) SEGBA's 250 MW unit in 1970;
(c) CIAE's 35 MW of gas turbines in 1971;
(d) SEGBA's 90MW of gas turbines in 1971;
(e) 313 MW nuclear power station ut Atucha in 1972; and,
(f) 400 MW frcm El Chocon in 1973

The table below shows the expected capability to supply the maximum demand on'
the combined Buenos Aires-Litoral system for the period 1969 through 1972
(see Annex for extensicns up to 1978, and Annex 10 for the list of existing
and funhe generating stations).



Act o-CanW---------
1969 719f

Plant capability, gross 2.330 2,530 2,780 2,905

FRe- se(r veC L- 31 37 38 16 406

Firm capacity 2 ,0 2,153 2379 2,509 2,99

Maximum demand 1,883 2,053 2 21 2,005 2,57t

Surplus 13 100 170 1t 325

/a Although the nuclear power station will have an installed a of
313 MW, only 200 MW is expecd o be available in 1972.

/b The reserve includes the lartest unit (Irss auxiiajriz ) plus 51 or the
effective thermal capacity. It is intended to meet unanicipated ot-
ages and allow for possible errors i eiNUer Of Mu M d0and,

Asspee nt of SERBAs Pro

6.07 SEGBA's expansion program. ho hebeen oely corn ed with tht of
CTA. It in based on the tMnewtes of JoA growth disncussd in pzzgr;ph
6.02. The sizes for cquipment have been well Wemn nd tMe pcgram hum been
revicwed and annroved by STBA's consultants, SOFRFLEC.

6.08 The facilities in SE0BA's program are urgently needed to enable
SEGBA to keep pace with the increae in demand in its service area an required
under its concession. Without these facilities, and especially without the
220 kv transmission line., SEGBA could not efficiently utilize the enrogy from
El Chocon and Atucha. A continuing expansion of the facilities necessary to
send electricity to the ultimate consumer is needed to prevent overloading of
the existing system. The project would result in an efficient and economic
network structure.

incremental Rate of Return

6. 09 The incremental rantes of return quoted in this report are calculated
on the basis of the cash flow with rncpct to the economy as a whole. Tnxoez
are therefore excluded from costs ut are included in revenues, since they
form part of the gross revenues from which the cash flow i.. derived. The re-
sultant returns are therefore greater than the corresponding financial rcturns
earned by SEGWA but less than the full economic returns, which include bene-
fits normally recognized as being unguantifiable. The increnctal rate of
return of the project is the discount rate at which the present worth of the
caital costs of the project equals the present worth of the gross revenues



derived from it, laws pcnr o s cr its e I
up of a vey ln1ge poler of Vitferent ty of ea hWN the Vt
ization of these wKLhn t c stin gW .,&tad l y f
complex, it has not be po"0 W th roinwnns oQ::he 1 to
the project and calculate th re'urn for 1: projecl b V MOle. it h.
however, ben possible to ca: reurn fo partr o he npoject h
attriMuad costs and revenues a delined ie'' for extennions of
elertricity supoliES to th "ba i W" or P I lem ! avnirq 10 PC OT
fMniliSe. . 11 giS de0 0 o W the: c ccic. The p r(e % , VC of
gross revenues less operating =xpen a tautble to the ext e4jio ofup-
plies to the barrios, equal thn pree va- of oh attributalr capital,
costs at a discount rate of 11% for the maalier (50 nous.) barrios and 18%
fur the laer (5o house) an.i, co the basis of the prescot levels of
costs, electricity raWes and tres,

6.10 Thc average conmnption of electricity in veil-establinhed barrics
is currently only about TOY of the averae for all reSidntial cnaSners'
When first U cormected the barrio revenues to SMBA are ao low an s cut U01.86
per customer per month and are likely only to double or the pojnet's lM.
Due to th comparatively high cost of extnling Bunplies rnd th Ln lu We of
expected revenues, barrio lectrificaion it judged likely to be ono of the
marg inal parts of the project (ie. likely to earn one of the lowest incre-
mental rates of retuva among the various parts of the projcnt). On these
grounds the incremental rete of return on the project a aNholis prc'ably
higher than 18%.

7. FUTURE PINMES

Financing Plan

7.01 A forecast of sources and applicetione of funds for the four veen
1969-1972 is attached as Annex 7 clon with comparable actual data fur 19'(
and 1968. SEGBA's construction expenditures for the four year period are
estimated at M$NI15.7 billion (US330.7 million equivlent ), consisning of (a)
the three-year 1970-1972 project totalling MSN86.6 billion (US24Tch million
equivalent), as described in Chapter 5 and (b) estimatecd expenditures of

AN29.1 billion (USO3.3 million equivalent) in 1969.

7.02 The financing plan for the for years through 1972 is suwarized
below (in billions of pesos and millions of Us$ equivalent):



( Tn

Interr"l C- h Genoration 26.0 27.6 32; 30.7 120 345.2 1 A.3
Less; Dot ,rvice Srn11.9 1A & 3 W 150.3 W5.

Divide n% 3.3 3 6 3.9 1W 30.8 9.,

Bous, nte, I J 1.7 1.8 1.8 6.7 19&j 5

Net Internal Koah Gen. 11.9 10.7 123 158 50 -7 105.0 3 S
Varictions in Working Cao. 0.h 10'T 0.0 (A 6.s 18.0 5,4

YCF Contributions 0.1 00 0,2 0W 22 2.0 0.6

Sub-total: Own s(ources 12 21.0 12,5 11.8 57s7 15.0 9.9

IBRD Loan 525-A I&1. 1.5 - - 1h.3 hi.0 12.4
Ironoed IBD Lon - 6 6.8 7.5 13.0 60.0 18.1

Suppliers' Credits 3.9 VA 1.9 - 6s 19.7 Q.0

Proo'ed Marbet isUes 53 7.0 15.r 45.0 w.6

Sub-total: Borrowings 16.7 12.8 W1. 1M.5 580 165 . 50.1

Total 29.1 33.8 26.5 26.3 115.7 330.7 100.0

7.03 The Government and SEGE/3 fI vc areed in pyinciple thrt 9EGh vould

start boo on the capitl e - - 197n!0 f rd -0 6 oc' ti- brnyi 4 q
throuin the construction periou of the projet, in Wnr to prepre itself

to finanee its expansion be1ond 1972 with a minimum of Wurther hep fru th

Bank and the Govuermuen. For the saen re aon, SEGBA expects, also with Whe

agroment of the Government, to start paying cash dividends in 1970 out oU'
1969 profi t s, nn preferred and co.on rhares (Coo Pra 4.08). These policies

are reflected in the financing plan above ae yee tan into rpcun t in
termining the ount of the pr'ooed loan. T h SaeS cf new shar

are contemplatcd in this fir -aIng plan, bay Cush raie from Sae of W haes

to the public could replace some of the assmod borroinu , since such Ts as

would further the sare d esiableo bjectiveo. Ample workirn capital provided

throughout the period would al.om (pr'ticularly for the first issue) timing

of the issues according to market conditions and PNo.d conflict with the
Government's os borrowiPn plans. It is expected that the first issue vill

- be placed nrior to July 31, 1970, market condition; permittin.

7.04 Cash dividends were asumed at 5% of par on preferred and 8% on
comm~ion shares. in addition, a 10? stock divided would be paid on common
shares. The cash dividends payments would avene U0810 million per year in

1970 through 1972 which is quite sm"ll; annual dividends would be less th-n

one-third of net profits and 2, of the dollar value of Governmvnt equity.
Such dividend payments should thereforc be inc'cre as availability of cash
allows (see also Para 7.09 below),

7.05 Internal cash genuration, Pet of debt service and dividends,
would amount to US$145 million equi'ven, or )out 4% of total reouire-
ments. About US016 million equivalent would be contributed from exc-ss



workinr enyital 0 thbedonsin C QUwid(ep 43) lao
USA2.0 million tou' paid l, A u P 5.Q and Anne

7.06 The e bor Vu o USp1 10l o equin n rD

conS IKO o1 '(, U!K1 4 ucsUSOV j u. w n 1 Na
USS 01 milin in 19K YO e SW- >W25A, WAYiOg otal 0i201 t r- q ol
U050.5 milion; ( throped-la of US m , asun 0, car inii

tcret at 7V and a ..rm f 20 on., iniig a, 4 yvar graC rIod; (c)
supplicrW cre(rs 1gregating aut U .{ mvi ut 0n (d, bor W opwings-,
from the market of aout UAK lioun

7.07 Most of th supplieA)A eveJs & a vlready hmn obtAno from

Eximban, , foreign oppliers nd, fo P C ller propoT4 m, Imal rupplicrs
in connection with th 250 MW uit ben aled in tW ueto Luevo
station and the co1 filring and coal I ga e u V refelred to in
para 5.02. These credits, Whinh Vre orsn y lon: trm, ulcId be
used in 969 and 1970. I was mi reft red to
in par; 5 03 would be fianed by year K -ign , uppli A n' rdit to the

extent at 85% of thei forelgn change cop!t or about US'. million, (SUNJ.
billion).

7.08 Annual hotroings from the marhet of U410 million in A970 . US$1Y
million in 1971 an d US20 million in 1972 have been nnsmoc Eaned genemi-

ly an an Ctual U f 0:r ro ived by SEGCB they Werc VVIUed to : in the form
of 8 SK P Iorin urrency o is sued an a 6W discount, including COOK ,
and rea yble in ten eanK l annu l installmun.s starti' after one yc.
Local bor owings would oe equaily satisfact<y, provided a m:inimm term of,
say, 10 ears cn be obtained, but this is not likely at precent.

7.09 SBA's ability lo borrow puh!ly has not h; n te p71,6reviously.
Consequently, despit the Iane borroing ,pWttal ht EE X.A a ou i-

nancial condition 'nd earnin;7 indO t, oly raItively .mal4 au nt s of,
borrowings could be expected at this tim, it would be desWib to in-
crease tham later in he period in the linht of actual favorable eperience,

and any cash suplus so geerad could 1 used to increae the vash dividnd
now contemplated. o the oth hpnd, s hould market ccnitions 've un favor--

able, the risk for the program would be n*niml: the not cash to be con-
tributed in the four year period from the U414 millon gross Wisue amount
would only be about US$39 million, after dscount and amortizaion in the
period are deducted, as compared with cash dividend payments of ebout US$31
million in the last three ycars of the yoedod; SEGBA woul' pay dividends in
stoch rather tba cash and the net gap of US$8 million could be offset easily,
given the conservative working cpital position and the availability of short-
term local credits.

Future Earnin g s

7.10 Forecast income statemcnts for the four years 1969.1972 are shown
in Annex 6. Sale are forecast as indicated in paras 6.03 and 6.04. Opei-
ratinq expenses are Pstimated to be at cuimmrt price levels, except for fuel
costs Wieh would increase by 10% on January 1, 170. Labor expenses would
renain at their 1969 level since expectcd increases in individuil wages for



seniority and i Vmrio of bOO 7Y Y!"1 he o(1' b i in 1W

exer ut labor rdcir a M to o rwtio, Th i

of, pouer ies was caculSteno to Ardc : -I ines0 eni n to the,
retuv Prvle inW the conc-m io, 7o h n 96 , 1970, the erantr (OA
penSAnn , exces eais a tne aU Of A P7, Vc cc -Ip-.,ea s ar

3.25 and 7.)

7.11 Aet income for 199e)<ud }W Co M 71 0l q l

in the concessin ty s M 2. billio, Sao vn reveaco in subcegu-nt

years migt inrQ atrta nou iaed Sol Aighe renues M%--
t Elz, th VIC d K~ og rii rf ncr F7: CKimWC
otherwise be needd cn ccount of riA n price Ale!els.

7.12 The forecast covernges of Aiees by net incomn would be 4mpI ,
Net profits would increase from MWliV8 billion (Ui 3.6 million) in 1969
to MN15.2 billion (up*43. .ilion) in 3P72.

Futo-e nTci-a P0 osition

7.13 Anox s shows forecast b lance shet as at the end of each of
the years 1969 to 1972. WiL the fancn p.l yyvds fo ne borrow-
inys or Aout U31166 million, the totao d et r. uincin Arn p- orion avd
shortLerm bank credits, would only increasen, U 1 million to US?6J1

million in the four years thrugh 1972. Tn. co'p Litio of the debt, ho-
ever, would be sounder than Pt any Mi jn the IAt. 961 of the debt would
be long-term, with outstaing Bar loans of UShI.1 'illion representir'
about 67% of the total. The current ortion woul dhbe 7A of the debt, as.
compared with 135 at the end of 1968,

7.14 Dcbt would be 8% of total ca-i'ta tion (exp::essed in dollars -
see para 4.03) at the end of 1972, an com- pad vi 52 % at the end of 1965,
which is lov for a utility with a reasembly assured steady Alo of earnjng
The increase in the debt ccoponent of the canitalization in the period sc
small due to the factors pointed out above, and lo to the rapid growth of
equity reflectinq the small popootion of earnings paid out.

7.15 The forecasts prov5idek for ample working capal. This would
allow the assumcd market iosues to bec delayd by a few months, if necessary,
to suit market conditions or the timing of the Government's own issues. All
existing financial covenants would be me with !aMe margins throughout the
period. By the end of 1972, and to the extent nco forecocable, SEGEA should
be in an oltircnrm position to continue expanding without major assistance from
the Government and the Bank.



8.01 The foluvirv Ae e. LeJI Un 1 3 r4 I
tions:

(a) .he fIllngA; eist in g a11 e be extendd io
the life of the n

) p )M k, ep :man nod Opra(i of Uhe pwer

Mcp v~l. W12) cxnd -L& 3 u3;

(ii) teU . in the Q-i n ConnS i AW il h v
of default an there WOUld A prio cOnWitA-tio
on the ppoir oen f L = Accutive MCC MreMdent

(Para 3.10);

(ii) poer robes will to mataind A the lev-l par-
mited by SEGBA's co es si oa (prn 3.26) ;

(i) the accounts will continue to r suANid wuanoly
by indepnden udltos (pzh K01)

(W) the creation of is n _ tand. the ncrry of no .
debt will continue to be restYR (Kira k.06); and.

(vi USE will continu e to emplo ( Io c"netcont
(pA 5.lk);

(b) the goveraj:P -t oornfi -. ity p&n Ywe iong o va the of
ordinary harev P MA." t( priva e etrs (pV: 4.08);

( ) SEGBA would p; ca s dividends an availablu cash ms
(paras 4.08, Y,03 Lad 7.0);

(d) SEGBA would horrow on resonable e frM private sourca
or sell new Mhares to private invsoarn, (pras AM, 7.03
and 7.08);

(e) SEGBA would continue to study it" rate structure and to
ad;)ust it as opportunities arise in connection with the
annual rate reviews (para 3.28);

(f) The government will enure prompt pnyment of amounts due
to SEGEA by Ats agencies (pora K.ip); and

()setisfactory arrangements rill bc Made for procomoment,
(pares 5.09 and 5.10),

Sep temfber 19, 1969q
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15.

1970 7,751 1,

1971 -, 3 1,1 p!

1973 9,013 1,295 139

9, 612 1, 298 13 8

'197 A.( 110 -t :i, 364l 13 8 3' CL43 96 :]3 ,

1976 110,2 1,3i8 77,.197(5 10, 966 , 4 17 132 9,5

197 6 111 155 3 18 7 Tl

1977 12,528 1,629 13 . 10 899 87

1978 13,05 1,73 13 11 s 662 7 -4
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1 .,"iAnt 116 7. 13. 0b 14.0m (
2 C.ec

1u 00" 3 176390 (0) 1400 ( )

Lihig1601W 289 15,50 (h A) 15,10 (2.0)

Poliie 13-05 26JA 12.91 (w1) 12.33 (15)5 1; ' ,j.

Inn rial 94 3 0 3 17 9,12 (09) 80 ( )

Tr in6036 21.1 6.l (3MY) 5,77 (06)
7~U Fab?$. 0 (y,

005a SO 2511 5.08 0.5 4.M (7S)

SpAilMO 20-5 655 (9,R) e6 (2.0)

TOTAL 1L82 260 12.29 .0 11 (7 )
TOTAL (in US,) 3: 3 3

Up to 1967 the rapi depreciation of tV peso 7a 1me by r nt rnte
increases of the 0aa of 30% to 10 per wn~m Wic vire ai! egpl to

02l cloEs of nserse The oMY chng -n thlee strutue in ith pero
as 11e nruoduo n o a nred rate fou night howr l in 9
esult of the C; no vr rev@ne par kvh ior inus c )nsumers
excluding sales Qto ) became l igh lnow than thM averge reru ppr
nwh for rasidential consumers (Wblo 1 abc(e)o

in 1968, the Rovernment alloid 8EGBA to iunrea only Tm re ini
rates by waVy of a nti fi 7d c ge (a Q! prn. ' 7'9 per ' (' o -".t".n
op to 50 k:h a, monh and' :.. 0 per m=oh for the re "a). This p n7(he0 ;w,
increase in the arage revemre per kW from residanual cosIe of abs 1
to IMIi3l (Ta4& 1), At y s: ' til the Merg reeDe pM'r k>.ht fom ,n-

dustrinl cnonsumer fill by About 3% to G13L20c( Cor'iercial ra&s havo :cr m 3d

Ihigh, Rate niumkber 5 tters for largo industrial loada nd, to a smallerKexn
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duial r i T le u7 ve: muc in iv

Aw stuO o, cosierin Cof pyrainal cot Mricoadinoe/otrl
bysrte elq;i As indiot bay Alhor i Ae Cop Li or e01 e inrain h
differeanti betee Mresdnta Td indutri raqo Vdfreann

commercials rates.

TN

be lAW A L COS itP ~tPO Jt 0 itMaty thMPAaWl

Acur stu of h Idanncost pinn 0 o.h.&aeMno ie

Dyilm l ad :e ly , by sh adgov te rl rto iof Tr on
Di Tel;a uenohs? 1ie The J-a rial i thie 'I edan ha been p

palerial enorgyhe Dunue to he rodom m 1e i y 1n Ahic th wosmr ladNom
be spiobedun ofi i not possbl - t preic n:etl ihon the t pe4k)w

adal lodcrvskptboEGAso the hne K3,'r :w- ,w orly-jj rates ofenrgyton-hc(

aemi-diFore se peodS :

pe~ak 5.30 pm t 9.30 p
night 9.30 to 7,00 amr'
da'ty 7400 am, to 5,30 p

The mer week-day is undergoing a transition duo to the Qinas in
air conditioning lOd but the summr peck is still loser than the winter peak,
Summer weekdays can thus be comeniontly divided into Nwo periods:-

nighbt 1L,0(7- pmn to T,*,o z
day 7.00 am to 11.00 pm
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Chu iNrojnta . Orgy.costs to be ch ed for ea-" discret period W 
determinnd by takInj a wegtd vr f the inut) ta coats corregandin
to each diffuent hour nthtpeid

Lon imMria ots. ofPrdcinCait

At the tors of th anual system peak, the ragind cost (ie. the cat
of prdcn"n~e n snt liid to the cont of prody tion of! the

OperaMon lOto Additiona apacity 1)t rdc hseryi e e
quind, the fixed charges of whch must We added to the inerarvv :c" qna cost
at tie of -tm peak Shold he

tye n atrethen an Ollowance Y- bej mnade for! lihe savn1 n R OSSibl t5 be
made ff peak, in that the older plyr m: the yts Il) eele

Spedigthe not fined chrsoe ehusof the yea inUbich the
syte peak m r curivsthe following table,,
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Prcicl OF T: e2.of ih , advrs offct thSG fc on Zigh pAK ma whAy h

alts r the cos a ratos i. r ov im oC og r e re reire
Speonjal OOLnIca , ao 7, nat:Ge cas

In the( atb;sence of knY>0dg about AstiVA -o of dVan j t the k
and off-peak1 C. perod 0u Ya on Q:eiec -mhr n .Aqthe stud Spr'
the capaciy charges o part of th Oy riod as wl the if na peak 1-I n
such 0 way that My pI , " aJ hours to punr nurs are :m me ram 1o

Mbut 1:0.23 in winter Ad 1:0.17 in s;-um.r "ithout differontiating baeen
sumrand winter rates =n appropriately weighted all-yoDF rndA proportion-,

Plity betwen the energy char g of TAble 5 would then seevn to bo:

TABW 6 1PORIOALTT TEEE

Pea 13
Day7 3
Night Base =I

The likly effect of this proportionality on the different sectors of
cons0umptio'n is honin Tale7,
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EAn Of' i c t it l AN cS:x:
1967 u, O0OCAiCT 1g 30% Cl A WA o umme1
reonw e a ecnsn

Thn K, io ea n on the PPEGBA %ga s26N in ca67 r;
opero 'Ei: oa () theparuciS Onoea ranW. 'i3h4 C lC'

TAMhiRc en% of opere:aln om appyornd to each rato claw-
according to th participation of Un rate class in the p.k Depree:inon
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BUENOS AIRES FOWJER PROJET

SEGBA

S u m m a r y

The Government of Argentina has proposed that the Bank make a
loan to assist in the execution of a program intended to eliminate the
power shortage in the Buenos Aires Metropolitan area and to reorganize
the electric power supply industry in the area as a necessary condition
to efficient expansion of service in the future.

ii. The reorganized SEGBA, which would be the Borrower, is to be
given ownership and responsibility for AyEE's generation, interconnection
and distribution facilities in Buenos Aires. This will result in a con-
solidated program for SEGBA which, for the period of 1962-1964, includes
the completion or addition of about 800 MAW of generating facilities, a
132 kv system in the metropolitan area and a substantial expansion of
distribution facilities. The program, which is estimated to cost a total
of US4$292 million equivalent, represents the minimum necessary to eliminate,
by 1965, the bulk of the power shortage.

iii. After the reorganization SEGBA will be a stock corporation:
initially, all shares will be owned by the Government but would be sold
gradually to the public as conditions of the Argentine financial market
permit. A satisfactory plan has been worked out to ensure that SEGBA will
have a competent management group operating with the necessary autonomy.

Iv. The plan for financing the 1962-1964 program, after taking into
account US$76 million equivalent (26%) representing the total of new
borrowings already contracted and US$109 million equivalent (37%) repre-
senting net internally generatec funds, leaves a gap of US$107 million
equivalent. This is to be met by the sale of US$12 million equivalent (4%)
of new common shares of SEGBA in 1963-1964, and by a proposed loan of
US$95 million equivalent (33%) from the Bank. The financial position of
SEGBA, which is analyzed in detail in the report for the six years 1962 to
1967, should be sound throughout the period.

v. The project is considered suitable for-the proposed US$95 mil-
lion loan, with a term of 25 years and with amorti'ation starting in
March 1965.



BUENOS AIRES POWER PROTECT

SEGBA

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Government of Argentina has proposed that the Bank make a sub-
stantial loan to assist in implementing a program to consolidate electric
utility services in the Buenos Aires Metropolitan area (Greater Buenos Aires)
and to eliminate a long standing shortage of power in the area.

2. The elimination of the shortage depends largely on completing as
quickly as possible a 600 MW installation, the "Gran Buenos Aires" (GBA)
Station, which has been under construction since 1958 by the Government's
Water and Power Agency, Agua y Energia Electrica (AyEE). Due to physical,
organizational and financial difficulties, the construction of the station
is now two years behind schedule and AyEE is unable to obtain the funds in
local currency needed to complete the installation.

3. The proposed consolidation of services would be achieved by trans-
ferring to a reorganized SEGBA (Servicios Electricos Gran Buenos Aires, at
present the largest among the electricity supply organizations in Buenos
Aires) the responsibility for completing the construction and undertaking
the combined operation of the GBA Station, of the 132 kv interconnection in
the metropolitan area as well as of the necessary expansion of the consoli-
dated distribution system. These measures should bring to an end as quickly
as possible the power shortage in the area and provide a sound basis for the
efficient provision of electric utility service in the future.

4. The organizational and financial features of the consolidation
plan have been the object of long consultations between the Government and
the Bank. A firm plan of action has now been formulated and is appraised
in this report. After considering all reasonable contributions which could
be obtained in Argentina to meet the financial requirements of the plan,
there remains a gap of $95 million which the Government requests be the
amount considered by the Bank for a loan. The Government proposes that the
loan be made to the new SEGBA and that the utilization of its proceeds be
authorized in the following manner:

(i) The equivalent of US$60 million to obtain local currency
exclusively for the completion of the GBA Station and of
the 132 kv ring, and

(ii) US435 million against imported equipment and Cervices
mainly for the expansion of the distribution system and
interest during construction.
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II. BACKGROUND

5. Electricity supply by privately-owned utility companies in Buenos
Aires was established at the beginning of the century. These companies
were owned and controlled by foreign interest and operated under long term
concessions granted by the city of Buenos Aires and later by the city and/or
the province of Buenos Aires when service was extended beyond the borders
of the Federal District.

6. In the period between the two world wars, and after some trans-
fers of ownership following the first world war, electric utility service
in the Greater Buenos Aires area was shared by two companies: CADE
(Compania Argentina de Electricidad) a fully-owned subsidiary of SOFINA,
and CIAE (Compania Italo Argentina dp Electricidad) which was and is con-
trolled by Swiss financial interests but whose shares have also been
quoted on the Zurich and Buenos Aires stock exchanges. These two companies,
like their predecessors, ran an efficient and profitable operation and es-
tablished and maintained a tradition of reliable service. Ample capacity
reserves were maintained at all times and generally the management and
operation of the companies reflected the conservative electric utility
approach of western European companies before the second world war. Under
these conditions the development of the Buenos Aires power system during
the 30 year period to 1940 progressed steadily with an average annual rate
of increase in demand between 7 and 8%.

7. With the advent of the Peron regime and the emergence of national-
istic trends in Government policies the foreign-owned power companies began
having difficulties. In the early 1950's they were refused permission
further to expand their facilities. Shortly thereafter they were prevented
from applying the rate adjustment clauses which were included in their con-
cessions. This was accompanied by increasingly frequent expropriations of
foreign-uwned power facilities, mostly in the interior of Argentina, and
by the mid-1950's a strong movement was apparent to nationalize the power
industry by expropriating the foreign-owned companies and/or revoking
their long term concessions. This situation continued after the fall of
the Peron Government and by 1958, foreign owned power undertakings in the
interior had been formally taken over, mostly by AyEE, but in some in-
stances (notably Cordoba) by the Provincial Governments. Most of these
had been owned by American and Foreign Power Company and negotiations for
compensation were successfully completed in 1960. The remainder had been
owned by CADE or CIAE and settlements therefor were included in agreements
reached between the Government and the owners in 1958 and 1961, respectively.

8. In Buenos Aires, CADE's and CIAE's concessions were cancelled in
mid-1957. The brunt of political attacks was borne by CADE, By late 1958
a settlement was reached between the Government and SOFINA under which
AyEE took over CADE's distribution system in fourteen municipalities to the
north-west of the Federal District (Fourteen Partidos). The revalued
assets remaining in CADE, whose name was changed to SEGBA, consisting of
the generating facilities and of the distribution system in the Federal
District and in the fourteen municipalities to the southeast, were to be
bought by the Government in equal installments during the ensuing ten years.



The contract provided, inter alia, that eq4uity capital would earn 8%.
Management was vested in a Board with representation both of the Government
and of SOFINA, with executive management remaining SOFINA's responsibility
at least until the Government achieved majority ownership.

9. The settlement with CIAE was concluded by mid-1961 and the con-
tract then signed provides for an indefinite concession period, but with
an option for the Government to buy the Company's facilities after 1966
with three years notice.

10. As for the power supply situation in Buenos Aires, the power
shortage which had begun in the early 1950's, partly alleviated by the in-
stallation of captive plant by consumers, grew more serious and by 1956
the companies had difficulty meeting demand of connected consumers. Con-
nections to new consumers were practically discontinued and restrictions
on the use of power were imposed which are still in effect. \ The con-
troversies about CADE and CIAE and the cancellation of their concessions
prevented the adoption of the logical solution to the power shortage - the
installation of new units at their respective plants in Puerto Nuevo and
Nuevo Puerto (both in Buenos Aires port) - which would have made available
suitable new capacity in the shortest time and at the smallest cost. In-
stead, AyEE initiated plans for building a new 600 MW steam power station
on a site to be reclaimed from the Rio de la Plata in the port area. Con-
tracts were awarded in April 1958 to a partnership of British companies
which undertook to build the 600 MU Dock Sud plant (the name was later
changed to Gran Buenos Aires Station) as a turn key job with the foreign
currency cost financed by Baring Brothers on the basis of short term manu-
facturers' credits, with final payment to be made in 1967. The five 120 hW
units were scheduled for commissioning at three month intervals, beginning
in January 1961. Additional contracts provided for the construction of
extensive cable connections and substations at 132 kv which would complete
an interconnecting 132 kv ring around the metropolitan area and superimpose
a new 132 kv-13.2 kv distribution system on those already existing.

11. Simultaneously, AyEE was building a transmission line to Buenos
Aires from San Nicolas, a locality some 200 km to the northwest where a
300 1W steam power station had been completed by AYEE in 1955. The con-~
nection was completed in 1959 and brought partial relief (about 180 Mw), to
the shortage in Buenos Aires at the expense, however, of the Rosario-
Santa Fe area. With the CADE settlement of 1958, the possibility of unit
additions to existing plants in Buenos Aires was belatedly reopened. The
first such unit, with a capacity of 140 MW, was commissioned in mid-1961 in
SEGBA's Puerto Nuevo Station. A second unit, with a capacity of 194 MW, is
now on order for the same station and is scheduled for commissioning in late
1963. Capacity additions to CIAE's Nuevo Puerto station are planned as a
result of CIAE's 1961 settlement.

12. In view of the critical need for sound power policies as a factor
in Argentine economic recovery, a study of the major power problems in the
country (the Argentine Power Study) was undertaken in late 1959 at the
request of the Government and under the direction of the Bank. The study,



which was sponsored by the U.N. Special Fund, was concluded in mid-1760
with the publication of a report containing a recommended power program
for the period 1960-1969. In regard to the Greater Buenos Aires area, the
salient recommendations were:

a. complete the construction of the GBA Station without delay;

b. supplement its contribution by scheduling the fullest utiliza-
tion of existing power stations through the addition of large
(180 to 200 MW) units, during the second half of the decade;

c. review and amend conflicting plans for distribution system
expansion by the various power entities in the area; and

d. eliminate conflicts among these entities and achieve the
necessary coordination of planning and operation among them.

The report showed that the ten-year investment requirements for electric
power expansion in the Buenos Aires - Litoral System, of which the
Greater Buenos Aires area represents more than 80%, would exceed the equiva-
lent of $500 million.

13. The magnitude of this task and the serious financial burden it
would impose upon the Government were emphasized by the ccntinuing in-
ability of AyEE to provide enough funds even to keep the construction of
the GBA Station progressing at normal speed. After exploring with the Bank
in the latter part of 1960 the possibility of a loan to assist in achieving
the urgent completion of the GBA Station, the Government decided early in
1961 to seek a wider and more permanent solution of the power supply prob-
lem in the Buenos Aires area, one which would relieve the budget of the
sizeable drain involved in financing rehabilitation and expansion of facil-
ities. For this purpose it appointed an elder statesman of Argentina,
Dr. Pinedo, to work out a solution. This was developed during 1961 and is
known as the "Pinedo Plan". The Pinedo Plan received formal Government
approval in September 1961 and is the basis for the proposed consolidation,

III. THE PINEDO PLAN

14. The plan for the consolidation of power utility services in the
Buenos Aires metropolitan area hinges on the reorganization of SEGBA. This
is being achieved through the following three principal steps:

a. Purchase by Government of all SEGBA shares still held by private
investors (a contract to this effect was signed on October 20,
1961 by the Government and SODEC, an affiliate of SOFINA).

b. Recapitalization and reorganization of SEGBA to transform it
into a stock corporation whose by-laws and concession would
permit indefinite operation as a privately-owned public utility
corporation. Though initially all shares would be beneficially
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owned by the Government, they would be placed in trust with
the Industrial Bank to be sold to private investors as
rapidly as the Argentine financial market would allow.

c. Transfer to the reorganized SEGBA of AyEE's assets and con-
cessions in the Gran Buenos Aires area. These consist of
the GBA Station, the 132 kv system interconnection facilities
and the distribution system in the Fourteen Partidos.

The detail of the financial transactions is given under "Financial Aspects".
The executive action needed to put the plan into effect has already been
initiated and is to be completed prior to the signing of the loan. The
transfer to SEGBA of AyEE's properties would become effective on the date
of the loan's signature.

15. Under the Plan, all generating, interconnection and distribution
facilities in the metropolitan area would be owned and operated by SEGBA,
with the exception of CIAE's system (Annex 8). The best utilization of all
facilities and the compatibility of distribution expansion, as well as the
avoidance of duplication, will require close cooperation between the two
companies. They have coexisted and cooperated for many years and it is
reasonable to assume that they will do so in the future. A first step to-
wards assuring the needed economic coordination is to be taken shortly
when SEGBA engages qualified consultants acceptable to both companies to
review distribution systems' conditions and plans and to recommend stan-
dards for rehabilitation and expansion.

IV. THE BORROWER

16. The reorganized and consolidated SEGBA would be the borrower.
Before consolidation SEGBA has 740 MV of installed capacity serving the
Federal Capital District and fourteen partidos in the Province of Buenos
Aires. The corresponding area is about 9000 sq.km. >ith a population of
five million. The number of SEGBA customers is slightly over one million.
SEGBA's 1961 peak load was 628 MW and its sales for the year 2600 million
kwh. The other Fourteen Partidos in the Province of Buenos Aires, which
are being supplied by AyEE until the consolidation, have an area of about
4000 sq.km., with a population of 1.5 million and over 400,000 customers.
The 1961 peak load there was 242 MW with sales of 960 million kwh. Bulk
supplies to the area, in addition to SEGBA's contribution, came from 6an
Nicolas with a peak of 180 MI. Thus, after consolidation, the new SEGBA
will serve an area of 13,000 sq.km. with 6.5 million inhabitants and about
1.5 million customers. Its peak load will initially be about 900 MW and
until sufficient new capacity is commissioned it will continue to receive
bulk supplies from San Nicolas, in amounts up to 180 MW.

The By-laws

17. SEGBA's new by-laws, approved at a special shareholders meeting
on December 15, 1961, establishes the Company as a stock corporation with
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a life of 100 years for the purpose of "generation, transformation, trans-
mission, distribution, purchase and sale of electricity as well as giving
public service electricity supply in any part of the Republic of Argentina
where authorities may license it to do so".

18. Under the new by-laws, SEGBA will have a Board of Directors of
no less than five and not more than eight members, appointed by share-
holders' vote for terms of three years, re-appointable indefinitely and
with staggered terms. Of these, one will be the President and another the
Executive Vice President.

19. All shares will initially be owned by Government and held by the
Industrial Bank. The Government intends to sell shares to the public as
soon and as rapidly as possible. Present prospects for important sales of
shares are not good, however, and it must be expected that the Government
will hold a majority of shares for a number of years. In order to ensure
the needed independence and autonomy of management, the by-laws restrict
the powers of the Board and concentrates the executive functions of manage-
ment in an Executive Committee chaired by the Executive Vice President and
composed of the General Manager, if one is appointed, and four of the cor-
poration's department managers. Specifically, the Executive Vice President
has power to hire and fire the General Manager and Department Managers, to
establish their salaries and bonuses, as well as to appoint the members of
the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee, in turn, controls, inter
alia, the corporation's planning and annual budgeting; the determination of
power rates under the provisions in the concession; the exchanges of power
in bulk; the award of contracts; all staff and labor responsibilities, in-
cluding hiring and firing, wages and salaries and labor relations. The
by-laws contain provisions on compensation to the members of the Executive
Committee which should ensure that executives of the necessary high standing
and caliber will be attracted to the principal positions in the Corporation.

The Concession

20. The Government has prepared a new concession for SEGBA, which
would come into force before the proposed loan is made effective. Executive
decrees have been signed by the President of the Republic transferring to
SEGBA the ownership of the GBA Station and of the facilities now operated
by AyEE. The Government would receive SEGBA shares in exchange for these
assets. Concurrently, the new concession would license SEGBA to operate
indefinitely in the Federal Capital and in the surrounding twenty-eight
partidos of the Province of Buenos Aires.

21. The concession specifies in detail the rules which will govern
the establishment of rates. The salient features of these rules are de-
tailed in para. 70. The Corporation will be entitled to earn 8% after
taxes on the net fixed assets valuation expressed in US dollar equivalent.
Rates will be revised each year and changes in labor and fuel costs will
be compensated for automatically by rate adjustments.
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22. The concession contains specific provisions for the event that
in the future the Government may develop large power installations else-

where in Argentina which would require the SEGBA system as part of their

market. These provisions adequately protect SEGBA's corporate interest in

that they establish that SEGBA will not have to pay any more than it would

cost to generate the energy or power in question from its own facilities

or from their expansion.

Organization and Myanagement

23. CADE, and later SEGBA, were managed by their owner, SOFINA,
through the intermediary of a non-Argentine chief executive. In recent

years the department managers have been Argentines or foreigners of long
residence in Argentina. They and their assistants are a group of generally
well qualified and able professionals, though the impression remains that

they were never really blended into a unified management group. The finan-

cial management of the company was controlled by the owners and important

engineering tasks were performed by SOFINA as consultants. The events of

the last decade and the gradual sale of the Company's ownership to the

Government did not provide an incentive to build up a strong and numerous

management staff.

24. The consolidation and reorganization of SEGBA should revitalize

the Company giving it an assured future with a much larger scope of opera-

tions and with a very large program of works to be completed on an

emergency basis. The general manager has resigned, but will remain on a

two-year contract as advisor to the new chief executive. Under the new

charter, the chief executive will be the Executive Vice President and the

position has already been filled with a person who inspires great con-

fidence in his ability to discharge the responsibility of the post com-

petently and imaginatively.

25. All other executives and higher staff members of SEGBA will con-

tinue in the new corporation. They form a generally competent and re-
liable group, although small and with insufficient senior professional

staff in the light of the large program of the new SEGBA. This difficulty
will be alleviated, during the initial period, by the use of qualified
consultants to develop and supervise the execution of the major phases of

the physical work in progress. It will be necessary for the chief execu-

tive urgently to concentrate on a review of the company's organization and

on the recruitment of new staff to adapt the organization to its new size

and scope. He is aware of the problem and is already considering suitable

steps. The transition to a more complete management structure may be
expected to take place reasonably quickly and without hindrance to the

carrying out of the program.

26. Because of the importance of these positions, the Bank has ob-

tained the right of approval to the appointment of future Executive Vice

Presidents and General Managers.
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V. POWER MA4RKET

27. Capacity and energy statistics for the Buenos Aires metropolitan
area are available since the beginning of the century and are shown graph-
ically in Annex 1. The graph shows that demand developed fairly evenly
during the period 1910-1940, the long term compound rate of annual increase
during that period being about 7.5%, equivalent to doubling every ten years.
Peak loads at significant intervals were as follows:

1910 52 MW 1945 450 M4W
1920 104 MW 1950 660 Ma
1930 260 MW 1955 850 MW
1940 440 MW 1957 910 MW
1945 450 MW 1960 895 MW

During the second world war, inability to obtain the needed fuel supplies
(at times during the war wheat and other food grains were burned in the
boilers) as well as serious limitations on equipment supplies resulted in
a limitation of demand. The peak load in 1945 was practically the same as
it had been in 1940.

28. As the war ended, the two power companies in Buenos Aires under-
took to expand their facilities and new units were commissioned between
1948 and 1952. This made it possible for load to resume its growth, and,
between 1945 and 1955, the trend was much like the prewar period. However,
no further capacity additions were authorized after those commissioned in
1952. The peak load of about 900 MAW reached in 1957 corresponded to the
maximum capability of the system (distribution as well as generation) and
in the four years since then demand has been limited by the availability of
generating capacity, which includes some units more than forty years old.

29. The resulting power shortage is not easily estimated. Con-
siderable work was done in this respect when carrying out the Argentine
Power Study, the year of reference then being 1958. With some updating,
the situation in the Buenos Aires area by the end of 1960 could be summarized
as follows:

a. 150 MW were estimated to be needed for the voltage and frequency
of service to return to normal.

b. 55 MW was the peak load reduction corresponding to restrictions
in force.

c. The accumulation of unsatisfied applications for connection
amounted to between 50 and 100 MW.

d. There was an accumulation of customer owned captive plant.
Though it was difficult to estimate it's total capacity, and
even more the degree of its utilization, its order of magnitude
is probably close to 500 11W. Most of the demand met by this
plant would and should return to public utility supply when
normal service is restored.
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In summary, the shortage at the end of 1960 amounted to a net deficit of
250 to 300 PM, in addition to the captive plant problem. As the peak load
in 1960 was just under 900 MW, the point of departure in forecasting load
growth thereafter becomes about 1200 MW.

30. In the last decade there has been a considerable change in the
relative importance of the different categories of consumers. As shown
in the table, there has been a large increase in the importance of domestic
consumption balanced by the decreasing trend in the industrial supplies
taken from public utility services:

Energy Consumption by Classes of Consumers
% of total sales

1950 1957 1960

Domestic 26.5 34.8 37.7
Commercial 11.0 10.4 10.7
Industrial 37.8 34.8 27.5
Governmental (lighting, traction

water supply, etc.) 24.7 20.0 24.1

The emphasis on domostic supplies has also influenced the form of the load
diagram and consequently the load factor, as well as the time of the peak.
The annual load factor during the last few years has been averaging about
51'. A return to normal service, with an increasingly important industrial
load, should gradually correct these deformations and improve the system
load factor.

31. The generating capacity available to supply the Greater Buenos
Aires area during the last three or four years is detailed in Annex 2 and
amounted globally to about 900 MW. All facilities have been overloaded at
the time of the peak during that period, and voltage on distribution cables
and lines has been well below nominal. In some sections the voltage drop
has been as high as 40%.

32. The additions of generating capacity which are taking place or
have been scheduled are:

a. Unit No. 7 in SEGBA's Puerto Nuevo station, was commissioned in
June 1961. Its capacity is 140 MW. Its commissioning enabled
the system to record a peak load of 1061 MW in recent months.

b. Unit No. 8 in SEGBA's Puerto Nuevo station, with a capacity of
194 MW, scheduled for commissioning at the end of 1963 and unit
No. 9, also 194 MW, scheduled for 1967.

c. The five 120 MW units in the GBA Station, which will probably
be commissicned at three-monthly intervals between mid-1963
and mid-1964.

d. One 110 MW and one 180-200 MW units in CIAE's Nuevo Puerto
Station, respectively scheduled for commissioning by mid-1964
and mid-1966.
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33, Annex 2 shows detailed statistics for 1958, 1959 and 1960, as well
as SEGBA's forecast for the period up to 1967, which shows a combined peak
demand on the SEGBA and CIAE systems for that year of 1613 MW. The fore-
cast does not allow for retiring any old plant or for any of the auto-
generative load to revert to public utility supply. It is based on a slow
load growth on SEGBA's system and an even slower growth on CIAE's system.
By contrast, if a growth rate of 7.5% per year is applied to the 1960 base
of 1200 MW (see para. 29), the peak load in 1967 would reach 1970 MW, with
energy sales of 8770 million kwh if the annual sales load factor remained
unchanged at 515?.

34. If SEGBA's forecasts were essentially correct, by 1964 the system
could operate with reasonably comfortable capacity reserves and satisfy any
new demand for power. As the Greater Buenos Aires system is part of a
larger system (the Litoral) spanning from Santa Fe to the southern part of
the Province of Buenos Aires, capacity surpluses, if any, would be absorbed
in the form of exports of power from the GBA area. More probably, the
current expansion program, if carried out in time, would make it possible
to meet GBA area demand while leaving very little capacity, if any, to
meet reserve requirements. As the current program taxes both financial and
physical capabilities to the limit, the possibility of further capacity
additions cannot reasonably be considered until the present program will
have been carried out.

35. SEGBA's forecast of its own system peak load and sales (excluding
CIAE) is shown in the following table and has been used in preparing fi--
nancial forecasts for this report. The extent to which the sales figures
are probably understated introduces an element of conservatism in the fore-
cast financial results.

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Peak load M4W 870 1076 1178 1242 1303 1361

Annual sales mill.kwh 3750 4100 4500 4780 5060 5340

VI. THE PROJECT

36. The Project for which a Bank loan is proposed consists of the
GBA Station, the 132 kv ring and substations, and the expansion of the dic--
tribution system to be carried out during the years 1962, 1963 and 1964.

GBA Station

37. The GBA Station, located on reclaimed land on the shore of the
Rio de la Plata close to the main Buenos Aires port area (see Map), will
have an installe, capacity of 600 NW. It is designed as a unit system
plant with five reheat units rated at 120 MW each. The plant was or.ginally
designed to burn coal, fuel oil and gas but the design has since been
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modified to oil and gas burning only. Steam conditions are 1800 psig -
1050OF - 10000F. Station output, generated at 13.8 kv, will be stepped up
to 132 kv in a substation adjacent to the plant.

38. Preliminary planning of the G3A Station was done by AyEE and bids
for the station and for the 132 kv interconnection ring were invited in
1957. Offers were to include financing. The only offer which met the
various conditions set by AyEE was submitted by a consortium of British
firms and contracts were let in April 1958. The contracts were on a turn
key basis and involved a partnership of British Thompson & Houston -
International Combustion Limited for the GBA Station, Metropolitan Vickers
for the 132 kv substation with Pirelli and Siemens to supply the 132 kv
cable. The credits extended by the various manufacturers were coordinated
and supplemented by Baring Brothers who are acting as financing agents.
Sir William Halcrow and Partners and Merz & McLellan were retained by the
Partnership as consulting engineers.

39. The original contract price for the GBA Station (after making
allowance for later specification changes involved in the elimination of
the coal burning equipment) was f24,587,100 plus MpN1,382 million. At the
rate of exchange then prevailing of M4N40 to US$1, the total contract price
(net of financing costs) was equivalent to approximately $103 million. The
contract provided for commissioning of the five units to bein in January
1961 and be completed in January 1962.

40. The poor choice of site and the insufficient consideration given
to foundation conditions soon resulted in a considerable increase in the
amount of work and resulting cost of the civil works. Progress was also
delayed by AyEE's difficulty in obtaining funds and by poor job administra-
tion with the result that the station is now two to two and one half years
behind schedule. The status of the work at the present time can be sum-
marized as follows:

- Civil Works: general power plant foundations completed; unit
block foundations in place for two units; pump house and cooling
water culverts about 50% progress; power station building about
20% progress; sea wall and reclamation area for fuel tanks just
recently started after long delay in awarding contracts. The
last item is still critical for initial commissioning in 1963.

- Mechanical and electrical erection: boiler erection for two
units well under way, main boiler support steel for two more in
place with drums hoisted; low pressure end of one turbine in
place; erection of outdoor substation steel structures almost
completed.

One major obstacle to rapid progress in erection will be the fact that
about half the equipment for the plant has arrived at the site during the
last two years and has been store( outdoors at random without inspecting,
classifying or protecting it. There are at present about 35,000 crates
in the storage area. This situation results from a peculiar arrangement
in the contract whereby AyEE took delivery of the equipment on board ship
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in Great Britain, shipped it and received it at its own responsibility, later re-
delivered it to the contractors at the site for erection. Sorting and reclaiming
t)red equipment may involve substantial costs as well as protracted legal argu-
ments among AyEE, the Partnership and the insurance companies about responsibility.

41. The takeover by SEGBA of the GBA Station is proposed to be effective as
of the date of the proposed Bank loan. Negotiations are in progress to amend the
cunsulting engineers contracts so as to make them responsible directly to SEGBA.
The- Partnership has until recently prevented the consultants from working infor-
mally with SEGBA in considering the rescheduling of work. Pending a detailed study
of all problems which will be initiated as soon as SEGBA is formally in control,
the present tentative schedule is for the first unit to be commissioned in June
1963 and for the others to follow at three month intervals.

42. The following table summarizes the present cost estimates of the GBA
Station:

GBA Station Cost Estimates
(All figures Mill.US$ equiv.)

Cost to Date Cost to Complete Total
Work done to 12/31/61 Starting Jan.1.1962
Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Tota:_

Site preparation 0.03 2.30 2.33 1.65 4.45 6.10 1.68 6.75 8.43
Foundations and

structures 3.08 14.52 17.60 1.86 12.90 14.76 4.94 27,42 32.36
Boilers and

auxiliaries 2.98 0.60 3.58 23.27 5.31 28.58 26.25 5.91 32.1f,
Turbogenerators

and auxiliaries 1.10 0.10 1.20 21.93 3.04 24.97 23.03 3.14 26.17
Accessory Instal-

lation 0.80 0.07 0.87 8.05 4.05 12.10 8.85 4.12 12.9?
132 kv sub-

station 1.76 0.24 2.00 0.35 0.15 0.50 2.11 0.39 2.50

Spares - - - 3.12 - 3.12 3.12 - 3.12

Engineering 0.46 - 0.46 1.14 0.02 1.16 1.60 0.02 1.61

C erhead - 3.01 3.01 - 1.81 1.81 - 4.82 4.82

SIipping Costs - 0.55 0.55 - 4.88 4.88 - 5.43 5.43

Contingencies - - - 1.47 8.00 9.47 1.47 8.00 9.7

Subtotal 10.21 21.39 31.60 62.84 44.61 107.45 73.05 66.00 139.05

Interest during
Construction 1.7 0.54 2.24 2.83 3.41 6.2 4-53 3.95 8.48

Total 11.91 21.93 33.84 65.67 48.02 113.69 77.58 69.95 147.53
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Notes:

- Costs to date in foreign currency are the equivalent in US dollars of
equipment actually installed, including escalation as accrued to date.
In addition to the amount shown of 11.91 million equivalent, equip-
ment valued at about $35 million equivalent has arrived on site and
is shown in the estimate of cost to complete.

- Costs to date in local currency are the total of Argentine pesos spent
to date, converted into US dollar equivalent at the current rate of 83.
All other local costs have also been translated into dollars at the
same rate.

- Costs to complete in foreign currency show the value of the balance
of equipment still to be erected. The contingency allocation allows
for the maximum escalation which may be charged under the contractual
15/` ceiling, having regard to escalation accruals to date and to the
rate of progress in manufacture.

- Costs to complete in local currency are computed from physical work to
be performed at original contract prices adjusted according to con-
tract provisions for labor rates and applicable costs prevailing in
November 1961. They include the round of 20-30% wage and salary in-
creases which took place during the past two to three months. The
average multiplier from original contract prices has been found to be
around three. The contingency allocation against future wage and
price increases was calculated by assuming that a 20% increase would
occur every year by mid-year beginning with mid-1962. There are
practically no physical contingencies remaining.

43. The total equivalent cost of $147.5 million US ($246 per kw) in-
cluding contingencies and interest during construction reflects the limited
degree of competition obtained by seeking a manufacturers' credit arrange-
ment, the high cost of site preparation, the inefficient manner in which
construction has been pursued thus far, the assumptions made in calculating
contingencies and the changes in the value of local currency.

132 kv Interconnection

44. During the mid-1950?s AyEE was planning its activities in the
Buenos Aires area on the basis of two main assumptions:

- that it would before long take over utility service in the metro-
politan area;

- that large hydroelectric insta]lations would soon be built in
the interior to supply the Buenos Aires area.

On the basis of these assumptions, AyEE, with the cooperation of equipment
manufacturers, engineered a plan for building a 132 kv ring around Buenos
-ires which would receive supplies from the interior as well as from local
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generating facilities, and from which supplies would be given to substations
at 132/13.2 kv to be built in the metropolitan area. The transformers,
switchgear, cables and civil works for the implementation of the plan were
included in the contracts awarded in April 1953 in connection with the
"Dock Sud package". No arrangements were made, however, for 13.2 kv dis-
tribution facilities.

45. When undertaking the execution of the Argentine Power Study, it
was decided that the importance of this program and its conflicts with the
reasonable expansion of distribution facilities in the metropolitan area
warranted a special study of the situation. The study was carried out and
its conclusions can be summarized as follows:

a. The immediate construction of a 132 kv ring around the metro-
politan area which would interconnect all local generating
facilities was desirable.

b. It would be a serious and costly mistake to superimpose a new
13 kv distribution system on those already in existence in the
Capital District; and the 132/13.2 kv substations in the plan
would make a very small contribution toward expanding distribu-
tion capacity as AyEE was only planning to use them for supply-
ing new consumers.

c. There would not be a need for some years to build 132 kv sub-
stations in the Capital District as the existing 27.5 kv cables
could carry a much greater load once they were supplied from
both ends after the establishment of the 132 kv ring.

d. The equipment already on order could be modiified, if decision
were taken fairly rapidly, so it could be employed much more
usefully in implementing a new plan compatible with existing
facilities and capable of providing the necessary distribution
expansion at the lowest cost. The outline of the new plan was
included in the report.

46. The Government accepted the principles of the recommendations.
The proposed new plan was modified to some extent by a compromise agree-
ment acceptable to both AyEE and SEGBA, which was reached in September
1960. The main modification consisted in advancing by two or three years
the construction of the first three 132 kv substations in the Capital Dis-
trict. Changes in equipment specifications were accepted by the manu-
facturers and the modified plan of September 1960 represents the present
program. While it is a reasonable program,. the facts that none of the
part which was controversial has yet been physically implemented and that
the artificial separation of the distribution system between AyEE and
SEGBA is now to be eliminated warrant a detailed review by the new SEGBA
to ensure the realization of any possible savings. The management of the
new SEGBA share this view and consultants are going to be retained to re-
view this matter as well as the overall planning and design of expansion
of distribution facilities at 27, 13 and 6 kv.
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47. The physical layout of the 132 kv system scheduled for execution
by the end of 1964 is shown in the Map. The interconnection program in-
volves laying 675 km of single phase cable at 132 kv and the construction
of seven substations (three of these in the Capital District) aggregating
1040 lqWA of transformer capacity. Detailed cost estimates are shown in
Annex 3. The quality of these estimates and the manner in which they have
been revised are the same as stated for the GBA Station. The following is
a summary of the estimates, broken down by year:

132 kv Interconnection
Summary Cost Estimates

(all figures in million USq')

Cables Substations Total
Foreipn Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total

to end 1961 1.02 0.81 1.83 2.93 2.31 5.2L 3.95 3.12 7.07

1962 5.73 12.87 18.6 7.33 6.17 13.5 13.06 19.04 32.1

1963 1.99 11.84 13.83 5.32 4.11 9.43 7.31 15.95 23.26

1964 0.09 1.38 1.47 0.94 0.36 1.3 1.03 1.74 2.77

Total 62-64 7.81 26.09 33.90 13.59 10.64 24-.23 21.40 36.73 58.13

Grand Total 8.83 26.90 35.73 16.52 12.95 29.47 25.35 39.85 65.20

The interconnection plan includes a new 132 kv cable connection Dock Sud -
La Plata, costing about 010 million equivalent, which formed part of
SEGBA's own previous program rather than AyEEs.

Distribution System Expansion

48. The SEGBA distribution system (including the area of the Fourteen
Partidos) will consist of a primary network at 27.5 kv, secondary networks
at 6.5 kv in the Capital District and Avellaneda Municipality, and at
13.2 kv in the other 27 municipalities, and a low voltage network at
380-220 V. The size and capacity of the distribution system at the end of
1960 can be summarized as follows:

27 kv cables 950 km
Primary transformer capacity 1100 IMVA
13.2 and 6.5 kv cables 3000 km
13.2 and 6.5 kv overhead lines 560 km
Secondary transformer capacity 970 MWA
Low voltage cables 8700 km
Low voltage overhead lines 17000 km
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The distribution system is saturated and in many sections overloaded at the
time of peak. There is in addition the CIAE distribution system, which
covers a relatively small portion of SEGBA's general area of supply, has a
peak demand of about 200 MW and is even more overloaded than SEGBA's system.

49. SEGBA's program for distribution system expansion is the resultant
of separate programs committed at various times partly as a result of agree-
ments between SOFINA and the Government on the partial reinvestment of the
Government's payments for shares. Thus there have been a "First SEGBA Pro-
gram" committed in 1958, a "Second SEGBA Program" committed in 1959 and a
"Third SEGBA Program" committed in 1960. There is now in addition a program
for expanding the distribution system in the Fourteen Partidos, which SEGBA
will take over early in 1962. Having regard to the scheduling of these
various programs, the overall distribution system expansion work to be
carried out during the period 1962-1964 consists of the following principal
additions:

Primary transformer capacity 340 MVA
Secondary transformer capacity 500 MVA
27 kv cables 73 km
13.2 cables and overhead lines 470 km
6.5 kv cables 175 km
Low voltage cables and overhead lines 4000 km
Meters 350,000
New connections 270,000
Public lights 11,200
Lines for Public Lighting 600 km

50. The distribution expansion program has only been planned in detail
for the part to be executed during the next few months. In the short time
since the decision to return the Fourteen Partidos distribution system to
the reorganized SEGBA it has not been possible to review in detail plans
for the expansion of the system as a whole. The order of magnitude of the
proposed distribution expansion, however, is a reasonable minimum to serve
the lead estimated for 1965. The present organization in SEGBA is in-
adequate to engineer and execute the expansion in view of its concentration
in time and outside technical services will be needed. This being so, it
seems reasonable that consulting engineers be retained as soon as possible
and that they would form an integrated group with SEGBA's own personnel to
review the overall requirements, establish modern and efficient standards
as well as work priorities, and then process the detailed engineering and
supervision of execution of the work. The management of the new SEGBA
shares these views and is taking steps to select suitable consultants.

51. The estimates of cost of SEGBA's distribution expansion can be
summarized as follows:



Distribution Program Cost Estimates

All figures in Mill.US$ equivalent

1962 1963 1964 Total
Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total

1st SEGBA Program 0.65 5.68 6.33 1.67 8.42 10.09 2.32 14.10 16.42

2nd SEGBA Program 1.18 7.90 9.03 3.58 14.53 13.11 2.23 9.88 12.11 6.99 32.31 39.30

3rd SEGBA Program 2.59 15.22 17.81 2.59 15.22 17.81

Fourteen Partidos 2.33 5.02 7.35 4.28 8.32 12.60 4.86 9.43 14.29 11.47 22.77 34.24

Total 4.16 18.60 22.76 9.53 31.27 40.80 9.68 34.53 44.21 23.37 84.40 107.77

Engineering 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 1.00 1.00

Contingencies 1.00 1.00 6.50 6.50 13.00 13.00 20.50 20.50

Grand Total 4.56 19.60 24.16 9.93 37.77 47.70 9.88 47.53 57.41 24.37 104.90 129.27
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52. As most of the equipment required for distribution system expansion
can be manufactured in Argentina, the program until recently was based on
domestic procurement except for about $5 million of special imports. The
high cost of Argentine equipment, and the protective surcharges imposed on
corresponding imports, resulted in a substantially higher cost for the dis-
tribution expansion program (about $140 million equivalent instead of the
0129 million shown). Ine Bank's willingness to make a part of the proposed
loan available to finance imports has induced the Government to consider ex-
empting SEGBA from the payment of surcharges on imported equipment correspon-
ding to the excess procurement required for the new total distribution ex-
pansion program over the level of actual SEGBA procurement during the past
three years. As a result, the foreign exchange costs of the distribution
program are now estimated to increase to about US$25 million equivalent.1/

53. Confirmation of the Government's agreement to the stated procure-
ment policy should be obtained during negotiations.

54. The estimated cost of the distribution program is based on end-196'
price and wage levels. Contingencies have been calculated to-offset assumed
changes in labor costs on the same basis as for the GbA Station. No contin-
gency allocations have been made to allow for changes in the cost of equip-
ment. To the extent that overall increases in the cost of the program may
exceed the funds available, a rescheduling of lower priority components of
the program might become necessary in the future.

55. Annex 4 shows, in tabular form and with year by year breakdown, the
combined overall estimate of cost of SEGBA's 1962-1964 program.

VII. FINANCIAL ASPECTS

Present Financial Position

56. The initial balance sheet of the new SEGBA, reflecting the pro-
posed consolidation, will not be available until sometime in the first half
of 1962, after all legal and financial arrangements covering the reorganiza-
tion of SEGBA have been concluded and the value of the assets taken over
from AyEE has been determined. In order to appraise the financial position
of SEGBA, however, an estimated consolidated opening balance sheet has been
prepared using the notional date of January 1, 1962. This is shown in
Annex 5 along with the estimated balance sheet of the existing SEGB.A, as of
the same date, and the estimated assets and liabilities to be taken over frcr
AyEE in connection with the transfer to SEGBA of the GBA Station, 132 kv
interconnection and of the distribution in the Fourteen Partidos.

1/ The remaining $10 million foreign exchange component in the Bank loan
for the Project is for engineering costs, shipping and insurance costs,
and interest during construction on Bank funds.
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SEGDA

57. SEGBA has been in operation for only three years, since October
1958, when it was formed as successor to JADE and CEP, two private utility
companies owned by SOFINA and operating in the Greater Buenos Aires area.
The agreement under which SEGBA was established had two important con-
sequences: the first was the acquisition of the Fourteen Partidos' dis-
tribution system by the Government; the second was the recapitalization of
the company, following a revaluation (-ied to a cost of living index) of
the assets of the previous companies.

58. Euiy: Two classes of stock were created for a total of about
M N11,542 million: "A" shares - entitled to an optional non-cumulative
8% dividend on par value - were issued to the Government for MN3,195 mil-
lion, as a compromise settlement for various claims for loans and credits
less the purchase value of the distribution properties in the Fourteen
Partidos - and for Government rights to a reversion reserve under the
original CADE concessions; "B" shares - earning an 8% cumulative dividend

on par value were issued for M$N8,347 million to the private shareholders
represented by SODEC. These shares were to be purchased by the Government -
and exchanged for "A" shares - in ten equal annual installments. The two
first series were accordingly purchased in 1960 and 1961.

59. As part of the present plan the Government in October 1961
exercised its right under the original contract to accelerate the purchase
of the "B" shares and to tender Government bonds rather than cash. The
eight series of shares still outstanding, which, on the basis of the dollar
value clause in the contract, represented a total of about o109 million,
were then exchanged for 6-1/2% bonds of the Argentine public debt issued
at 95% of par, or for a total of $114.83 million. These eight series of
"B" shares plus the two series previously acquired will form part of the
equity of the reorganized SEGBA. They will be exchanged for new stock to
be issued to the Industrial Bank and consisting, in a 40/60 ratio, of 5%
cumulative preferred shares, and of common bearer shares. The common
shares are to be gradually sold to the public as market conditions permit.
The original "A" shares will be cancelled and most of the corresponding
value will be transferred to SEGBA's depreciation reserve, the balance to
a capital reserve.

60. Debt: As of December 31, 1961 and before consolidation, SLCBA's
debt would total about MAN2,269 million consisting of the following:

MN b eauiv.
(in millions)

Eximbank, 5-3/4% 1959-1968 term loan 290 3.5
Westinghouse credits, 6%, 1960-1965 614 7.4
Other credits, 6%, 1960-1965 40 0.5
SEGBA/SODEC debentures

Series 1, 6% 1960-1970 495 6.0
Series 2 & 3, 8% 1961-1971 830 10.0

2,269 27.4
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The Eximbank loan, the Westinghouse and other suppliers credits helped fi-
nance Unit No. 7 at Puerto Nuevo. In addition a new Eximbank loan of

$13.2 million, at 5.7% interest and for a term of 15 years including three
years grace, has been signed for the financing of Unit No. 8. Under the

1958 agreement, the former shareholders represented by SODEC agreed to
reinvest certain proceeds of the annual redemption of "B" shares into
SEGBA's expansion. Debentures repayable by equal installments over 10 years
were issued to SODEC in three series totalling M$N1,380 million of which

M$N1,325 million are still outstanding. They carry the Government guarantee
and a dollar value clause. A fourth series of M$N170 million will be
issued in 1962. SODEC has further committed itself to make two three-year
loans, of $5 million and $10 million respectively, in 1962 and 1963.

Fourteen Partidos

61. Separate financial data have not been available on the distribu-
tion system in the Fourteen Partidos since acquired three years ago and
amalgamated with AyEE's other properties. It is assumed for the purpose
of the initial SEGRA balance sheet that these properties would be re-
acquired by SEGBA at the original sales price adjusted for net additions
to plant and for normal depreciation charges. Against an estimated net
value of M$N2,341 million, shares of the reorganized SEGBA will be issued
at par to the Industrial Bank in the indicated 40/60 ratio of preferred and
common.

GBA Station and 132 kv Interconnection

62. Eauity: New SEGBA shares will similarly be issued at par and
deposited with the Industrial Bank in exchange for the Government's
investment in the GBA Station and 132 kv interconnection. On the basis of
the information presently available, this will amount to about M$N4,694 mil-
lion, of which M$N2,035 million represents local currency, freight and
insurance expenditure already incurred, M$N2,386 million represents paymenta
already made on foreign suppliers credits, and M$N273 million is for
capitalized interest and other financial charges.

63. Debt; The debt to be assumed by SEGBA in connection with the take
over of the GBA Station and 132 kv interconnection will consist of three
contracts between AyEE and respectively: (a) the BTH-ICL Partnership, of
January 23, 1958, for power station equipment at an original price of
£24.587 million; (b) Metropolitan Vickers, of April 2, 1958 for the 132 kv
substation equipment at an original price of f3.874 million; and (c) the
Pirelli-Siemens etc. partnership, of December 18, 1959 for the cable needed
for the 132 kv ring at an original price of M$N445 million for local
supplies and $6.20 million equivalent for foreign supplies. Down payments
were made on the signatory dates of the three contracts. Promissory notes
with respect to the BTH-ICL and Metrovick contracts were issued by AyEE
and guaranteed by the Industrial Bank. These are payable to the suppliers.
They are deposited with Baring Brothers, London, the banking syndicate
representative. Baring Brothers, holds the notes and receives the payments
from AyEE as they become due. It finances the suppliers for the difference
between the cumulative payments received from AyEE and the cumulative
amounts of invoices for goods delivered and services supplied.
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64. It is estimated that by December 31, 1961, deliveries of equip-
ment will amount to MN4,638 million, exceeding the payments of NN2,386
million already made by AyEE to the suppliers by MN2,252 million equiva-
lent. This amount, which represents the outstanding debt to the suppliers,
will consist of the following:

Suppliers' credits outstanding M(N Leuiv.
(in millions)

BTH-ICL Credits 1,81 3  21.84
Metropolitan Vickers Credits 447 5.39
Pirelli etc. Credits* (8) -

2,252 27.23

* Payments made under this contract would still slightly exceed
deliveries, a situation which is about to change.

The original BTH-ICL and Metropolitan Vickers contra-cts provide for repay-
ments through 1967. The next payment of £1.95 million ($5.46 million
equivalent) is due January 23, 1962. The total payments due for the three
year period through December 31, 1964, during which the project will be
completed, amount to about £11.8 million ($33 million equivalent).

65. Meetings were held in London in July 1961 between representatives
of the Argentine Government, the Bank of England, the Banking syndicate
and the suppliers, to discuss the possibility of stretching out these
credits, the early repayment of which would constitute a serious financial
burden on the reorganized SEGBA. As a result, the Banking syndicate agreed,
subject to the Bank making a loan to SEGBA, to postpone the ten payments
due January 23, 1962 through April 1964. The postponed payments would be
added at the end of the original schedule which would then extend to
July 1969. In this connection, interest rates were increased fram34
above Bank of England rate, minimum 4-1/2%, to 1% above Bank of England
rate, minimum 5,, applying to all financing except for 10% of the newly
extended notes, on which a rate of 7-1/2% would apply. At present the
discount rate of the Bank of England is 6%. An additional charge of
f620,000, still under negotiation, may be added for credit insurance to be
provided by the Export Credit Guaranty Department, an agency of the
British Government. Arrangements have been made with the British to make
the stretch out effective simultaneously with the signature of the pro-
posed Bank loan. No stretching out is anticipated for the smaller Pirelli-
Siemens etc. credit, which provides for repayments through 1967 and carries
interest at about 6%.

Consolidated Capitalization of SEGBA

66. The estimated consolidated capitalization of SEGBA on the
notional starting date of January 1, 1962 is summarized below:
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M$N i eauiv.
(in millions)

,anital and Surplus
5% Government preferred 6,153 74.13
Common _9,229 111.19

Share capital 15,382 185.32
Capital surplus and legal reserve 1.108 13.35

16,490 198.67

Long term debt and suppliers credits
Eximbank 290 3.50
Westinghouse & other credits 654 7.88
SODEC debentures 1,325 15.96
BTH-ICL credits 1,813 21.84
Metropolitan Vickers credits 47 _5.3.

4.529 54.57

Total Capitalization 21,019 253.24

Due to the small amount of debt in the existing SEGBA capital structure and
the fact that the properties to be transferred from AyEE will be compensated
for largely by common and preferred stock the initial debt ratio, of 22%,
would leave considerable room for new borrowing.

Consolidated Assets

67. As of January 1, 1962, gross fixed assets in operation would amount
to M$N20,236 million of which M$N16,880 million from the existing SEGBA, and
MVN3,356 million from the distribution facilities in the Fourteen Partidos.
Depreciation reserves would total MN7,484 million, including most of the
value of cancelled "A" shares. The net book value of fixed assets in operatiot
would thus be M$N12,752 million. These values are original values corrected
in relation to variations of the Argentine cost of living index up to October
1958 when the agreement setting up SEGBA was executed. Since that time the
cost of living index has increased almost 300% while the free exchange rate
of the dollar increased 35%. There are no plans at present to correct the
understated value of assets for balance sheet purposes. As will be seen in
paragraph 70 below, however, the proposed new SEGBA concession provides for a
revaluation of assets tied to the dollar to be used in determining rates. Con.
solidated work in progress would amount to M$N7,778 million, consisting mostly:
of expenditure made and equipment received in connection with the GBA Station
and 132 kv interconnection.

68. Current assets less current liabilities and prcvisions would be aboKt;
M$N1,076 million. Included in current assets are about M$N1,566 million worth
of inventories, part of which are construction inventories. Thus, current
liabilities and provisions exceed current assets excluding inventories. As will
be seen in paragraph 75 below, provision has been made in the proposed finan ing.
plan to gradually build up a suitable working capital.

Tariffs

69. SEGBA's tariffs are presently regulated by the 1958 agreement. New
regulations hEre been prepared, as part of the concession of the reorganized
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SEGBA which will come into force before effectiveness of the proposed loan.

Both the existing and proposed regulations are in accordance with the very
general tariff principles contained in the recent National Electric Energy Law

No. 15,336 of September 20, 1960.

Existing Agreement: Under the 1958 agreement, tariffs have to generate

revenues sufficient to cover: (a) operating expenses; (b) interest and amor-

tization of loans; (c) depreciation of assets financed from sources other than

loan funds; (d) a cumulative 8% dividend on the par value of privately-owned
"B" shares; and (e) a dividend of 8% on the par value of Government-owned "A"
shares, including those issued for the "B" shares acquired by the Government.
In the three year period since these regulations were made effective, cumulative
dividends were paid on "B" shares as scheduled. The Government, however,
waived its right to dividends on "A" shares and rates were not adjusted to in-

clude provision for their payment. On November 30, 1961, SEGBA submitted its

application to the Government for the 1962 tariff still based on the 1958 regu-
lations. This application, which does not take into account the proposed re-
organization of SEGBA, would result in a 15% increase of its average revenue
per kwh from M$N2.70 in 1961 to M$N3.10 in 1962. The new tariff schedule may
be summarized as follows:

No. Tariff Millions of MN1/kwh US# equiv,
kwh sales _ _ er kwh

1 Residential 1,024 2.97 3.6
2 Industrial and commercial 591 4.38 5.3
3a Public lighting, incl. facilities 16 3.71 4.5
3b Phlic lighting, for power alone 33 2.20 2.7
4 Governmeat, provincial, municipal 108 3.12 3.7
5 Large consumers, excl.traction & water

supply 573 2.95 3.6
5 Traction & water supply 305 2.00 2.4

Contract Sarmiento railroad 90 1.15 1.4
2,740 3.10 3.7

This rate structure, under which industrial consumers pay more than residentiel
consumers, has resulted from long standing power shortages and will have to be
modified substantially as the supply situation returns to normal.

70. New Concession: The new concession provides for annual rate re-
visions and their prompt implementation. Rates should generate revenues
sufficient to produce a return of 8% on the value - expressed in dollars - of
net fixed assets in service at year end, and on a notional value of working
capital equal to 5% of the revised value of net fixed assets in service. Thir
is after covering all operating expenses, taxes and adequate straightline de-
preciation computed on the value - also expressed in dollars - of gross fixed
assets in service at year end. In addition, changes arising in labor and fuel
costs between the annual revisions will be automatically compensated for by
rate adjustments. Furthermore, if changes in economic circumstances, such as
reductions in sales, a change in the dollar exchange rate etc., could be ex-
pected to result in revenues insufficient to cover all expenses and achieve the
permitted return, SEGBA could adjust proportionally its tariffs after informLr
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the Secretaria de Estado de Energia y Combustibles (SEEC), the Government de-
partment in charge of supervising power tariffs. To determine the tariff base,
SEGBA shall maintain two accounts valued in dollars, one of the gross fixed
assets in service, the other of the accrued depreciation. Additions to gross
fixed assets will be translated into dollars at the average free exchange rate
in effect during the year in which the assets are put in service. It is esti-
mated that depreciation charges would amount to 3% of the dollar value of
fixed assets. As a transitory measure, the concession will allow SEGBA to
charge an additional 2% annually to compensate for insufficient provisions in
the past, until such time as depreciation reserves build up to a maximum of
40% of fixed assets in service.

71. Before December 1, each year, SEGBA shall submit to the SEEC a tariff
application documented with actual results for the previous year, estimates of
income and expenses, profits and tariff base for the current and following year,
and showing the average hourly wage and average price of fuel used in esti-
mating labor and fuel expenses. This application will result in a proposed
average tariff per kwh and a resulting tariff schedule, sufficient to generate
the permitted return in the following year and to compensate for surpluses or
short-falls in the earnings of the current and previous years. The new tariff
will become effective with the first billing of the calendar year immediately
following the application. It will be final if the SEEC has raised no objectioni
within fifteen days of the application, or if its objections have been acceptedi
and incorporated by SEGBA in the tariff. In case of a dispute, the tariff will
be implemented provisionally while the matter is being decided upon by Executivo
Decree or ultimately by the competent courts to which SEGBA may appeal. Before
May 31 each year SEGBA shall submit to the SEEC the final results of the pre-
vious fiscal year. Provision is made for their approval within a maximum delay
- in case of a dispute - of about six months.

72. The provisions of the concession regarding power rates are sound and
should help stimulate private investment in the industry. They would meet the
purpose and requirements of the rate covenant in the proposed loan agreement.
Cn the basis of the new concession, and after charging the maximum 5% deprecia-
tion permitted, the average revenue per kwh sold of the reorganized SEGBA would
be about M$N2.90 in 1962, 3.07 in 1963 and 3.02 in 1964. This is below the
M,"N3.10 average revenue which would result from the 19 58 agreement, primarily
because of the large amortization payments due in 1962, which SEGBA is entitled
to charge to revenues under the existing regulations but not under the new co-
cession.

73. In order to generate more cash in 1962 and avoid excessive variations
in rates, it has been assumed in the financial forecasts that the same average
rate of MN3.0 per kwh sold would be charged in each of the next three years.
The Government's agreement has been secured in this respect. Over the three
year period earnings would be about equivalent to those permitted under a
strict application of the concession.

Financing Plan

74. Annex 5 shows SEGBArs estimated balance sheets for December 31, 1961
and annually thereafter through 1967. Annex 6 shows the estimated annual
income statemerts for 1961-1967 inclusive and Annex 7 the estimated sources and
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application of funds annually for 1962-1967. For purposes of arriving at a
financial plan, January 1, 1962 has been taken as a notional date of transfer

to SEGBA of the GBA Station and 132 kv interconnection and of the distribution

properties in the Fourteen Partidos.

75. Total requirements for the three year period ending December 31, 196-1
during which both Puerto Nuevo No. 8 unit and the last unit of the GBA Staticn
are to be commissioned, are estimated at M$N24.213 billion or p292 million as

follows:

ELN US$ equiv. % of total
(in millions)

Completion GBA Station 6,020 72
Puerto Nuevo No. 8 unit 1,539 19
Transmission and distribution 15,010 181

22,569 272

Interest capitalized 946 12
23,515 284

Increase in working capital 698 8
24,213 292 100

The estimated sources of capital are as follows:

A. Internal Cash Generation

Net earnings after interest 6,176 74
Add depreciation accruals 6,682 81
Less amortization of debt 1,660 20
Less cash dividends, common 2,1L1 26

Net internal cash 9,057 109 37

B. Sale of New Common 1,000 12 4

C. New Borrowings

Eximbank 1,079 13
SODEC 1,415 17
BTH-ICL credit 2,320 28
Metropolitan Vickers credit 562 7
Pirelli credits 895 11

Sub-total 6,271 76 26

D. Proposed IBRD loan 7,885 95 33

Total loans 14,156 171 59

Total all sources 24,213 292 100
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76. The internal cash generation - 37% - is high and results from
tariffs averaging M03.0 (3.6 cents US) for the three year period and
straightline depreciation accruing at a rate of 57% on gross fixed assets in
operation (see para. 70). It is further assumed, as provided in the charter,
that dividends on the 5% preferred held by the Government will be paid in
stock rather than cash in the three years through 1964, a cash saving of
about M4N924 million (011 million equivalent). Payment of cash dividends
on preferred would start in 1965.

77. Payment of an 8% cash dividend is assumed on the common, together
with a 4% stock dividend, a total of 12% per year. It is assumed that
US'6 million of new common shares can be sold per year starting in 1963 al-
though the prospects of selling a substantial issue of stock in the Buenos
Aires market at the present are nil. If this unsatisfactory market condition
fails to improve, the management will have to re-examine its policy with
respect to cash dividends. With the return of a capital market in Buenos
Aires, not only should SEGBA be able to raise new common stock capital but
the Industrial Bank also should be able to sell from time to time portions
of its holdings of common for Government account.

78. The new borrowings listed above have already been arranged for.
They include:

(a) a $13.2 million 15 year loan from F1ximbank for Puerto Nuevo
No. 8 unit, at 5.7% (see para. 60);

(b) one series of 8% debentures of MjN170 million, ($2 million
equivalent) to be issued to SODEC in 1962, due serially 1962
to 1971, and two three-year loans to be made by SODEC in
1962 and 1963, of 45 million and '$10 million respectively,
at an estimated interest rate of 7-1/2% (see para. 60);

(c) the BTH-ICL and the Metropolitan Vickers credits, extended
through October 1969; these credits now outstanding for an
aggregate $27 million equivalent would increase to a maxi-
mum in mid-1964 of 62 million equivalent. The average
life of these rescheduled credits will be about 5.2 years
from the present time. Interest has been assumed at 7-1/2%
(see para. 63 to 65);

(d) the Pirelli-Siemens etc. credit, which will provide about
11 million equivalent in the period and will be repaid by
early 1967 with amortization throughout the period; interest
rate is 6% (see paras. 63 and 65).

79. After taking into account all of the internal cash generation and
new borrowings already arranged for, as described above, a gap would develcp
in SEGBA's three years financing plan which would reach 895 million equiva-
lent by December 31, 1964.

8 millions

1962 38.5
1963 37.6
1964 18.9

95.0
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It is proposed that a Bank loan of $95 million be made to finance this gap,
for a term of 25 years, amortization starting in mid-1965.

80. The financing plan is sound. As shown in Annex 5, the debt ratio,
of 22% as of December 31, 1961, would rise to a maximum of 45% by December 31
1963 and thereafter decline to 44% by December 31, 1964 just prior to the
start of amortization of the proposed Bank loan. Despite an assumed $47 mil-
lion loan in the three year period through 1967, by the end of 1967 the debt
ratio would have further declined to 35% on account of the heavy repayments
of suppliers' credits scheduled.

Estimated Future Earnings

81. Forecast income statements for the six years ending 1967 are shown
in Annex 6. Earnings have been estimated on a conservative forecast of
growth of sales, as mentioned previously. As also previously discussed under
para. 70, operating expenses include a high straightline depreciation of 5%
in the three years through 1964. Depreciation charges were assumed to de-
crease gradually thereafter to 3.5% in 1967 which would permit lowering in-
dustrial rates as new power is made available.

82. After payment of all expenses, depreciation and taxes, the net
income before interest is based on a return of 8%. With the relatively low
debt, the coverages of annual interest charges as shown in Annex 7, are very
satisfactory throughout the period, ranging from a minimum of 2.8 in 1963
to a maximum of 4.0 times interest in 1967. Annual debt service will be
covered by an average 3.5 times over the next three years, and by an average
2.0 times over the three following years. The high coverage of the first
three years is due to extraordinary depreciation charges as explained under
para. 70. The lower - but still adequate - coverage in the following three
years is caused by heavy repayments of suppliers' credits.

83. Net profits available for dividends would be sufficient in each
year to cover 5% on the preferred and 12% on the par value of the common and
to leave a surplus which for the first three years averages about 4.8% and
for the next three years about 5.25. Thus, common stock earnings would
average about 17% annually through the six years. This should help make the
common stock attractive to investors.

Debt Limitation Covenant

84. In view of the size of the present program SEGBA has agreed that
during the three year period through 1964 it would not contract any new debt,
other than the borrowings listed in para. 75, without the prior consent of
the Bank.

85. SEGBA has accepted a covenant which, starting 1965, would limit th-
incurrence of new debt by assets and earnings tests requiring (a) that neL
assets in operation (as valued and defined in the concession) plus work in
progress be at least 1-1/2 times existing and proposed indebtefness, and
(b) that actual net income for a recent twelve months period (factored with
any rate increase in effect at the time new debt is to be incurred) be at
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least 1-3/4 times the maximum interest requirements for any succeeding fiscal
year on all indebtedness including the indebtedness proposed to be incurred.
Both tests would permit by ample margins the borrowings necessary to provide
the continued expansion of SEGBA after 1964.

Auditing Procedures

86. The by-laws of the reorganized SEGBA require its accounts to
be certified by an internal auditor appointed by the shareholders. The loan
agreement provides for submission to the Bank of annual reports of SEGBA's
accounts prepared by independent accountants. SEGBA has employed, in the past,
a firm of qualified independent accountants to audit its accounts and will do
so in the future.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIMiENDATIONS

87. The elimination of the critical power shortage in the Buenos Aires
metropolitan area and the efficient provision of service in the future
necessitate a consolidation and reorganization of electricity supply organi-
zations.

88. The Pinedo Plan, which contemplates the reorganization of SEGBA and
the completion by the new company of the facilities already under construction,
is sound and feasible.

89. The by-laws of the new company and the concession which the Govern-
ment proposes to award to it constitute a basis on which SEGBA should be able
to operate soundly and restore suitable electric utility supply to the metro-
politan area. The by-laws contain provisions which should enable the manage-
ment to achieve and maintain the needed autonomy and independence of action.
The new Chief Executive and the senior executives are able and reliable and
though the management group will initially be limited in number, it will be
rounded out with suitable new senior staff while the current program is
carried out with substantial assistance from several consulting engineering
firms.

90. The program for the addition of generating facilities and for the
reorganization and expansion of the interconnection and distribution systems
meets the urgent requirements of the system and arrangements are being made
to ensure that its detailed engineering and implementation would be properly
completed. The cost of the program reflects in some respects (GBA Station)
the consequence of poor planning in the past but there are no better or less
costly alternatives to it at this time.

91. The financial plan is sound. It is based on a high contribution
to expansion from funds generated internally, made possible by the rate
policy defined in the new concession. As a result SEGBA should be able to
overcome the difficulties of the next three years and would be in a sound
financial position from the outset. Net income before interest, based on a
return of 8% on net fixed assets and working capital, should be about 3.2 times
annual interest charges in 1964. The debt ratio should be about 44% only.
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92. With the present depressed conditions of the Argentine Stock Market.
the immediate prospects for the sale of shares of the new company to the pub-
lie are nil. The earnings prospects of the common shares, however, should
make them an attractive investment as soon as the market becomes active again,

93. The project is suitable for a Bank loan of $95 million with a term
of 25 years including a three year grace period subject to the conditions
listed below.

94. During negotiations the Bank has obtained satisfactory assurances
that:

(i) Formal action by the Government on the transfer to SEGBA of the
GBA Station, 132 kv interconnection facilities and of the dis-
tribution system in the Fourteen Partidos will be completed.
(para. 14)

(ii) The new concession will be approved and the Government will
approve SEGBA's average rate assumed in the financing plan.
(para. 70 and 73)

(iii) The bulk supplies of power from San Nicolas will continue as
required until 1963. (para 16)

(iv) The arrangements with BTH-ICL Partnership and with Baring
Brothers for rescheduling repayment of the Dock Sud credits
will be finalized. (para. 65)

(v) The future appointment of the Executive Vice Presidents and
General Managers will be subject to Bank approval. (para.26)

(vi) Arrangements satisfactory to the Bank will be made for amending
the consulting engineers' contracts for the GBA Station so that
the consulting engineers will be responsible directly to SEGBA.
(para. 41)

(vii) Qualified consultants will be retained on terms and conditions
satisfactory to the Bank to review, engineer and supervise
the 132 kv interconnection and distribution system expansion.
The terms of their employment should provide, inter alia, for
a coordination of plans and facilities of SEG3A and CIAE.
(para. 46 and 50)

(viii) SEGBA will not contract any new long term debt during the
three year period through 1964, without the prior consent of
the Bank. (para. 84)

(ix) SEGBA will not incur any long term debt after 1964 unless
(a) actual net income covers at least 1.75 times the annual
interest charges on existing and proposed long term debt, and
(b) net assets are at least 1.5 times the long term debt out-
standing and proposed. (para. 85)
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(x) hould SEGBA fail to raise funds from the market and should
a shortage of funds arise in the next three years, SEGBA
would withhold payments of dividends and/or the Government
would supply the funds required. (para. 77)

(xi) The necessary action will be taken by the Government to
exempt SEIBA from import surcharges on the planned volume
of equipment inports for the disLribution system expansion
program. (para.52)

Formal action under (i), (ii), (iv) and (vi) will be completed before the
proposed loan can become effective.
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PLANT CAPABILITIES AND PEAK LOADS, W
TOTAL GRAN BUENOS AIRES AREA - 50 CYCLES

(all data by SEGBA)

Plant Capability Net of Station Auxiliaries
No Reserve Allowance Peak Loads at Annual Peak

Total Total Balance for Planned

GBA San New Total New Total Reserve, outages

Year SEGBA Station Nicolas SEGBA CIAE System SEGBA ex-AyEE SEGBA CIAE System and Retirements

Actual.

1958 516 165 210 891 521 194 176 891
1959 470 174 210 854 489 186 160 835
1960 494 192 210 896 513 208 174 895
1961 690 180 246 1116 628 242 191 1061

Estimated

1962 690 180 870 246 1116 628 242 870 200/ 1070 46

1963 8471/ 3361/ 1201/ 11832/ 246 1 4292/ 776 300 1076 208 1284 145

1964 847 560 1407 325 1732 850 328 1178 224 1402 330

1965 847 560 1407 325 1732 897 345 1242 233 1475 257

1966 847 560 1407 474 1881 942 361 1303 242 1545 336
1967 1039 560 1599 474 2073 984 377 1361 2522/ 1613 460

1/ Part of year only.
2 Due to closeness of commissioning dates, total SEGBA may be only 1035 and total System 1281

at the time of the annual peak (June - July)

3/ Projected figures for CIAE's peak loads have been set arbitrarily by SEGBA and are
unrealistically low - CIAE estimates its peak load to reach about 400 MW by 1967.



132 KV INTERFLCONNECTION
COST ESTIMiATES 1962-64

(all figures in Million US eqjuiv.)

1962 1963 1964 Total

Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total

Cables

Cables and accessories 5.62 5.76 11.38 1.94 5.49 7.43 0.08 0.48 0.56 7.64 11.73 19.37
Civil works & installation 4.39 4.39 2.36 2.36 0.14 0.14 6.89 6.89
Supplementary works 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.24 0.24 1.68 1.68
Shipping and insurance 0.39 0.39 0.14 0.14 0.53 0.53
Supervision and overhead 0.48 0.48 0.32 0.32 0.05 0.05 0.85 0.85
Contingencies 0.11 1.13 1.21k 0.05 2.81 2.86 0.01 0.47 0.48 0.17 4.41 4.58

Cables - Subtotal 5.73 12.87 18.60 1.99 11.84 13.83 .09 1.38 1,Q 7,81 26,09 33.90

Substations

Land and Civil Works 0.24 4.11 4.35 0.16 2.06 2.22 0.06 0.06 0.40 6.23 6.63
Transformers 1.56 1.56 0.98 0.98 0.42 0.42 2.96 2.96

Switchgear and controls 4.87 4.87 3.43 3.43 0.31 0.31 8.61 8.61

Erection 0.66 0.66 0.52 0.52 0.08 0.08 1.26 1.26

Accessories and spares 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.15 0.15 0.83 0.3
Shipping and insurance 0.50 0.50 0.35 0.35 0.06 0.06 0.91 0.91

Supervision and overhead 0.37 0.37 0.24 0.24 0.04 0.04 0.65 0.65
Contingencies 0.12 0.53 0.65 0.36 0.94 1.30 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.54 1.59 2.13
Interest during Con- 0.25 0,25
struction 0,20 0,20 0,005 0.5 -,2 0,25

Substation - Subtotal 7,33 6.17 13.50 5,32 4.11 9,43 0.94 0.36 1.30 13.59 10.64 24.23

Total 13.06 19.04 32.10 7.31 15.95 23.26 1.03 1.74 2.77 21.40 36.73 58.13



TOTAiL .EGBi PROGRAM 1962-1964
3UMMARY OF ESTIMATED 00STS

(all figures in million U3$ equiv.)

1962 1963 1964 Total

Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total

GBA Station 26.30* 19.30 45.60 26.37* 22.05 48.42 13.00* 6.67 19.67 65.67* 48.02 113.69

132 kv Interconnection 13.06 19.04 32.10 7.31 15.95 23.26 1.01 1.74 2.77 21.40 36.73 58.13
Subtotal, Local Currency
"Dock Sud" package 38.34 38.00 8.41 84.75

Distribution expansion 4.56 19.60 24.16 9.93 37.77 47.70 9.88 47.53 57.41 24.37 104.90 129.27

Total, Bank Project 43.92 57.94 101.86 43.61 75.77 119.38 23.91 55.94 79.85 111.44 189.65 301.09

Puerto Nuevo Unit No.8 9.36 3.84 13.20 2.36 0.86 3.22 11.72 4.70 16.42

Accessory Expenditures 00.05 0.76 0.81 0.10 2.01 2.11 0.08 1.13 1.21 0.23 3.90 4.13

Grand Total 53.33 62.54 115.87 46.07 78.64 124.71 23.99 57.07 81.06 123.39 198.25 321.64

* Foreign costs for GBA Station include value of e uipment already received or in
transit which has not yet been erected. Its value,in the order of :35 million
equivalent, has been prorated during the three years.



SERVICIOS ELECTRIC0S DEL GRAN BU zJ16S AIRE3 (3EGBA)

Estimated Balance Sheets 1961-1967
(in millions of pesos)

M$n 83 = US$ 1

Fiscal year ending December 31: 1961 (pro forma)
Central 14

SEGBA B. A. Partidos Total 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Assets

Fixed assets in operation 16,880 3,356 20,236 25,447 39,006 50,554 53,227 55,821 61,085
Less: depreciation 6,411 1.073 7,484 9,075 11,347 14,166 16,528 18,994 21,336

Net fixed assets in operation 10,469 2,283 12,752 16,372 27,659 36,388 36,699 36,827 39,749

Work in progress etc. 832 6.946 - 7,??8 11,347 6,845 9?5 1,664 3.102 1,044

Net total fixed assets 11,301 6,946 2,283 20,530 27,719 34,504 37,363 38,363 39,929 40,793

Net current assets 1,018 -. 58 1.076 1,11 1,476 1,774 1,870 2,011 2,128

Total assets 12,319 6,946 2,341 21,606 29,030 35,980 39,137 40,233 41,940 42,921

Liabilities

Preferred shares 6,153 6,461 6,784 7,123 7,123 7,123 7,123
Common shares 8,347 4,694 2,341 9,229 9,598 10,502 11,442 12,420 13,437 14,494
Capital surplus & legal reserve 1,108 1,108 1,505 1,340 1,354 1,534 1,652 1,777
Earned surplus 95 -595 811 1,429 2,390 3,053 3,759 4,711

Capital and surplus 10,050 4,694 2,341 17,085 18,375 20,055 22,309 24,130 25,971 28,105

Eximbank loans 290 290 1,203 1,369 1,369 1,279 1,189 1,099
Westinghouse etc. credits 654 654 534 424 314 204 102
Sodec debentures & notes 1,325 1,325 1,772 2,447 2,292 1,722 737 582
BTH/ICL credit 1,813 1,813 2,857 3,901 3,775 3,060 2,345 1,629
Metropolitan Vickers credit 447 447 815 1,009 911 716 521 326
Pirelli-Siemens etc. credit (8) (8) 280 460 282 100 14
Proposed IBRD loan 3,194 6,315 7,885 7,694 7,492 7,279
Other future loans 1,328 3,569 3,901

Debt 2,269 2,252 4,52j, 10,655 15,925 16,828 16,103 15,969 14,816

Total Liabilities 12,319 6,946 2,341 21,606 29,030 35,980 39,137 40,233 41,940 42,921

Debt ratio (debt as % of total capitalization)* 22 38 45 44 41 39 35

* Excluding from the capitalization, cash
dividends earned in the current year but
payable in the following year, temporarily
carried under "earned surplus" in the
following amounts: 595 738 808 880 955 1,034 1,115



SERVICIOS ELECTRIQS DFL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SMBA)

Estimated Income Statements 1961 - 1967

- in millions of pesos -

M$n 83 - US$ 1

Fiscal year ending December 31: 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Sales, in millions of kwh 2,600 3,750 4,100 4,500 4,780 5,060 5,340

Average revenue per kwh sold (in pesos) 2.70 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.92 2.81 2.80

Operating revenues 7,020 11,250 12,300 13,500 13,979 14,229 14,977

Operating costs

Operating expenses 4,663 5,582 5,966 6,383 6,622 6,864 7,070
Purchased power 22 1,210 754 - - - -
Taxes, including income taxes 484 859 935 1,020 1,525 1,482 1,903
Depreciation 1,155 1,591 2,272 2,819 2,362 2,466 2,342

6,324 9,242 9,927 10,222 10,509 10,812 11,315

Net income before interest 696 2,008 2,373 3,278 3,470 3,417 3,662

Interest 101 529 861 1,039 1,041 983 920
Less: capitalized - 349 340 257 62 152 216

101 180 521 782 979 831 704

Net profit 595 1,828 1,852 2,96 2,491 2,586 2,958

Disposition of profit

Legal reserve 30 42 50 49 52 59
Preferred: 5% cash dividend - - - 356 356 356

5% stock dividend 308 323 339 - - -
Comon: 8% cash dividend r-18 808 880 955 1,034 1,115

4% stock dividend 369 404 40 478 517 557
earned surplus 73 548 889 588 627 871

Net profit under new rate base 1,518 2,125 2,598 2,426 2,586 2,958

Capital surplus or deficit 310 (273) (102) 65 - -
310 37 (65) - -



ANNEX 7

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRA N BUEN0S AIRES (SEGBA)

Estimated Sources and Applications of Funds 1962 - 1967

- in millions of pesos -

14n 83 • US$ 1

TOTAL TOTAL

Fiscal year ending December 31: 1962 1963 1964 3 years 1965 1966 1967 3 years

Sources of Funds

Internal cash generation
Net naoe befo e interest 2,008 2,373 3,278 7,659 3,470 3,417 3,662 10,549

Dprciaiobefr 1,591 2,272 2,819 6.682 2.362 2.466 2,342 7,170

3,599 4,645 6,097 14,341 5,832 5,883 6,004 17,719

New share capital - 500 500 1,0o0 500 500 500 1,500

Borrowings
SAibk- 913 166 - 1,079 -

Sodee - 585-- 830- - 1,415 - -

BTH/ICL credit 1,01.1- 1,8oh1 232 - 2,320- - - -

Metropolitan Vickers credit 368 194 - -562 - - -

Pirelli-Siemen. etc. credit 158 390 47 895 - - - - -

Proposed IBRD loan 3,194 3,121 1,570 7,885 1 2 3 3

Other loans 1.328 332

6,562 5,745 1,89 14,156 1,328 2,241 332 3,901

Total Sources 10,161 10.890 8.46 29497 7,660 8,624 6.836 23,120

Aclications of Foods

Additions to Plant
Puerto Nueo units 8 & 9 1,302 237 - 1,539 770 1,350 460 2,580
Central Buenos Aires 2,601 2,735 684 6,020 - - - -

Transeission & distribution 4,528 5.745 4,737 15,010 2.530 2,530 2,530 7.590

8,431 8,717 5,421 22,569 3,300 3,880 2,990 10,170

Interest76n621
hiebank 48 77 79 204 76 71 66 213

Westinghouse etc. credits 37 30 23 90 17 10 3 31

Sodeo debenturs & cotes 73 119 157 336 122 69 32 223

BTH/ICL credit 175 253 293 721 246 192 139 577
Metropolitan Vickers credit 47 68 74 189 61 46 32 139

Pirelli-Siemens etc. credit 10 16 12 38 4 1 - 1

Proposed IBRD loan 139 298 5851 153 42 231 1,326

Other future loans 62 152 216

529 861 1,039 2,429 1,041 983 920 2,944

Amrtisatio 270
Eceek-- - - 90 910 9020

Westinghouse eto. credit. 120 110 11 310 130 102 102 312

Sodeo debentures & notes 81 89 89 259 501 919 89 1,512

BTH/ICL credit - - 358 358 15 715 716 216

Metropolitan Vickers credit - - 98 98 195 195 195 585

Pirelli-Siemens etc. credit 170 210 225 605 182 86 14 282

Prpoe 182 os -- 191 202 213 606
Proposed IBRD loan
Other future loans

371 409 880 1,660 1,987 2,309 1,419 5,715

Total debt service 900 1,270 1,919 4,089 3,028 3,292 2,339 8,659

Cash dividend.

PrCfhdied- - - 356 356 356 1,068

Cs. 595 738 808 2.11 880 955 1,034

595 138 808 2,11a 1,236 1,311 1,390 3,937

Variations in working capital 235 165 298 698. 96 141 117 351

Total Applications 10,161 10,890 8,446 29,497 7,660 8,624 6-836 23.120

Number of times interest covered 4.0 3.6
by net incom. of current year 3.8 2.8 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.

Number of times aemal debt service
covered by internal cash generation 2.6 2.0
of current year 4.0 3.7 3.2 3.5 1.9 1.8



COMPANIA ITALO-ARGENTINA DE ELECTRICIDAD

(CIAE)

CIAE was formed in 1912 and established itself as one of the im-
portant electricity supply companies in Buenos Aires during the period of
the first World War, when concessions were awarded on the basis of public
competitive bids. From its origin, CIAE has been controlled by Swiss fi-
nancial interests.

CIAE's distribution system developed over the years in parts of
the Federal District and surrounding Partidos in which SEGBA predecessors
were also active. At the present time CIAE's distribution network covers
part of the area also served by SEGBA in the Federal District and in the
four Partidos of Avellaneda, Lanus, Quilmes and Lomas de Zamora. CIAE's
load, which currently reaches a peak of about 200 MW, is concentrated
(about 85%) in the Federal District. In its development, CIAE followed
the policy of seeking the larger commercial or industrial consumers.
Though CIAE's distribution voltages (27.5 and 6.8 kv) are fractionally
different from SEGBA's, a limited interconnection of the two systems
exists and CIAE has been giving SEGBA bulk supplies at the time of peak
in recent years (about 30 MW).

CIAE's generating plants, except for some very old installa-
tions of fractional capacity, are Nuevo Puerto (a few hundred yeards from
SEGBA's Puerto Nuevo) with 165 MW nameplate capacity, and the older Pedro
Mendoza Station (in the Dock Sud area) with 96 MW nameplate capacity.

After CIAE's concession was cancelled in 1957, negotiations
were continued with the Government to reach a settlement of the several
disputes involved in the controversy. A conclusion was reached when, in
mid-1961, a new concession was granted which will permit CIAE to continue
operating indefinitely. Except for a provision giving the Government the
option to buy the Company after 1966 by giving certain notices, the con-
cession and its financial and rate provisions is very similar to that now
being granted SEGBA. As a condition for the settlement, CIAE undertook
to carry out certain extensions of its generating capacity and distribu-
tion system, which are mentioned in the text of the report.
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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Currency Unit - Peso (M$N)

US$1 = M$N 350. 0
US$1 million M$N 350 million
M$N1 = US$ 0. 002857
M$N1 million = US$ 2, 857

ABBREVIATIONS

kw Kilowatt
Mw = Megawatt

kwh = Kilowatt hour
Gwh = Gigawatt hour
kv = Kilo volt
kva Kilovolt-ampere
Mva = Megavolt-ampere
Km = One kilometer (0. 6214 mile)
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ARGETTINA

APPRAISAL OF THE 1967-1970 EXPANSION PROGRAIM

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES S.A.

SUMARY

i. This renort covers the appraisal of the 1967-1970 expansion
proGram of Servicios Electricos del Gran Buenos Aires, S.A. (SEGBA}"
for which a loan of US$55 million has been requested. The program for
the addition of generating capacity and for the expansion of transmission
and distribution meets the minimum needs of the system and is economically
justified. The arrangements for the engineering and implementation of the
program are acceptable. The total cost of the program is about US$2300
million equivalent.

ii. The performance of SEGBA, which had deteriorated in 1964 and
most of 1965, has improved significantly in the course of 1966 and 1967.
Progress is being made towards coordination of planning and operations of
the Buenos Aires power sector, which is necessary to preclude the further
overlapping of facilities and to realize the maximum possible economies
from existing installations. Prospects for improving the labor situation
are promising. SEGBA intends to reduce the number of personnel and elimi-
nate uneconomic provisions of the labor contract.

iii. Power rates were brought to the level required by the concession
by substantial increases in 1966 and early 1967. However, due to the March
devaluation, revenues for 1967 will fall short of the 8 percent return on
the dollar rate base to which SEGBA is entitled under its concession.
Arrangements have been made to correct this situation in connection with
the rate review at the end of last year. The proposed financing plan for
1967-1968 is satisfactory. Earnings prospects are good.

iv. A loan of US$55 million, with a term of 20 years, including a
3 year grace period, is proposed.



ARGENTITNA

APPRAISAL OF THE 1967-1970 EXPANSION PROGRAM

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUFNOS AIRES S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.01 Servicios Electricos del Gran Buenos Aires S.A. (SEGBA), a stock
corporation all the shares of which are owned by the Argentine Government,
applied to the Bank in January 1965 for a second loan to help finance its
1965-1967 expansion program. Because of serious problems affecting SEGBA,
the appraisal had to be deferred until May 1966. The 1966 appraisal
covered a revised expansion program for the period 1966-1969.

1.02 Shortly after the mission's return, representatives of the
Government and SEGBA visited the Bank to discuss the settlement of a
number of issues. They undertook to raise power rates, to correct the
shortage of working capital of SEBGA with large Government contributions,
and to initiate coordination of operations between SEGBA and Compania
Italo Argentina de Electricidad (CIAE), which supplies power within
SEGBA's service area. The Argentine delegation could not, however, offer
any plan for a significant improvement in SEGBA's efficiency in the fore-
seeable.future, and merely proposed to slow down hiring of new personnel
in 1966 and 1967.

1.03 The proposed loan was further postponed because of the uncer-
tainty as to the economic policy of the Government which took office in
July 1966. When prospects improved, another mission was sent to Buenos
Aires in May 1967 to review SEGBA's performance in the last year and to
appraise the latest revision of SEGBA's program.

l.o4 A loan of US55 million is now proposed, which would help fi-
nance expenditure on the generation, transmission and distribution facili-
ties included in SEGBA's 1967-1970 expansion program. The size of the
proposed loan is based on an estimate of expenditures forecast for the
period October 1, 1967 through March 31, 1969. The estimated cost of the
program is US$306 million equivalent.

1.05 This report is based on the findings of the Appraisal Mission
which visited SEGBA in May 1967, consisting of Messrs. Y. Rovani, R. H.
Sheehan and G. Vacchelli. Additional information was submitted by
Argentine delegations to the Bank in October and December 1967.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.01 On January 19, 1962 the Bank made its first loan, 308-AR, to

SEGBA for USt95 million for a term of 25 years, including a grace period

of three years, at an interest rate of 5-3/4 percent. The basis for the

loan was described in Appraisal Report No. TO-306a of January 10, 1962.

The original closing date was extended by six months to June 30, 1965 at

which time, US$93.35 million having been drawn down, the balance in the
loan account was cancelled. The loan helped finance a three year pro-
gram to eliminate power shortages by 1965. The program included the
addition of 800 Mw of generating capacity, a new 132 kv transmission
system for Buenos Aires, and a considerable amount of rehabilitation
and expansion of distribution facilities. In connection with the Bank

loan, the electricity supply services in the Buenos Aires area were con-
solidated and reorganized, along the lines of the Pinedo Plan, named after
the elder statesman appointed by the Government in 1961 to establish the

institutional basis for a sound development of the electrical facilities
in the area.

2.02 The program was carried out successfully although there were

delays in completing the distribution works. There were greater difficul-
ties in achieving the organizational and financial improvements which were
also important purposes of the loan. A good start was made; but serious
problems were encountered in early 1961 when a new Government, which had
taken office in October 1963, denied the rate increase for which SEGBA
had applied in accordance with its concession. The result was a deterio-
ration in the Company's finances and the resignation in March 1964 of the

Directors, the Executive Vice President and the four department heads in

the Executive Committee. Although a new Board was promptly appointed, it
was not until January 1965 that a new appointment was made to the Execu-
tive Vice Presidency, the key position in the Company's management. The
new Executive Vice President died within a year and several months elapsed
before a successor was appointed. The Company's efficiency suffered

greatly during this period. Indeed it was not until June 1966 that a

beginning could be made, with Government backing, to take the corrective
steps indicated in paragraph 1.02. A further change in the Board and the

management was made following the change of Government in July 1966.

3. THE BORROWER

3.01 SEGBA supplies electricity to almost two million consumers in
the Federal Capital and its suburbs. The Company's generating capacity
consists of 1,370 Mw of steam plant installed in three stations. SEGBA
also purchases power from Agua y Energia Electrica (AyEE), the Government

agency for power and irrigation, and from CIAE. Its peak load was 1,235 Mw
in 1966 and its sales exceeded 4.6 billion kwh.
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3.02 SEGBA was formed in 1958 to take over part of the assets and
responsibilities of CADE (Compania Argentina de Electricidad), a fully
owned subsidiary of the Belgian Group SOFINIA, which had been supplying
the Greater Buenos Aires area since a few years after the first World
War. The creation of SEGBA followed the settlement reached by the Govern-
ment with SOFINA under which (1) AyEE took over CADE's distribution prop-
erties in 14 municipalities to the northwest of the Federal district (the
fourteen partidos), and (2) SEGBA took over the remaining assets. SEGBA
shares were issued to SODEC (Societe d'Electricite), an affiliate of
SOFINA, which were to be bought by the Government in ten equal install-
ments. At the end of 1961, in accordance with the Pinedo Plan, the
Government exercised its option to accelerate the purchase from SODEC
of the shares still outstanding, and to tender Government bonds for pay-
ment. Early in 1962, SEGBA took over all of AyEE's power facilities in
Buenos Aires, including the distribution properties in the fourteen par-
tidos. New by-laws (Estatutos) were approved at the end of 1961 and a
new concession for an unlimited time came into effect on February 1, 1962.

3.03 SEGBA is a stock corporation with a Board of Directors elected
by the shareholders. The Government holds all the shares. The Board,
of five to eight members, includes the President and the Executive Vice
President. The Executive Committee, consisting of the Executive Vice
President and four or five department heads appointed by him, is respon-
sible for the principal functions of the company including operations,
planning, budgeting, award of contracts, wages and salaries, labor rela-
tions and hiring and firing. The existing Loan Agreement provides that
changes in the by-laws, as well as in the concession, be subject to Bank
approval and this undertaking %ill be repeated in the new Loan Agreement.

3.04 The present Executive Vice President, himself an engineer with
long experience in utility and private business management, has filled
the Executive Committee by appointing capable new managers to the Tech-
nical and Commercial Departments. The new Executive Committee of SEGBA
appears to be well qualified to carry out its responsibilities. The Loan
Agreement for Loan 308-AR provides for Bank approval to the appointment
of SEGBA's Executive Vice President. In the case of the proposed loan,
only prior consultation will be required.

Organization

3.05 Next to eliminating the Buenos Aires power shortage, which had
existed for many years, the most important tasks confronting SEGBA's
management in 1962 were to increase the productivity of labor, a subject
discussed later in this report, and to gain control of the Company's
activities, through improved organization and accounting. The initial
step taken in this direction was the appointment of International Middle
West Services Company as management consultants in the middle of 1963.
Their contract has been renewed for varying periods over the last four
years. A further extension is presently under negotiation.



3.06 Progress was quite slow, due in particular to lack of trained
personnel, labor difficulties and inadequate management after March 1964.
It has gained momentum under the present management, and tangible improve-
ments have been made, and are expected to continue, in the quality of cus-
tomer service and in the preparation of prompt and reliable information
for management. The current emphasis is on reorganizing the commercial
department. Billings have been computerized. A modified system of collec-
tion, involving the mailing of bills and their payment through banks, was
successfully applied to about one million accounts in the Federal Capital
and two suburban districts, several months ahead of the schedule set at
the beginning of 1967; this system will be further expanded to other suburbs
during 1968. The commercial department is being decentralized by the trans-
fer of customers' service, meter reading and collection responsibilities
to about fifteen branch offices in the Capital and Province. Computer
capacity is being increased to handle all payroll, customer, labor and
material accounting.

The Labor Problem

3.07 SEGBA's most difficult problem in 1962 was to secure all the
funds needed to expand and meet the load growth. As a result, and until
the power shortage was overcome, the primary emphasis was put on SEGBA's
maintaining a sufficient level of revenues so as to generate internally
a large proportion of the funds needed for expansion. As soon as this
objective was achieved, the emphasis should have changed to holding down
operating expenses in order to keep the average power rates to a reason-
able level; a corollary should have been the introduction of industrial
rates which would induce industries to abandon self-generation of power
in favor of public supply. This expected lowering of operating costs
did not materialize. Instead, the lack of effective management during
the period from early 1964 to mid-1966 resulted in a sharp increase in
the already excessive number of personnel and in labor costs. The Bank
repeatedly called this problem to the attention of both the Government
and SE9BA and stated, in July 1965 that a new loan would be conditional
on the initial results of a program to reduce labor costs.

3.08 The high labor costs stem from an unfavorable contract, inherited
from the Peronist era and aggravated by the concessions made to the labor
union by succeeding Governments. The labor contract is a two-year contract
with the Light and Power Union, which was last renewed in January 1966.
The provisions governing the level of wages are subject to an annual re-
view, also in January. About 95 percent of the personnel of SEGBA (and
of CIAE, whose contract is a facsimile of SEGBA's) belong to the Union,
including most of the supervisory personnel. Hiring is done through a
labor exchange run by the Union. Most new employees are hired as "peones,"
or unskilled labor, and are trained and promoted on strict rules of senior-
ity. The work week is a five day week of only 36 hours, and the majority
of personnel work from 7:00 am to 2:12 pm. These hours are not conducive
to efficiency because they do not coincide with those of management nor
with the needs of the public; furthermore they permit many workers to hold
a second job. Other provisions restrict the Company's ability to contract
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outside for distribution expansion and repairs. The main source of feather-

bedding, however, lies with the fact that job descriptions are used not

merely for establishing pay grades, but also for limiting employee work
assignments, and conseouently for inflating staff requirements. Under the

contract, most of the management decisions require consultation with, or

approval of, the Union. In the past, the point of view of the Union in-

variably prevailed because the Union was allowed to use the pressure at
its disposal, including strike threats, partial work stoppages, slow-downs,
refusal to allow overtime, etc.

3.09 SEGBA employed 19,220 persons at the end of 1962, when the

number of consumers was about 1,578,000. This was equivalent to a ratio
of only 82 consumers per employee. The management consultants estimated

in 1963 that the same number of consumers could be handled better with
several thousand fewer employees. A reasonable figure for this ratio would
be in the order of 100 consumers per employee. During the three years
through 1965, personnel increased considerably faster than consumers, to

25,068, and the ratio of consurmers to employees deteriorated to 71. The

largest annual personnel increase, of 2,500, was recorded in 1964. By

June 1966, when representatives of the previous Government and management

of SEGBA visited the Bank for discussions on the central issue of this
proposed loan, SEGBA's personnel had reached a total of 25,780. While no

exact standard exists for mcasuring the size of the labor force necessary

for the efficient operation of SEGBA, there is general agreement that the

number of excess personnel amounts to about 6,000.

3.10 Much has been done in the last year and a half to control labor
costs and restore the management's authority within the Company. The in-

crease in number of personnel was stopped, for the first time on record,
and a slight reduction, to 25,542, was achieved, at the end of November
1967. In recent months, the work stoppages and go slow tactics of the
Union have been effectively curbed.

3.11 More significant gains can be achieved only by amendment of the
labor contract and with the continued support of the Government. Steps

are being taken in this direction. A law of October 1967 established a

new procedure for revising the labor contracts of state enterprises and
public utilities. In accordance with this law, SEGBA and CIAE submitted
to the Secretary of Labor a joint memorandum on November 20.. proposing

changes in those provisions of the labor contract which interfere with

productivity of labor and efficiency of operations. The memorandum was

forwarded on December 11, to the Light and Power Union for comments to be

made within the next fifteen working days. The Secretary of Labor was

then to decide which of the provisions of the contract should be discussed,
and to call a committee of representatives of the companies and the Union,
chaired by a representative of his department, to discuss amendments to

these provisions within a period of 60 days. Agreed changes would then

be incorporated in a new labor contract. Points on which no agreement is
reached would be submitted to the arbitration of the Secretary of Labor,
whose decision would be final. No time limit is set regarding the de-

cisions of the Secretary. If the entire procedure is rejected by the
Union, the Secretary will design new labor regulations to be promulgated
as a law.
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3.12 The extent to which the existing labor contract will be changed,
what reductions in personnel would follow and the timing of such reduc-
tions, are questions that cannot be answered at this time. The Govern-
ment's public statements and the action already taken by it and by SEGBA,
however, constitute evidence of their determination to work towards resolv-
ing this important issue. The forecasts in this report reflect SEGBA's own

assumption, approved by the Government, that personnel would be reduced by
about 1,000, to about 24,600, in the course of 1968. As to later years,
it was assumed that SEGBA's labor force would remain constant though it is

hoped that further reductions would be achieved. No increase in the wage
level is contemplated in the future except for an annual increase of about

3 percent for promotions and seniority. Wages have been frozen, by decree,

at their 1967 level until the end of 1968. Under the terms of the conces-

sion, power rates will be adjusted should the level of wages rise above
the estimates.

Power Rates

3.13 The concesIon of February 1, 1962, provides that SEGBA's rates
should generaterevenuep sufficient to produce a return of 8 percent on
the average value, expressed in dollars, of net plant in service plus a

notional value of working capital equal to 5 percent of the average value
of net plant in service. Depreciation charges are computed on the value,
also expressed in dollars, of gross plant in service at year-end. In
1962, SEGBA inaugurated the practice, interrupted in 1964 and 1965, of
charging straightline depreciation at 3 percent, a reasonable minimum, on

all assets (except furniture and fixtures, 10 percent; and vehicles,
20 percent).

3.14 Power rates are revised annually, effective with the first meter
reading of January, on the basis of a detailed application submitted by
SEGBA to the Secretaria de Estado de Energia y Mineria (SEEM), for ap-
proval. The concession provides that, if the 8 percent return to which
SEGBA is entitled has not been achieved (or has been exceeded) in any past

year, the shortfall (or surplus) must be compensated for by revenues of
the year immediately succeeding. Changes arising in labor and fuel costs
during the year are to be automatically compensated for by interim rate
adjustments. Furthermore, if changes in economic circumstances, such as
lower sales, devaluation of the currency, etc., could be expected to re-

sult in an insufficient net income for the current year, SEGBA can adjust

its rates proportionally after informing the Secretaria.

3.15 The failure of the Secretaria to apply these provisions fully,
led to a serious shortfall of revenues in 1964 and 1965, when SEGBA's
return was only 2.1 percent and 5.6 percent respectively (see Annex 3,
Note 9). Since 1965 a serious attempt has been made to adjust rates in

accordance with the concession and the return improved to 8.6 percent in
1966. In April 1967, SEGBA was asked by the Government to defer the ad-

justment to which it was entitled following the latest devaluation of the
peso. It is estimated that, as a result, the net income for 1967 would
fall about M$N6.3 billion short of the permitted amount, corresponding
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to a return of 6.4 percent, instead of 8 percent. After reviewing SEGBA's
annual rate application for 1968, and obtaining the Bank's consent under
the 1962 agreements, the Government decided, as exceptional measures con-
sistent with its stabilization program, to: (a) allow rates to be increased
to the extent necessary to generate the additional revenues required to
achieve the 8 percent return in 1968 (about M$N3.7 billion), and (b) com-
pensate the shortfall at the end of 1967 by an equivalent appropriation from
the National Energy Fund, to be treated by SEGBA as revenues (about M$N6.3
billion). New resources were recently provided to the Fund by a substantial
increase in the price of gasoline. Only residential power rates were in-
creased, by the addition of a flat charge averaging M$N180 per month, which
would both avoid increasing production costs, a stated purpose of the
Government's policy, and help correct the imbalance in SEGBA's rate struc-
ture, as discussed in para. 5.07.

3.16 The rate covenants in the existing agreements which provide that
SEGBA should seek, and the Government should grant, the rates to which SEGBA
is entitled under the concession, are repeated in the agreements for the
proposed loan. Confirmation has been obtained from both parties that ade-
quate depreciation charges will be maintained in the future, of not less
than an average 3 percent of plant in service, pending the preparation of
a new, mutually acceptable, schedule of estimated useful lives for the
various kinds of assets.

4. FINPICIAL POSITTON AN7D FARNIYGS

Audit

4.01 Existing agreements with the Bank provide for the auditing of
SEGBA's accounts, and the preparation of annual reports on SEGBA's fi-
nancial condition, within four months after the end of the fiscal year,
by a firm of qualified independent accountants. This provision is re-
peated in the agreements covering the proposed loan. Starting with
fiscal year 196L, Deloitte, Plender and Griffith were replaced, as SEGBA's
auditors, by Arthur Young-Henry Martin, the Argentine branch of a repu-
table firm of public accountants. The present arrangcements are satis-
factory.

Balance Sheets

4.02 Condensed balance sheets as of December 31, 1962 through 1966
are shown in Annex 1. Plant is recorded in SEG13A's balance sheet at
historic cost although, as provided in the concession, dollar values of
gross and net plant are used for computing the amounts of depreciation
to be charged and of net income to be earned. Starting with 1965, and
following its auditor's advice, SFGBA revalued its foreign exchange debt
at current exchange rates. The effect of this partial revaluation is
shown in the condensed balance sheets under "Exchange Difference." A
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more meaningful set of Balance Sheets, expressed in dollars, is presented
in part 2, at the right of Annex 1. The dollar values used are: (a) for
plant in service and depreciation reserve, the dollar values used for
tariff purposes in accordance with the concession; (b) for foreign ex-
change debts, the actual values expressed in dollars; (c) for other assets
and liabilities, the peso values converted into dollars at the exchange
rate in effect at the end of the fiscal year; and (d) for equity, the
resulting difference between dollar assets and dollar liabilities.

4.03 The capitalization is characterized by an excessively high pro-
portion of cash dividend free equity, and by a low, fast reducing amount
of long term debt. A summary of the capitalization as of December 31,
1966, adjusted to reflect the revaluation described above, is shown in
the following table in both pesos and dollar equivalent:

In millions
MUS* S Equiv. 1/ of Total

Capital and Reserves
5% Cumulative preferred shares,
M$N100 par 10,480 42.4 7.5

Common shares, M$NlOO par 17,906 72.4 12.9
Subtotal: Share Capital 28,306 114.8 20.4

Reserves and surplus 11,316 45.7 8.1

Revaluation reserve 58,179 235.3 41.7

Total 97,881 395.8 70.2

Long Term Debt
IBRD Loan 308-AR 21,3 54 86.4 15.3
Eximbank and suppliers

(Puerto Nuevo Nos. 7 & 8) 3,221 13.0 2.3
BTH-ICL, Metrovick

(Costanera, 132 kv trans.) 5,291 21.4 3.8
Bonds and notes (Sodec, etc.) 4,303 17.4 3.1

Subtotal: Foreign Exchange 34,169 138.2 24.5

Local suppliers, customers' deposits 1,394 5.6 1.0
Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal 6,000 24.3 4.3

Subtotal: Local Currency 7,394 29.9 5.3

Total 41,563 168.1 29.8

Total Capitalization 13i,444 563.9 100.0

1/ At M$N247.3 per US$, the exchange rate at December 31, 1966.
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4.04 New shares were issued in 1962 to the Government in exchange for

its shares in the original SEGXBA and its estimated investments in the as-

sets taken over from AyEE (see notes to Annex 1 for details). The original

shares, and those issued for subsequent Government contributions, were

issued in a 40/60 ratio of 5 percent cumulative preferred shares and of

common bearer shares which are held in trust by the Industrial Bank. The

Pinedo Plan provided for the sale of common shares to private investors to

encourage the investment of private savings in electricity services, and

this intention was recorded in covenants of the Guarantee and Loan Agree-

ments for Loan 308-AR. No sales have taken place due to adverse market

conditions. In connection with the proposed agreement, the Government

reiterated its policy of encouraging the sale of shares to private inves-

tors, though prospects at this time are too remote to be considered for

purposes of the financing plan.

4.05 SEGBA's equity grew rapidly since 1962 through (a) large Govern-

ment cash contributions, of M$Nl.5 billion in 1964, to make up partially

for the freeze then imposed on power rates, and of M$N6 billion at the end

of 1966 to help correct SEGBA's working capital position, and (b) retained

earnings, as lack of funds prevented SEGBA from paying cash dividends on

the large Government equity. As shown in the pro forma dollar valuation

of SEGBA's balance sheets, the value of share capital has, as a result of

devaluation, become but a small fraction of the Government's revalued

equity in SEGBA.

4.06 Most of the debt is in foreign exchange and, with the exception

of Loan 308-AR, which accounts for more than half the debt outstanding,

most is for relatively short terms (see Annex 2 for details). By the end

of 1969, annual amortization averaging over US$20 million equivalent would

bring down existing foreign debts from US$138 million to about US$94 mil-

lion and existing local debts from about M$N7.4 billion to about M$N3.5

billion. The main reduction in debt would result from the repayment of

the BTH-ICL (British Thompson Houston-International Combustion Ltd.) and

Metrovick (Metropolitan Vickers) credits, outstanding as of the end of

1966, for US$32.3 million equivalent (including a current portion of

US$10.9 million equivalent), which are due in full by July 23, 1969. The

only significant new debt incurred in recent years was an 8 percent, five

year loan of M$N6 billion from the Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal, which

was arranged by the Government at the end of 1966 to complement the capital

contributions already referred to and to restore a sound financial condi-

tion for SEGBA.

4.07 The existing Bank Loan Agreement includes a negative pledge

clause and a debt limitation covenant which are both repeated in the

agreement for the proposed loan. The incurrence of long term debt is

limited by an assets test and an earnings test. Under the assets test,
SEGBA is not permitted to incur new debt if after the incurrence of the

proposed new debt, its net assets in operation plus work in progress

would be less than 1-1/2 times its total indebtedness. Under the earn-

ings test, SEGBA would not be able to incur new debt unless the maximum
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future interest payments on all indebtedness, including the proposed new
debt, were covered at least 1-3/4 times by net income for the past twelve-
month period or the last fiscal year. SEGBA could presently meet both
tests and incur debts substantially in excess of the amount of the pro-
posed Bank loan.

Current Position

4.08 A critical negative current position was reached at the end of
1965 due to inadequate cash generation and the lack of outside financing.
In accordance with understandings reached between representatives of the
previous Government and the Bank in June 1966, the Government provided
M$N12 billion to SEGBA at the end of the year, half as capital and half
as a five year loan, as already indicated in paras. 4.05 and 4.06 above.
As a result, the current position improved markedly from a current ratio
of 0.58 at the end of 1965, with current liabilities exceeding current
assets by M$N9.3 billion, to a current ratio of about 1.0, at the end of
1966.

4.09 Accounts receivable increased by almost MAN6 billion during 1966
to M$Nl7.3 billion reflecting mainly rate increases aggregating "7 percent
over the 1965 level and, to a lesser extent, growth of sales. SEGBA's re-
ceivables usually represent the equivalent of about four months of revenues
which is high. This is due principally to delayed payments by Government
authorities and agencies, and to slow billing and collecting procedures
(see Annex 1, note 2, for details). Steps are being taken to correct
both of these causes.

4.10 Accounts and notes payable at the end of 1966 totalled M$N15.3
billion and still included large arrears which SEGBA was in the process
of repaying gradually in accordance with a plan to bring accounts payable
down to normal trade terms by the end of 1967. (See Annex 1, note 4, for
details).

Past Earnings

4.11 Income statements for the five years ended December 31, 1966
are summarized in the table and notes to Annex 3. They show a sharp
decline in earnings in 1964, to a return of 2.1 percent (adjusted on the
basis of a 3 percent rate of depreciation), followed by a recovery which
brought the return to 8.6 percent at the end of 1966.

4.12 The actual financial results bear little resemblance to the
estimates prepared at the end of 1961 for the first appraisal report.
The chief reasons are: the severe economic recession in 1962/63; the
considerable increase in SEGBA's operating expenses due to rapid infla-
tion and sharp increases in personnel through 1965; and the consequences
on the dollar rate base of the devaluation of the currency from M$N83
per dollar at the beginning of 1962 to M$N247.3 at the end of 1966.
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4.13 Interest coverages were ample, except in 1964, reflecting the
relatively low debt. It was originally intended that SEGBA would pay
cash dividends to the Government as a return on its considerable equity
and as a means of establishing a record which would help the future
sales of common shares in the local market. This, however, was not pos-
sible in view of SEGBA's shortage of funds which, instead, required
further large cash contributions by the Government. Stock dividends on

preferred shares were paid each year at the statutory rate of 5 percent,
and on common shares at 10 percent in 1962 and 1963 and at 20 percent in
1965 and 1966. These dividends are not high as the value on which they

apply is understated (see para. 4.05). Dividends on common shares had to

be passed in 1964 because of insufficient profits.

5. POWTER MARKET

5.01 The Greater Buenos Aires market consists of the Federal Capital,
and 31 surrounding municipalities. It is supplied primarily by SEGBA, but,
as mentioned previously, CIAE also has a Government concession to supply

the Capital and the four partidos of Avellaneda, Quilmes, Lanus and Lomas
de Zomora. Until recently, each supplier operated its own system inde-
pendently of the other, although there is 160 Mva of interchange capacity
between them. A table of the existing generating capacity of both com-
panies is shown in Annex 5.

5.02 CIAE's franchise was renewed for an indefinite period in 1961
with a provision which calls for the construction of new generating plant.
At the end of 1966 CIAE had 352 Mw of effective capacity in two steam

stations and was supplying 250,400 customers. In 1966 the peak load on
CIAE's system was 226 Mw. During the past four years CIAE's load (ex-

clusive of sales to SEGBA) has been growing at an average rate of only

about 5 percent per annum and its sales of energy to ultimate consumers
at slightly less than 3 percent. These low rates of growth reflect the
limited expansion of CIAE's distribution system in recent years.

5.03 At the end of 1966 SEGBA had 1,370 Mw of installed capacity,
all of which is steam plant, and was supplying 1,875,000 consumers. For
the three previous years SEGBA was required to buy energy from AyEE's San
Nicolas plant near Rosario at a price higher than its own marginal cost,
even though SEGBA had unused capacity, because of the Government's desire

to burn as much Argentine coal as possible. For 1967 and the next few
years, however, SEGBA will need some of the excess capacity at San Nicolas

in order to ensure reliable service to its own consumers (see para. 5.09).
As shown in Annex 6, the maximum demand on SEGBA's system has grown from
888 Mw in 1962 to 1,235 Mw in 1966. During the same years sales increased

from 3,200 Gwh to 4,564 Gwh. Although the average rates of increase in

peak load and sales during the period were 8.5 percent and 9.3 percent,
respectively, it is significant that the only year in which a large

increase occurred was 1964 when the Bank financed Costanera plant went
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into operation and restrictions were removed. SEGBA's annual rate of
increase in load has fallen off considerably since 1964, and in 1966 the
increase in both peak load and sales was less than 6 percent.

5.04 The interchange facilities between SEGBA and CIAE have been used
until last year only in emergencies. With proper scheduling of generation,
the combined operating costs of the two utilities can be reduced. For ex-
ample, the newer, more efficient units of each company have not been used
to their maximum capabilities while some of the older, less efficient units
were regularly used to carry peak loads instead of being employed for
standby or emergencies. The situation with regard to transmission and
distribution is even more disturbing, particularly in the Federal Capital,
where facilities of the two companies overlap. On many streets it has
been possible to receive supply from either or both companies. In fact,
as a carryover from the 1950's, some of the more affluent customers still
maintain a dual service in the event of a power failure on either system.
The quality of supply from both systens leaves much to be desired. Many
sections of the distribution networks are overloaded, resulting in low
voltage at the time of peak demand and causing frequent outages. Although
service by both companies has improved noticeably since 1962, there are
still large areas which require extensive rehabilitation.

5.05 The Government is aware that the long range solution of the
Buenos Aires power problems would be some kind of a merger of CIAE with
SEGBA but for the present CIAE is being asked to increase its generating
facilities and to provide its own financing. In due course a consolida-
tion may take place but in the meanwhile both companies are cooperating
in all phases of their activities. Eleven joint committees have been
set up at the top and middle management levels to handle such matters
as central dispatching, planning of expansion, labor relations (see
para 3.11), tariffs, and customers' service. In the latter part of 1966,
with the guarantee of the Argentine Government, CIAE completed financial
arrangements with banks in Switzerland and the United Kingdom for the
purchase of a new 250 Mw generating unit for its Nuevo Puerto plant.
This unit is scheduled for operation before the winter peak of 1969 and
will meet the Greater Buenos Aires load growth until SEGBA's Puerto
Nuevo unit No. 9 is completed (see paras. 6.03 and 6.11). The first
move toward effective coordination of operations was the commissioning
at the beginning of 1968 of a central dispatch office to control the
use of all the generating plants of both companies.

Sales

5.06 A breakdown of SEGBA's sales for 1965 and 1966 showing consump-
tion by classes of consumers is given in the table below:
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1965 1966
Sales Sales % of % Increase

Consumer Group in Gwh in Gwh Total over 1965

Domestic 1,896 1,970 43.5 3.9
Commercial 476 497 11.0 4.4

Industrial 1,299 1,323 29.2 1.8

Governmental (lighting,
traction, water supply, etc.) 637 736 16.3 15.5

Total 4,308 4,526 1/ 100.0 5.1

1/ Excluding energy repaid to CIAE (38 Gwh).

The 5.1 percent increase in SEGBA's sales shown above should be viewed in

the light of CIAE's increase for 1966 of only 3.5 percent. The combined

rate of sales' increase was only about 4.8 percent in 1966, which is low

for a mature system and indicates a slow down in the economy. SEGBA's

1966 system load factor of 54.2 percent reflects the still relatively high

proportion of residential consumption as compared to industrial. During

the 1950's when the shortage of power became critical many industrial and

commercial establishments installed their own generating plant. By the
end of 1963 this captive capacity in the Greater Buenos Aires area totalled

about 600 Mw and the self-generation in that year amounted to about 1,200
Gwh. Later statistics are not available but it is reasonable to assume

that there is still at least 500 Mw of captive plant capable of operation

and that the annual generation may be of the order of magnitude of 1,000

Gwh. SEGBA has taken steps to attract more of this captive load but the

Company is handicapped to some extent by the high tariffs and the fact that

it must charge the industrial consumer sales taxes which private industry

does not have to pay on its own generation. However, the major deterrent

to recapturing the load is the memory of past outages and it will take

SEGBA quite some time to create a new image of reliability.

5.07 The rate schedules in effect at the time of the last loan were

unbalanced in favor of the residential consumer at the expense of the

industrial users. In 1965 a night-hour reduction for industrial consump-

tion was initiated, but the average price per kwh paid by the industrial

consumer in 1966 was actually higher than the average charge to the resi-

dential user (M$N9.35 per kwh versus M$N9.15, excluding taxes). This

situation has, however, been improved recently, when the Government decided

to increase only residential rates in 1968, and granted SEGBA's earlier

request to apply a flat charge on residential consumers. This charge

varies from M$M50 per month for small users up to M$1250 per month for

large users (an average of M$N180 per consumer per month). Further ad-

justments in the rate structure are intended in connection with the next

regular rate review at the end of 1968.

5.03 Distribution losses in 1966 totalled some 936 Gwh out of 5,500
Gwh sent-out or about 17 percent. This is high for a large metropolitan

network and emphasizes the need for SEGBA to continue spending funds on

strengthening the distribution network to lower the losses and improve

the service.
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Future Growth

5.09 SEGBA's forecast of peak loads and sales for 1967 through 1970
is shown in Annex 6. The projected increases for 1967 are based on normal
load growth plus new contracts which have already been signed. From 1968
onward, a 7 percent increase has been assumed for maximum demands and
about 7.5 percent for sales of energy. These assumed rates are considered
reasonable, provided the economy of Argentina does not suffer a recession.
A table of SEGBA's plant capability and peak loads for 1966 and as pro-
jected for the next four years is shown below:

SEGBA SYSTEM ONLY (in Mw)

Actual Forecast
1966 1967 1968 - 1969 1970

Plant capability, gross 1,350 1,400 1,490 1,520 1,770
Peak load 1,235 1,319 1,412 1,510 1,617

Excess capability without
any reserve allowance 115 81 78 10 153

Capability shortage with
the largest unit out of
commission (70) (104) (107) (175) (84)

Although SEGBA squeezed by the winter peak last year it is clear that even
with the expected addition of 120 Mw of new gas turbines in 1968/69, it
will not have firm capacity to meet the future demands unless power can be
purchased from CIAE and AyEE.

5.10 The following table shows the combined capability and peak loads
of SEGBA, CIAE and AyEE's Litoral system for the same five year period:

COMBINED SEGBA, AyEE AND CIAE SYSTEMS (in Mw)

Actual Forecast
196. 1967 l968 1969 1970

Plant capability, gross 2,120 2,170 2,260 2,540 2,790
Peak load 1,719 1,839 1,979 2,128 2,287

Capacity available to meet
load after provision for
reserve. 1/ 1,829 1,877 1,962 2,176 2,413

Excess or (shortage) 110 38 (17) 48 126

1/ Reserve includes the largest machine in the system (less auxiliaries)
plus 5% of installed system capacity to cater for accidental. unavail-
ability.
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Sufficient capacity will be available to meet the load in each year except
1968 when there may be a small deficit if the largest unit in the system
is actually out of operation over the peak. However, should in any year
more than one company have its largest unit out of service at the time of
the peak, (which is not an impossible situation), it would be necessary
to ration. In view of the limited spare capacity available, the organiza-
tion in charge of the central dispatch should also be responsible for the
coordination of scheduled overhauls for the generating units of all three
entities. During negotiations. SEGBA informed the Bank that it had agreed
with CTAE that future overhauls and maintenance would be planned jointly.

6. THE PROCRAM

Descript ion

6.01 SEGBA has prepared an expansion program for the period 1967
through 1970 which includes: new generating capacity and transmission
lines; new substations and additions to existing substations, and expan-
sion of its distribution network. The estimated cost of the program for
the four years totals M$N107.2 billion (JS$306 million eauivalent). The
table below gives a breakdown of the cost of the major items with an
estimate of the annual expenditures. Further details are shown in Annex 7.

(See table on next page)
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SEGBA'S INVEST'¶ENT PROGRAM 1' 1967-1970
(in millions of M$N)

1967 1968 1969 1970 Total
Generation
Peaking Units 8 9 15 Mw 505 2,760 410 - 3,675
Puerto Nuevo - 250 Mw 230 5,568 5,135 1,180 12,113
Future Generating Plant - - 100 400 500

Total 735 8,328 5,6)5 1,580 16,288

Transmission
New 132 kv Substations 536 3,347 1,510 - 5,393
Ext. to Existing 132 kv s/s 638 611 767 50 2,066
132 kv Lines & Cables 785 3,533 2,147 - 6,465
Misc. Civil Works & Extension

to 27.5 kv & 13.2 kv Systems 273 311 - - 589
Future Program - - 100 100 200

Total 2,237 7,802 4,524 150 14,713

Distribution
Extension to Networks 13,010 16,673 17,163 17,163 64,009
Buildings 240 784 1,000 800 2,824

Total 13,250 17,457 18,13 17,963 66,833

Other
Vehicles 300 r5 0 0  60o 600 2,000
Consultants' Fees 140 250) 250. 200 8
Contingencies 500 2,500 2 ,000 1,500 6,500

Total 940 3,250 2,350 2,300 9,340

GRAND TOTAL 17,162 36,837 31,182 21,993 107,174

US$ Equivalent (millions) 49.0 105.3 89.1 62.8 306.2

l/ Excluding interest during construction.

6.02 The planned new generating capacity includes: five gas turbine
peaking installations, composed of two 15 Mw units each at Malaver, La
Matanza and Escalada, and one 15 Mw each at Gutierrez and Berisso; and
a 250 Mw steam turbihe base load unit (No. 9) to be installed in the
Puerto Nuevo station. The expansion of the 132 kv transmission system
includes the construction of 23 new substations, the extension of 12 exist-
ing substations, and 208 circuit Kms of underground cables and overhead
lines. The planned distribution system investments include primary and
secondary cables and transformers, low voltage cables and overhead lines,
meters, new connections, and public lighting. The locations of the new
peaking plants and the physical layout of the 132 kv transmission system
are shown in the attached Map.
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6.03 The decision to install peaking plants in the generating program
was taken after studies made in 1965 by SEGBA and its consultants, Societe
Francaise d'Etudes et de lealisations d'Equipements Electriques (SOFRELEC).
These studies took into account the capability of the existing generating
capacity in the SEGBA and CIAE systems and the availability of surplus
capacity from AyEE to meet jointly the forecasted increase in demand for
the Greater Buenos Aires area. The studies concluded that the most eco-
nomical long term solution would be for SEGBA to install 120 Mw of new
peak load units to help meet the winter season peak of 1968, followed by
CIAE's base load unit in 1969, and SEGRA's 250 Mw base load unit in 1970.
The Bank Appraisal Mission reviewed these studies and agrees with the
conclusions.

6.o4 The proposed lines and substations for the transmission system
have been based upon a conservative estimate of the load growth over the
next few years. In-selecting the sizes of cables and transformers SEGBA
has made realistic assumptions regarding the normal growth of demand, has
considered all reasonably firm prospective new loads of over 100 kw, and
has used acceptable diversity coefficients.

6.05 The planned annual expansion of the distribution system. over
the next few years is comparable to the works carried out during 1963 and
1964 when SEGBA had sufficient funds for a normal program. Part of the
proposed distribution investment would be for the essential rehabilita-
tion and strengthening of the overloaded networks.

6.06 The estimated cost of SECDBA's program is realistic. The unit
cost of the peaking plants is equivalent to US`87 per kw based upon major
contracts which have already been awarded. The cost of the 250 Mw base
load unit is based upon the cost of the similar unit now being installed
by CIAE. Its estimated unit cost is equivalent to US1t38 per kw which is
reasonable for this type of installation in Argentina. Because the equip-
ment for the transmission and distribution systems will be procured on the
basis of international competitive bidding with a 15 percent margin of
preference for local suppliers, the actual cost of the equipment cannot yet
be determined and will depend, inter alia, upon the proportion of equipment
orders placed locally and abroad. T'he cost estimates of the program used
international prices for the transmission and distribution equipment, plus,
for equipment which can be produced in Argentina, a 15 percent margin. An
average amount of about 6 percent has been included in the cost estimate
of the program to cover contingencies.

6.07 The facilities in SEGBA's program are urgently needed and form
the most economic combination of new generating plants and transmission
lines to meet the projected increase of load. The program can be considered
as the minimum which would allow SEGBA to improve gradually service to
present consumers while at the same time furnishing power to new consumers.
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Consulting Engineers

6.08 SEGBA's contract with Merz & McLellan expired in June 1965,
following which SOFRELEC was engaged as a replacement. This contract,
signed in October 1965, calls for SOFRELEC to provide technical assis-
tance to SEGBA in preparing expansion plans and to complement SEGBA's
staff, as required, with personnel to be seconded from Electricite de
France. The consultants will furnish this assistance to SEGBA in two
ways: through a permanent mission in Buenos Aires; and by means of
special studies - parts of which may be made in France. These arrange-
ments are satisfactory and would be continued.

6.09 The permanent mission's main function will be to assist in the
preparation of projects for the extension of transmission and distribu-
tion networks along the lines of a study made in 1965 by M. Cahen of
Electricite de France. The SOFRELEC engineers' work will include de-
tailed design, the preparation of specifications and tender documents,
selection of types of materials, analyses of tenders, preparation of

contracts, preparation of construction schedules, and supervision of
construction. The mission will also provide assistance, as requested by
SEGBA, in improving the maintenance and operations of generating7 plants

and networks.

6.10 In February 1966 SEGBA and SOFRELEC signed a new contract

covering the technical assistance to be furnished by SOFRELEC with regard
to the purchase and installation of the peaking units; in August of 1966
the two firms signed another contract covering the design services and
erection supervision of the 250 Mw base load plant. The arrangements for
consulting engineering services are satisfactory.

Construction Schedule

6.11 Construction of the gas turbine installations is proceeding
satisfactorily; the Malaver and Escalada units are scheduled for comple-
tion by May 31, 1968 and the La Matanza units before July 15, 1968. This
would provide 90 Mw of new capacity for the winter peak. The single
units at Gutierrez and Berisso would be completed by September 30 and

October 31, 1968, respectively. Following international competitive
bidding, letters of intent to purchase the 250 Mw turbogenerator and
boiler of Puerto Nuevo unit No. 9 were issued in November 1967. Fabri-
cation of the main components will commence before February 1, 1968 and
erection and testing are expected to be completed by May 1970 so that
the unit can enter into commercial operation by June 1, 1970.

6.12 During 1967, SEGBA carried out a reduced program of transmission
and distribution expansion, with a minimum of new expenditure, by drawing
down its construction inventories. When SEGBA was invited by the Bank to
come to Washington for negotiations in September of 1967, the procurement
of transmission and distribution equipment was accelerated and the program
is now moving at a satisfactory pace. The construction of the trans-
mission system will be done almost entirely by contractors but SEGBA will
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do the purchasing for the permanent equipment, such as cables, switchgear,
transformers, etc. There will be 10 to 15 contracts for the laying of

underground cables and about 50 for the construction of substations and
the erection of equipment. The average time for the completion of these

contracts is estimated to be about 12 months. As for the distribution
expansion, somewhat more than half of the construction program will be

carried out by contract and the remainder by SEGBA's own forces. SEGBA

expects to place at least 80 separate civil works contracts for the dis-
tribution network early in 1968.

7. THE LOAN

7.01 The proposed Bank loan of US$55 million would help to finance
SEGBA's expansion program for the four years 1967 through 1970, The amount
of the loan has been determined from an estimate of SEGBA's financing needs

during the period October 1, 1967 through March 31, 1969. The proceeds of
the loan would be applied to ecuipment expenditures and the foreign ex-

change component of civil works, to the extent that these items are not

covered by other resources. On the basis of the construction program en-
visaged in October 1967, the assumed disbursements from the loan., including
a small reimbursement for 1967, would be as follows:

Millions of M$N
Last Millions

Quarter of US$
1967 1968 1969 Total Equiv.

Equipment
Puerto Nuevo Unit No. 9 1,125 415 1,540 4.4
Transmission & Distrib. 51a 9,976 2 4?5 12,920 36.9

Subtotal 519 11 101 2 ,840 14,460 41.3

Civil Works
Peaking Units 11 116 18 145 .4
Puerto Nuevo No. 9 44 645 112 801 2.3
Transmission & Distrib. 326 1 ,73 3 0 2,339 ( 6.7

Subtotal 381 2.734 470 3,285 9.4

Consulting Services 50 2)0 70 370 1.1

Interest during
Construction - 66r 470 1,135 3.2

Total 950 14,45o 3,850 19,250 55.0

Millions of US$ Equiv. 2.7 41.3 11.0 55.0

7.02 The equipment contracts for the peaking units are being financed
by European credits. It is expected that suppliers' credits financing on

reasonable terms will be forthcoming for at least 80 percent of the equip-
ment cost of the 250 Mw base load unit (see para. 8.04); the necessary
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initial cash payments for the turbogenerator and boiler would be drawn

from the Bank loan as well as the foreign cost of smaller items for which

suppliers' credits could not be obtained. About two--thirds of the loan

amount would finance transmission and distribution equipment. Most of

this equipment can be manufactured in Argentina, and it is likely that

some will actually be purchased there under the procedures described in

paragraph 7.03. Finally, the proposed loan would also cover: the for-

eign exchange cost of civil works for generation, transmission, and
distribution, which is estimated to average about 17 percent of the total

cost; the foreign exchange cost of consulting services- and interest

during construction.

Procurement and Disbursement

7.03 The equipment to be financed by the Bank loan would be procured

after international competitive bidding, and supported by normal import

documentation. Domestic suppliers who submit tenders under international

bidding will be granted exemptions from sales taxes and import duties on

raw materials and component parts. In order to provide a margin of prefer-

ence for Argentine suppliers, contracts would be awarded to the lowest

qualified local bidder provided that his offer does not exceed the landed

price of the lowest qualified foreign bidder by more than 15 percent.

However, disbursements from the proposed loan for the local expenditure

component of Argentine procurement would be limited to US$10 million.

7.04 Civil works contracts would also be awarded after international

competitive bidding but it is doubtful whether foreign contractors would

compete because of the relatively small size of the individual contracts.

SEGBA uses a system of pre-qualification whereby civil contractors are

divided into categories according to size and ability to carry out jobs

of different magnitudes. SEGBA has informed all the Mnbassies in Buenos

Aires of the general scope of the program so that foreign contractors

who wish to be included in the bidding can submit their qualifications.

Disbursements for civil works would be on a percentage basis, which would

reflect the estimated foreign exchange component, and would be supported

by certified monthly statements of work performed.

7.05 The Closing Date would be December 31, 1969, and any outstanding

balance would be cancelled.

8. FUTURE FINANCES

Financing Plan

8.01 A forecast of sources and applications of funds for the four

years 1967-1970 is attached as Annex 4. The financing plan for the two

years through 1968 is summarized below:
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in millions
Total Total

1967 1968 1967-1968 1967-1968 %
(v TN ~(lid)~ ) (US$ Equiv . )l_/

Applications of Funds

Construc. Expenditure 17,162 36,837 53,999 154.3 91.2
Increase in Working

Capital 900 4,291 5,191 14.8 8.8
Total 18,062 1,128 59,190 169.1 100.0

Sources of Funds

Internal Cash Generation 21,254 32,6822/ 53,936 154.1 91.1
Less: Debt Service,

Fees and Bonus 11,300 13,260 24,560 70.2 4.5
Net Internal Cash
Generation 9,9514 19,422 29,376 83.9 49.6

Reduction in Inventories 555 1,705 2,260 6.5 3.9
Subtotal: Own Resources 10 50Q 21,127 31,636 90.4 53.5

Proposed IBRD Loan 3/ - 15,400 15,400 44.0 26.0
Suppliers' Credits 853 4,301 5,154 14.7 8.7
Caja Nacional de Ahorro

Postal 6,700 300 7,000 20.0 11.8
Subtotal: Borrowings 7,553 20,001 27,554 78.7 46.5

Total 18,062 41,128 59,190 169.1 100.0

1/ At the current exchange rate, effective since March 1967, of
M$N350 per US*.

2/ Includes the M$$N6.3 billion appropriation from the National
Energy Fund (see para. 3.15).

3/ The balance of the proposed US$55 million loan would be disbursed
in 1969.

8.02 Internal cash generation, net of debt service, would amount to
US$84 million equivalent, or 50 percent of the total requirements. This
high proportion, considering the heavy debt service requirements, reflects
the fact that revenues are high, since they include the recovery of the
M$N3.2 billion deficiency which existed at the end of 1966, and since no
cash dividends are contemplated. Inventories of equipment and materials
which had been built up in 1965 and 1966 for works which were postponed,
are being used for the current reduced program and will continue to be
brought down by an estimated total of M$N 2.3 billion.

8.03 In October 1967, two new 15 percent loans, aggregating M$N6.7
billion, were obtained from the Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal. Of this,
M$N5 billion will be repaid over six years, including three years grace.
The balance of M&1.7 billion was added to an outstanding short-term credit
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of about MtN300 million, and the aggregate will be repaid over the next
three years in equal monthly installments. SEGBA has reserved the right

to prepay, should it be successful in its current efforts to raise loans
on more favorable terms from private sources.

8.o4 SEGBA would incur about US$14.7 million of suppliers' credits
in the period, including:

(a) local credits of M$N743 million and foreign credits of M$N116

million, most of which have been incurred in 1967;

(b) two foreign credits aggregating US$7.2 million for the supply

of the peaking units, with interest rates at 7-1/2 percent and

terms of eight years, and

(c) assumed foreign credits, with interest at 7 percent and a term
of 13 years, including 3 years grace (the exact terms are not
yet known), aggregating US$12.5 million, of which about US$5.1
million would be used in the period, for the main components of

the base load unit.

8.05 The proposed Bank loan of US$55 million is assumed to carry
interest at 6-1/4 percent. Based on the nature of the project and the

Company's financial position, a term of 20 years., including a grace
period of three years, is proposed. About US$144 million would be used
towards the requirements of 1967 and 1968, of which it would cover 26 per-

cent. The US$11 million balance would help finance expenditures of the

first quarter of 1969. (Details of the tentative financing plan for
1969 and 1970 are included in Annex 4).

8.06 This financing plan is satisfactory. The Government, as share-

holder, would make additional equity investments or receive dividends in

stocks rather than cash, if, during the period covered by the proposed
loan, insufficient funds were available to carry out the program.

8.07 SEGBA should be encouraged to raise within the next year a sub-

stantially higher amount of loans, to further improve working capital, pay

cash dividends, and more generally establish its credit and financial

autonomy. Until sufficient amounts can be raised from private sources,
a future sound development of the electricity supply in Buenos Aires would

still be dependent on availability of Government and Bank loan funds.

This is evidenced by the financing plan tentatively forecast in Annex 4
for 1969 and 1970. SEGBA would then need a minimum of M$1115 billion
(about US$43 million) fresh borrowings, part of which would no doubt be

asked from the Bank, to supplement the high level of cash generation.
Larger borrowings would be needed if cash dividends were to be paid in
that period.
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Future Earnings

8.08 Forecast income statements for the four years 1967-1970 are

shown in Annex 3, together with explanatory notes. These forecasts are

based on the estimated results for 1967, the arrangements described in

paragraph 3.15 for the recovery in 1968 of the 1967 shortfall, and the

general assumption that SEGBA will earn in each future year the 8 percent

return permitted by the concession, after charging adequate depreciation.

The forecast coverages of interest by net income would be ample.

8.09 On the basis of the assumptions in paragraph 3.12 regarding
the future number of personnel, the ratio of consumers per employee would

continue to improve slowly from the minimum of 71 reached at the end of

1965, to 83 at the end of 1968 and 89 at the end of 1970.

Future Financial Position

8.10 Annex 1 shows two sets of balance sheets as at the end of each

of the years 1967 to 1970, one based on SEGBA's existing accounting

practice, the other, more meaningful, adjusted to show the dollar values

of plant in service and depreciation, as used for rate making purposes

(see para. 4.02). After a slight setback to about 0.9 at the end of 1967,
the ratio of current assets to current liabilities would improve to over

1.0 in subsequent years. SEGBA's financial condition and performance, as
shown in Annexes 1, 3 and 4, would reflect the expected high earnings,
and the assumptions that only a minimum amount of debt would be incurred

and that no cash dividends would be paid. The coverage of annual debt

service by internally generated cash would be satisfactory, ranging be-

tween 2 and 2.5 tines, internal cash generation, net of debt service,
would represent in the four year period about 60 percent of the program,

which is more than would normally be required for a utility of this size;

and debt would fall below 30 percent of the total capitalization. The

existing and proposed financial covenants would all be met with ample
margins.

9. CONCLUSIONS

9.01 The program for the addition of generating capacity and for the

expansion of transmission and distribution meets the minimum needs of the

system and is economically justified. The arrangements for the engineer-

ing and implementation of the program are acceptable. The total cost of

the program is estimated at about US43J00 million.

9.02 The coordination of planning and operations of the Buenos Aires

power sector is necessary to prevent the further overlapping of the facili-

ties of SEGBA and CIAE and to realize the maximum possible economies from

existing installations. As a significant step in this direction, SEGBA

and CIAE have just started operating a central dispatch office to control
generation.
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9.03 Prospects for the improvement of the labor situation are prom-
ising. There has been a slight reduction in the number of personnel since
the high reached in mid-1966, and another reduction of about 1,000 is
planned during 1968. This and further reductions would be contingent on
amendments to the labor contract, which are being actively considered in
accordance with the procedure set out by recent legislation.

9.04 Power rates were brought to the 8 percent return level to which
SEGBA is entitled under its concession, by substantial increases in 1966
and early 1967. However, due to the March devaluation, revenues for 1967
would fall short of the 8 percent return. As an exceptional measure, con-
sistent with its stabilization program, the Government decided with the
agreement of the Bank to compensate this shortfall with an extraordinary
appropriation to be made during 1968 and to be treated by SEGBA as revenues.
Residential rates were increased at the beginning of this year to generate
the additional revenues needed to achieve the 8 percent return in 1968.
This increase would improve the rate structure which has long been unbal-
anced at the expense of industrial consumers.

9.05 The financial condition of SEGBA has greatly improved. The
capitalization is characterized by very little long term debt and a high
proportion of Government equity on which no cash dividends are being paid.
The ratio of current assets to current liabilities has improved to an
acceptable level. The high accounts receivable and accounts payable are
being reduced.

9.06 The proposed financing plan for 1967-1968 is satisfactory. Earn-
ings prospects are good. SEGBA would earn satisfactory returns, achieve
ample coverages of interest and debt service, and would generate a high
proportion of its new capital requirements. Even with the proposed and
forecast loans, debt would remain under 30 percent of capitalization.

9.07 The appropriate term for the proposed Bank loan of US$55 million
would be 20 years, including a 3 year grace period. A ceiling of US$10
million would be placed on the local expenditure component of Argentine
manufactured goods to be financed by the loan. Confirmation has been
obtained that:

(i) Changes in the by-laws and the concession of SEGBA
would remain subject to Bank approval (para. 3.03);

(ii) SEGBA would consult with the Bank prior to the appoint-
ment of an Executive Vice President (para. 3.04);

(iii) SEGBA would continue to apply for, and the Government
would grant, the level of rates to which SEGBA is en-
titled under the concession and depreciation should be
charged at a minimum average rate of 3 percent (para. 3.16);
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(iv) SEGBA would continue to limit incurrence of long-term
debt by the tests already provided for in the existing
agreements: and the existing security arrangements would
apply to the proposed loan (para. 4.07);

(v) The equipment to be financed by the proposed Bank
loan would be procured after international competitive
bidding, with a 15 percent maximum preference for
Argentine manufacturers (para. 7.03);

(vi) The Government, as shareholder, would agree to make
additional equity investments, or to receive dividends
in stocks rather than cash, if, during the period
covered by the proposed loan, insufficient funds were
available to carry out the program (para. 8.06); and

(vii) It would continue to be the policy of the Government
to encourage the investment of private savings in SEGBA
(para. 4.04).

January 10, 1968
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SERVICIDS ELIETRICOS DEL ORAN BUENOS AIRES (SEBGA)

ACMJAL AND FORECAST BALANCE SHEETS AS OF DECEMBER 31. 1962 TE7 1oH 1970

1. Historic peso values (M$%* millions) 
2. Dollar values in the Concession ($ millions)

At M$N247.3°$1 kt M$N350-$1

ACIUAL FECAST ACTUAL FORECAST

Fiscal Year Ending December 31 19.2 1963 1966 1965 1966 967 196 1969 1972 16 19 1968 1969 1970

ASSETS

Fixed Assets
flantn service 22,938 1,872 53,113 63,522 73,161 87,960 116,024 145,057 178,911 702.4 752.1 031.2 912.5 1,007.0

Exhange differece - 9,6681 18,821 33,229 33,229 33,229 33,229

Less: Depreciation (10,08) (11, 53 (13,09) (15,35) (20,755) (29,053) (38,293) (48,476) (59,690) (186.2) (208.0) (233.1) (261.2) (292.0)

Cust:e r5 ontribia tons8 (375 ) (560) (609) (812) (1,032) (1,282) (1,562) (1,872) _

Net plant in service 12,130 30,054 39,560 57,240 70,417 91,105 109,678 128,248 180,578 516.2 55.1 598.1 651.3 715.0

Work in progress 13,110 4,25 4,370 5,037 7,207 15,83 17 ,855 5,826 25.2 21.6 11.3 51.0 16.7

7onstruction inventories 2,610 3.636 1 " 5,33 6,380 5,825 ,120 6,000 4,000 25.8 16.6 11.8 11..4l21.

Total 27,850 37,835 47,702 65,754 81,834 104,136 129,635 150,103 160,504 566.2 582.3 655.2 713.7 743.1

Current Assets
Fuel-and other vaterials 155 233 027 382 506 620 715 750 780

Accounts receivable 5,953 6,633 7,364 11,403 17,321 18,700 21,000 22,600 24,300

Cas h 128 69 159 950 4,538 1,500 1,500 1,000 1,000

Prepaid expenses - 34 9 275 412 740 700 700 700 _

Total 5,225 6,969 7,819 13,010 22,777 21,560 23,915 25,050 26,780 92.1 61.6 68.3 71.6 76.5

Deferred Charges 657 936 1,146 9L9 72 255 250 250 250 .3 .7 .7 .7 .7

TOTAL ASSETS 33,732 45,750 56,667 79,713 104,683 125,941 153,800 175,403 187,434 658.6 656.6 7
24. 2  

786.0 820.3

LIABILITIES

Capia and Reserves
a eprefe.red shares

5$N 100 par 6,153 6,153 6,753 7,351 10,480 10,900 11,565 12,017 12,618

CMson shares $N 100 par 9,229 9,229 10,129 11,922 17,906 20,864 25,037 30,056 36,053

Reserves and sarplus 2,372 5,119 6,003 7,175 11,316 14,983 27,782 34,623 42,104

Total 17,754 20,501 22,885 26447 39,702 46,747 64,264 76,684 90,775 395.8 518.4 468.5 503.9 56.0

Long-Trm Debt 
15,400 19,250 18,618 - - 56.0 55.0 53.2

rD Loan 308-AR 1,987 8,831 11,600 16,751 21,355 29,312 28,359 27,329 26,251 86.4 83.8 81.0 78.1 75.1

Euibo 7 & 8 1 761 1,636 1,968 2,907 3,221 2,905 2,597 2,089 1,681 13.C 8.3 7.1 6.0 4.8

BTH-CL, Metrovick 5,065 5,112 5,811 5,870 5,291 3,254 - - - 21.5 9.3 - - -

Bonds and notes, Sode & r 570 1,596 2,621 3,682 5,303 5,265 4,357 3,531 2,627 17.6 15.0 12.4 9.8 7.5

Local supplies 305 915 571 1,023 975 1,200 711 361 135 3.9 3.4 2.0 1.0 .

ajl suppli Ahorro Postal 3 6,000 6,000 5,800 3,000 - 25.3 17.1 13.7 8.6 -

I - 5,000 5,OO 5,oo 2,500 - 15.3 14.3 11.4 7.1

I 1,100 800 200 - - 3.1 2.3 .6 -

oreign suppliers: peaking units -- 2,209 1,850 1,191 - - 6.3 5.3 4.3

Foreign suppliers: pase load unit - 1,770 3,682 3,715 - - 5.1 10.3 10.6

Other and foreign suppliers - 81 5o 28 6 - .2 .2 .1 -

Future loan - 1967-1970 Progra - - 01,590 15,1CC. - - 32.9 61.9

Customers' deposits _19 _19 .19 19 419 1.7 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Total 8,64L 16,680 21,671 30,223 ,563 54,536 66,366 77,139 72, 3 168.1 155.7 19.6 220.5 207.1

Current Liabilities
uccounts and motes pya5. 5,558 6,,61 8,515 12,245 15,280 12,010 12,OC 12,500 13,000

BAnt s p16 350 635 5,597 3,158 6,110 2,599 1,873 2,050

Current portion of long-term debt 1,2b6 1,332 2,133 4,o48 4,556 7,720 8,171 6,707 8666 1.4 22.1 23.3 19.2 2 .b

Total 7,Xoc 3,1<3 11,833 22,290 22,982 24,20t 22,671 21,80 23,716 92.9 09.2 6.O to.2 67.8

<feferreI me and rvsoO330 2Ao 8 753 036 050 So0 500 1oo 1- 1. 1., 1.

MT4 A I 133,732 ,7,0 56,o67 79,713 106,t83 125,021 1-1, 7,0 177,,3 3 lo-e 6-.6 72.2 786.C u20.3

Debt onPc 00 a 2 -2 2 2 51 '0 27 ?9 31 26

urrot 0005 7< .6e' .,6 .5_ .3 - -a 1 c .C 1.1q 1.13
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SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SEGBA)

Notes on Balance Sheets

1. SEGBA's accounts reflect historic costs. Starting 1965, however,
foreign exchange liabilities have been shown at current exchange
rates. The resulting, partial, revaluation of assets is shown
under "Exchange difference" in Part 1, Historic peso values, of
the tabulation in Annex 1. Part 2 of this tabulation shows SEGBA's
balance sheets as of December 31, 1966 through 1970, expressed in
dollars, and adjusted on the basis of the dollar values actually
used to calculate depreciation charges and financial returns, and
to determine the level of power rates, in accordance with the
Concession. The effect of this valuation of assets is reflected
in a revaluation of equity which is included in the corresponding
values shown in Part 2 under "Capitaland Reserves, Total".

2. (a) The item "Accounts Receivable" as of December 31, 1966 is detailed
below (in millions of M$N):

Private Consumers 7,881
Government Entities and Agencies:

current 1,052
more than 4 months 2,600 3,652

Municipalities and Province 834
Notes Receivable 187
Doubtful Accounts 417
Power supplied but not invoiced 3,670
Other accounts receivable 1,380

18,021

Less: Provision for doubtful debts 700

17,321

(b) The Government debt has been classified according to aging: of
the M$N 2.6 billion of arrears, about 1$N 1.3 billion have been
outstanding since December 31, 1965 and before. Four months

(or about M$N 1 billion at December 31, 1966) have been considered
a reasonable delay for the future and the gradual payment of all
other overdue balances has been assumed in the forecasts.

(c) The item "Power supplied but not invoiced", M$N 3.67 billion, re-
presents the estimated value of the electricity consumed between
the last reading of the meter and December 31 ( see Note 3 to
Income Statements). The amounts will be billed after the next
meter reading in January or February at the rates effective the
following year; because of SEGBA's bimonthly meter reading cycle
they represent in average one month billings.
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3. The following is a summary of SEGBA's share capital history:

(a) October 1958: creation of SEGBA M$N
million

Series A shares, optional cumulative
8 percent dividend on par, issued to
Government for its "original investment"
in the two foreign predecessor companies

(CADE AND CEP) 3,195

10 Series of B shares, 8 percent cumulative
dividend on par, issued to SODEC for agreed
value of Belgian investment, and redeemable

by Government in ten annual installments 8,347

Total original share capital 11,542

(b) Period throug7h October 1961: purchase of

B Shares by Government

First two series B shares purchased for cash
1960 and 1961 1,669

Eight remaining series B shares purchased
October 1961 in exchange for Us$ 114.83 million
of 6-1/2 percent Argentine Government 1961/73
dollar bonds under option in original agreement
to accelerate purchase 6,678

Total B shares purchased 8,347

Add original A shares 3,195

Total share capital, fully owned
by Government 11,542
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(c) The New SEGBA
Original Preferred Common Total

Investment Shares Shares Shares
M$N million 1M$N million M$N million 14$N million

Recapitalization of 1961/62

(i) Cancellation of original
A shares, value trans-
ferred to depreciation
reserve 3,195

(ii) Exchange of B shares
purchased for new pre-
ferred and common shares
in a 40/60 ratio 8 347 3,339 5,008 8,347

Sub-total 3,339 5,005 ,347
(iii) Transfer of AyEE properties

and exchange of new shares,
in 40/60 ratio, for esti-
mated value of:
- distribution properties

in lh"partidos" 2,341
- Costanera Station and

132 kv interconnection 4, 694
Sub-total 7,035 2,814 4,221 7,035

Total share capital in
new SEGBA as of
December 31, 1962 6,153 9,229 15,382

Additions since 1962

(i) by stock dividends:
- 1962, issued 1965 290 870 1,160
- 1963, issued 1965 308 923 1,231
- 1964, issued 1966 344 344
- 1965, issued 1966 385 2,384 2,769

Sub-total 1,327 4,177 5,50

(ii) for Government cash
contributions, in
40/60 ratio:
- 1964 contribution 600 900 1,500
- 1966 contribution 2,400 3,600 6,000

Sub-total 3,000 1,500 7,500

Share capital at December 31, 1966 10,140 17,906 28,86
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4. The item "Accounts and Notes Payable" as of December 31, 1966
and its foreseen evolution to the end of 1967 and 1968 are detailed
below (in millions of M$N):

Actual Forecast
Fiscal Year ending December 31: 1966 1967 1968

Fuel Suppliers a/ 4,502 3,150 2,700
Suppliers and Contractorsb/ 3,129 3,700 4,150
Wages and Social Charges c 1,761 400 400
Taxes d/ 3,781 2,255 1,820
Accrued Interest, etc. 983 1,220 1,230
Taxes 1,124 1,275 1,700

Total 15,280 12,000 12,000

(a) Some M$N 2 billion of overdue payments are included in the
M$N 4.5 billion due to suppliers of fuel. SEGBA is planning
to bring terms of payment to an acceptable maximum of 5 months
by mid-1968.

(b) For 1968 a delay of 90 days, instead of up to 180 days in the
past would be respected for payments to suppliers and con-
tractors.

(c) The high level of "Wages and social charges" at the end of
1966 was due to an exceptional delay in paying the "thirteenth
month" of wages due at the end of December. Normally only the
retirement fund contribution (21o of wages, due within 30 days
from pay day) would show.

(d) This item includes substantial arrears, which are being gradually
paid off at the rate of M,$N 100 million per month; also in-
cluded are over M$N 500 million, whose payment is disputed by
the entities from which SEGBA should have collected the tax.
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Sr.RVICIOS EIEcTRICOS DEI onAN BRVNOS AIRES (SEGBA)

STATEMENT OF DEB A6AT DEEMPER 31, 1966

(in millions of pesos unless otherwise indicated)

Gross Long Term

Amount Gross Long Ten- Current Net Long Term Effective Debt otstand-
Date Interest Amortization (millions of Debt ottanding Portio Debt Outetanding Amorti- ing as of Deo.

ontracted 3 o u r c e % Period original P u r p . a e Dec. 31, 1966 Dec. 31, 1966 zatim n 31, 1967

_ _r_ currency) (at 247.30) (at 247.30) (at 247.30) 1967 (1) (at 350)

1/19/li62 1RD Loan 308 AR 5.75 1965/196 US$ 93-35 GBA (Costanera) Po.er 21,962 608 21,356 747 30,223

Station and 1962-6
Distribution

/22/1959 Eximbank Loan 1056-A 5.75 1968 US$ 3.5 No. 7 Unit P.N. 866 - 866 - 1,225

1/ 1/1962 ximbank (1 6 1965/1973 US$ 3.115) No. 8 Unit ( 599 86 513 121 728

Lonn 1056-0 (II 5.75 1965/1976 " 9.878) Puerto Nuevo ( 2,029 203 1,826 287 2,585

/ 'l192 Genral Electrica Espanola 7.5 1963/1967 ' .105 Transformer. for 5 5 - 6 -

No. 8 Unit P.N.

/ 7/1)66 ) Asociados Internacionales 8 1966/1968 UK .192 Material and instruments 12 8 1 10 6

11/10/1966 ) addition to inter-
Connection

1/23/1958 BTH-ICL (2) 1962/1969 & 16.689 OBA (Costanera) Power 6,406 1,873 u.531 2,315 5,516
Station equipment

L/ 2/195d Metropolitan-Vickars (2) 1962/1969 L 3.953 132 Kv N/S equipment 1,276 516 760 733 926

2/16/1959 iestioghouse 6 1960/1968 US$ 9.926 No. 7 Unit Puerto Nuevo 342 330 12 167 1s

11/30/19)6 Sodec Dollar Notes 6 1966/1974 US$ 6.5 Rescheduling of debt 1,062 107 955 151 1,352

11/30/196L ofipa Notes 6 1967/1974 HM$ 150 Purchase of building 711 75 666 99 203

1/19/1)60) SEGBA/Sodec Bonds 6 1961/1970 M 550 No. 7 Unit P.N. and 398 100 298 11.1 .23

7/ 1/1960) Distribution

4/14/,1961) " " • 8 1962/1971 MN 500 No. 7 Unit P.N. and 393 79 31 111

6/ 1/1961) Distribution

'/ 2/1962
(1961) 8 1962/1971 ) ( No. 8 Unit P.N. 333 67 266 9L 377

) MU 500 (
1/10/1962 " 8 1963/1972 ) ( No. 8 unit P.M. 143 24 119 24 166

11/27/196 " " 6 1966/1974 MU 400 Postpoed payent. Dec. 620 77 513 110 768
196 through Don. 1966
of Bonds 1960/1962

11/1)/1965 SEGBA Rosario Bonda 5.75 1968/1980 NO 825 1965/1966 Program 1,112 - 1,112 - 1,617

A) Subtotal Foreign Currency 38,327 6,158 36,169 5,LI6 47,317

1963/1966 Pirelli (3) 8 196/1971 MN 893 Cable- 669 181 488 181 Ldc

S AM-A " 8 MO 8 5 2 3 2 3

General Electric Argentina 8 " MU 118 Mature 78 25 53 25 >J

Galileo " 8 " MW 330 * 233 70 163 70 163

Ind.alectricas do uilmes " 8 MU 234 Gables 168 18 120 10 120

Compania Standard lectri " 8 M$N 7 5 2 3 2 3

" EGELE" 8 " MU 50 Transformers 36 10 26 10 26

SIAM Electrecania " 8 M USM 89 0 75 18 57 18 57

12/13/1966 Electromoanica Argentina 8 1967/1971 MU 50 Panels 50 10 10 10 40

6/ 2/1965 International Harvester 15 1965/1968 MU 46 Purchase of building 22 16 6 In 6

10/20/1960 Direco ion Nacional de la Energia 3 1962/1971 MU 43 (Addition to distribution 20 4 16 416
(District San Francisco
(Solano

17/20/1960 Contribucion clientela sujeta a 419 - 119 -19

ievolucion

12, 0/1966 Caja Nacional do Ahorro Postal 8 1969/1971(4) 6,000 - 6,000 -

B) Subtotal Local Durrency 7,780 386 7,391 386 7,394

G-;NR8A, T.TAL A + B 46,107 6,544 41,563 5,802 5u,711

(1) "Effective amortization" takes into account the devaluation of the peso on March 13, 1967.

(2) Ten paynects from January 23, 1962 throogh April 2, 1961 were postponed and added to the original schedule, thus extended to July 23, 1969. Interest rate was [or rl /

-oove the Bank of England discount rote but was revised ar i increased, when the contracts were taken over from A y EE by SEIBA (January 1962) to: (a) a '!at 7-1/2, per rm

on part of the notes (presently L;% of the total outstanding) and (t) 11 above the -. of E. discount rate (B%, as at November 18, 1967) on the remaining part. T ao- e j,

-H/:-1 an M.ropolitan-Vickers at th erd of 126' hve been reduced by M$N92' mil]ion ar YBN15L million respectively, refleeti dervlu.ion of th ' ritier P i

ovember 18, 1167.

(3) Inludes severli oredi's, at 5 yr- ord 6 ieest raae.

(i) The reim. roeer, sce ule of this oan ia :

otoe 26, 1/
Septencer 30, l ;-T

January 196"



SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SEGBA)

ACTUAL AND FORECAST INCoME STATEMENTS 1962-70
(in millions of Pesos unless otherwise indicated)

-------------------- ACTUAL ---------------------- ------------- FORECAST -------------

Fiscal year ending December 31 1962 1963 196 196 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Sales billed in millions of kwh 3,200 3,685 3,916 6,270 6,602 6,860 5,230 5,620 6,oo
Average revenue per kwh, including taxes (in pesos) 3.71 5.09 5.07 7.27 10.00 12.60 13.62 13.44 13.13
Average revenue per kwh, excluding taxes (in pesos)1/ 3.63 6.80 6.78 6.73 9.38 11.87 12.57 12.58 12.29

Total revenues 11,872 17,736 19,864 31,050 46,011 61,231 70,203 75,519 79,325
Less: Sales taxes 2/ 908 987 1,150 2,298 2,830 3,560 44660 4.811 5,093

Operating revenues 10,964 16,767 18,714 28,752 43,181 57,691 65,763 70,708 76,232
Adjustment for unbilled sales 3/ 902 (138) 534 759 1,086 500 - - -
Contribution from F.N.E. 4/ - - - - - - 6,259 - -

Total operating revenues 11,866 16,609 19,268 29,511 66,267 58,191 72,022 70,708 76,232

Operating expenses
Salaries, wages and social benefits 3,008 6,490 7,104 9,865 13,436 18,387 18,571 18,757 19,320
Fuel 6/ 1,923 3,019 3,295 6,307 5,902 7,340 8,176 8,720 9,360
Purchaged power 7/ 1,352 1,628 1,0o 1,109 1,348 1,851 1,509 3,416 2,656Taxes -/ -610--,002- - +- - 4796 3,592 4,065 4,396 6,616
Other expenses 1,061 1,865 2,461 3,669 4,108 5,987 7,291 6,739 7,037
Depreciation 9/ 1,673 2,198 1,778 2,669 5.586 8,491 9.383 10.316 1,382

Total operating expenses 9,627 16,002 16,810 22,993 32,967 45,64 68,973 52,362 54,149

Net income before interest 2,639 2,607 2,438 6,518 11,300 12,543 23,049 18,366 20,083

Interest 461 1,098 1,678 2,6oo 3,509 6,706 5,438 5,735 5,861
Less: Capitalized interest L0/ (387) (172) (216) (147) (206) - - - -
Other income deductions 38 56 71 67 128 - - - -

112 982 1535 2 520 3,633 6,706 5,38 5,735 53=1
Net profit 2,327 1,625 903 8677,839 17, 12,631

Disposition of profit 11/
Reserves and surplus 1,144 375 132 601 3,695 3,027 11,821 5,870 6,229
Directors' fees 23 19 11 68 96 96 211 151 171
Bonus to personnel 12/ - - 615 580 700 - - - -
Stock dividends - preferred 13/ 290 308 345 385 620 545 572 601 631

- comon 870 923 - 2,384 2,958 6,173 5,007 6,009 7,211

Net income necessary under Concession 14/
Net income for year 2,392 3,250 5,112 7,319 10,645 15,586 16,790 18,366 20,083
Deficiency for previous year - (47) 596 3,270 6,071 3,216 6.259 - -

2,392 3,203 5,708 10,589 16,516 18,802 23,069 18,366 20,083
Less: Net income earned 2,439 2,607 2,438 6,518 11,300 12,563 23069 18.366 20.083

Earnings (surplus) or deficiency carried over (67) 596 3,270 6,071 3,216 6,259 - - -

Exchange rate at year end M$N per dollar 136.1 132.5 150.9 188.5 267.3 350.o 350.0 350.0 350.0
No. of employees 19,220 20,964 23,695 25,068 25,768 25,600 24,600 26,6oo 26,600
Increase in wage level % 31.1 29.3 29.6 26.9 28.5 31.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
No. of consumers: In '000 1,578 1,666 1,711 1,779 1,875 1,950 2,030 2,110 2,200

Ratios
Return on average net plant in service % 15/ 8.2 6.6 2.1 5.6 8.6 6.6 11.0 8.0 8.0
Times interest covered by net income 5.3 2.6 1.5 2.5 3.2 2.7 4.2 3.2 3.4
Consumers per employee 82 79 73 71 73 76 83 86 89

January 1968
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SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SEGBA)

NOTES AND ASSUMPTIONS ON INCOME STATEMENTS

1. The following rate increases have taken place in the period re-
viewed:

Average revenue,
M$N per kwh % increase
(excluding over previous

Date sales taxes) average Purpose

1961 2.70
1962 - January 3.12 15.6 Annual Review

- March 3.68 17.9 Labor and fuel
costs

1963 - January 4.80 30.4 Annual review
1965 - January 6.44 34.2 Annual review

- June 7.00 8.7 Exchange rate
1966 - January 8.35 19.3 Annual review

- August 11.01 31.9 Recovery of past
deficiencies

1967 - January 11.87 7.S Annual review
1968 - January 12.57 5.9 Annual review

The average revenues per kwh in 1969 and 1970 were calculated so as
to generate revenues which would match exactly the requirements of the con-
cession as presently estimated.

2. These taxes, which are collected by SEGBA for the account of the
Federal, Provincial and Municipal authorities, consist of the following:

(a) A federal tax of 30 centavos (ctvs) per kwh, is used to
finance the National Fund for Electrical Energy (Law 15336
of September 15, 1960). An additional federal tax, for
financing the Chocon hydroelectric project, was intro-
duced by Law 16882 of May 19, 1966. Since it is not known
when the tax will become effective it has not been taken
into consideration for the purpose of these projections.

(b) Until August 31, 1967, two taxes on sales in the Province
of Buenos Aires were used to finance DEBA, the Province's
utility:

(i) Provincial Law 5880: 5 ctvs/kwh on residential and
20 ctvs/kwh on commercial, industrial and
federal authorities consumption.

(ii) Provincial Law 5544: 10% on all commercial and
industrial consumption (thus excluding residential).
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Effective September 1, 1967 these two laws have been replaced
by Provincial Law 7290, of July 27, 1967 which introduced a
unified tax on energy consumption nf 15% on commercial and
industrial consumption, and 2% on residential and other. All
national, provincial and municipal authorities are now ex-
empted.

(c) A tax on sales in the city of Buenos Aires is collected for the
Municipal budget. It was raised in 1966 to 1% for residential,
and 1-1/2% for commercial and industrial consumption.

3. This adjustment is intended to report the revenues of the fiscal
year on the basis of consumption rather than billings. It represents the
difference between the estimated value of energy billed during the last part

of the year, and the corresponding estimate at the end of the previous year.
This difference is usually positive, due to increases in both units sold and
rates charged. The negative figure in 1963 arose because the estimated con-
sumption for the broken periods at the end of 1963 was less than the estimated
consumption for broken periods at the end of 1962. Also there was no rate
increase on January 1, 1964. The adjustment has not been projected in the
forecast for 1968, through 1970, since SEGBAts own revenue estimates, used in
preparing rate applications, are based on billed sales only.

4. As described in paragraph 3.15, to compensate the shortfall in
revenues at the end of 1967 (presently estimated at about M$N 6.3 billion)
the National Energy Fund will provide SEGBA during 1968 with additional funds
to be treated as revenues, which will be made available in approximately
equal monthly installments. The exact amount will depend upon the final
figure for the shortfall.

5. SEGBA charges about 22% of the total wage bill to construction. In
1966, the total wage bill was about M$N 19,199 million and the part charged
to operations was about M$N 15,016 million. Of the latter amount, M$N 13,434
million, representing the labor expenses of generation, distribution, main-
tenance and administration, is shown in "Salaries, wages, etc..". The
M$N 1,582 million balance (labor expenses for transportation, stores, etc.)
is included in "Other expenses". The labor contract which came into effect
at the beginning of 1967 called for increases in wages averaging about 28%;
the figure given for 1967, of M$N 18,387 million, corresponds to a higher
increase, due in part to seniority and promotions (about 3% of the wage bill),
and in part to reduced investment activity during the year. The wage level
is frozen till the end of 1968 and it was assumed it would be also maintained
in 1969 and 1970. The only increase assumed was 3% for seniority and pro-
motions, adjusted in 1968 and 1969 to take into account the reductions of
personnel planned during 1968 (paragraph 3.12).

6. Fuel costs are based upon the present average price of M$N 475 per
million KiloCalories and with heat rates improving from 2,820 KCal per kwh
sent-out. in 1967 to 2,750 KCal per kwh sent-out in 1970.
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7. Until 1967, purchased power includes the cost of power and energy
bought from AyEE and CIAE under previous contracts. In 1967 SEGBA ex-
pected to purchase 150 Gwh from CIAE at a cost of M$N 4.00 per kwh plus a
demand charge for excess power over 50,000 kva, and 200 Gwh from AyEE at a
cost of M$N 1.85 per kwh and M$N 1,260 per kw per month. For the years 1968
through 1970, it is not possible to estimate the exact amounts of system
generation which would be supplied by each entity because the detailed
arrangements for the central dispatch just commissioned are not yet known.
It has been assumed that SEGBA would meet only its own kwh requirements,
whereas in all probability it will actually supply more economical energy
to the other entities. During this same period both CIAE and AyEE will
have excess capacity over and above their own requirements and it has been
assumed that SEGBA would pay a pro-rata share of this cost to the other two
entities in the form of capacity charges at the rate of M$N 12,000 per kw
per year.

8. The concession provides that, in lieu of income and all other taxes,
SEGBA shall pay two taxes on sales, one to the municipalities and the other
to the Province of Buenos Aires. The Municipal tax, of 6% on all sales
except to railways and for public lighting, is set off quarterly against
the power bills of municipalities. The Provincial tax, of 6o on sales in
the Province to the same categories of consumers as the Municipal tax, is
set off from time to time, by ad hoc arrangements, against the Province's
power bills.

9. Depreciation of utility plant in service is charged at one single
rate of 3%, applied to the dollar value of the aggregate plant, rather than
at different rates applying to the different classes of assets. Depreciation
of assets other than utility plant, which are also valued in dollars, and
represent together a relatively insignificant proportion of the fixed assets,
is charged at 10% for furniture and fixtures and 20% for automobiles, trucks,
etc. To justify its denial of a power rate increase for 1964, the previous
Government imposed a reduction of the depreciation rate to an overall average
of 2% for 1964, maintained in 1965. It reversed this decision in connection
with the power rate application for 1966, and allowed SEGBA to resume charging
the higher depreciation rates described above. This policy would continue
to apply after 1967. To allow for comparisons with other years, the rates of
return shown in the income statement for 1964 and 1965 were computed on net
income adjusted as if depreciation had been charged at the normal rates of
respectively 3%, 10% and 20% described above.

10. SEGBA is reviewing its past practice of capitalizing interest at the
rate of 1% over the work in progress outstanding at year end. Pending this,
no attempt has been made at forecasting capitalized interest for the future
since it would be inconsequential.

11. The statutes of December 29, 1961, call for the following appro-
priations of profit:

(a) 2% to the Legal Reserve, until it reaches 10% of the share
capital; the corresponding appropriations are included in
the item "Reserves and surplus" in the attached statements;
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(b) o.6o% to the directors and the "syndic", but not exceeding
0.306 of the total wage bill for the year;

(c) cumulative dividend of 5% on the par value of preferred
shares;

(d) 0.60% to the members of the executive committee (in
addition to their respective salaries), but not exceeding
0.25% of the total wage bill for the year; and

(e) a bonus to personnel, if any, and dividends on common
shares as may be proposed by the Board of Directors.

12. The Government, as shareholder, granted personnel a share in the
profits for fiscal years 1964 and 1965 on the basis of an initial agreement
between the Secretariat for Energy and Fuels, SEGBA, and the Union, which
was later recorded in the Labor Contract. The maximum bonus paid varied
between 80% and 120% of one month's wages, according to seniority in the

Company. It rewarded presence, punctuality and discipline and for all
practical purposes consituted supplementary wages. The bonus, of M$N 700
million, was again paid for 1966 but, in future the Company intends with
Governments agreement to administer the bonus with exclusive regard to in-
dividual performance. None has been assumed in the forecasts.

13. Dividends have been paid in stock: on preferred shares, at 5%,
every year and on common shares, at 10% for 1962 and 1963; the 1964 common
dividend had to be passed, because of insufficient surplus. This was compen-

sated for by a 20% common dividend for 1965. This higher rate was maintained

for 1966. As long as SEGBA has not found yet any significant outside source

of financing, other than the Government budget and the Bank, it was assumed

that all surplus would be reinvested and that dividends would continue being
paid in stock, rather than cash, at rates of 5% on preferred and 20% on
common..

14. This net income represents the sum of:

(a) the amcunt of net income necessary to achieve in the current
fiscal year the required return of 8 on the net dollar value

of utility plant in service, plus notional working capital

of 5% of such value; and

(b) the amount by which the actual net income of the previous
year fell short of the required net income, which amount
should be recovered fully out of the current year's revenues.

15. The return is calculated in accordance with the Concession,
as described in paragraph 3.13. For 1964 and 1965, also
see note 9 above.
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SRVIC0,3 ELECTPICoS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SEGBA)

FORECAST SOURCES AND APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS 1)67-1970

(in millions of pesos)

Sub-total Total
Fiscal Year Ending Decembcr 31 1967 1968 1969 1970 1967-1968 1967-1970

SOURlES OF FLDS

Internal Cash Generation
Net incoee before interest 12,543 23,049 18,366 20,083 35,592 75,0 1Depreciation 8,491 9,383 10,314 11,382 17,874 39,570
Customers' contributions 220 250 280 310 470 1,060

Total 21,25b 32,682 28,960 31,775 53,936 111,671

Borrowings
Proposed CBRD Loan - 15,0o 3,850 - 15,500 19,250
Foreign suppliers: peaking units - 2,525 - - 2,525 2,525
Foreign suppliers: base load unit - 1,770 2,130 70 1,770 1,370
Other foreign suppliers 110 6 - - 116 116Local suppliers 743 - - - 753 753
Caja Nctional do Ahorro Postal II 5,000 - - - 5,000 5,000
Caia Nacional de Ahorro Postal III 1,700 300 - - 2,000 2,000
Future loan: 1967-1970 Program - 11,500 3,500 - 15 000

Total 7,553 20,001 17,480 3,970 27,554 49,004

Reduction of Construction Inventories 555 1,705 120 - 2,260 2,380
IOTAL, SOUICES 2362 55,388 56,560 35,755 837o 166,055

APPLIGATIONS OF FUNDS

Additions to Plant
Generation 735 6,328 5,645 1,580 9,063 16,288Transmission 2,237 7,802 4,524 150 10,039 15,713
Distribution 13,250 17,457 18,163 17,963 30,707 66,033

er 950 3,250 2,850 2,300 h,190 9,340

Total 17,162 36,837 31,182 21,993 53,999 107,175

Debt Service

Interest
Proposed IBRD Loan - 665 1,132 1,203 665 3 000IBRD Loan 308-AR 1,692 1,707 1,653 1,596 3,399 6,649Eximbank and suppliers, Puerto Nuevo 7 & 8 310 219 158 132 529 812BTl-ICL, Metrovick 629 315 66 - 9) 1 010Bonds and notes, Sodec & Ser 432 356 298 239 788 1,325
Local Suppliers 110 92 58 31 202 291Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal I 480 480 56 38 960Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal II - 750 750 750 750 2,250Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal III 200 230 165 75 h30 670Foreign suppliers - peaking units - 17 190 166 17 373Foreign suppliers - base load unit - - 153 - 153
Other foreign suppliers 7 6 3 8 17
Future loan 1967-1970 Program - - 345 795 - 1,1s0Short-term loans 850 600 550 350 1,1so 2,250

Total 5,704 5,438 5,735 5,841 10,1)2 21,712
Amortization

Proposed IBRD Loan
I4PD Loa 308-AR 747 911 963 1,020 1,658 3,61Eximbank and suppliers, Puerto Nuevo 7 & 8 891 1,657 508 508 2,5168 3,366
Bd-ICL and otrovick 3,048 3,186 3,255 - 6,23N 9,)""Bends an) notes, Sodec & Ser 730 827 908 926 1,557 3,391
Local suppliers 386 518 589 350 90 1,7L3Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal I - - 1,200 1,800 -3000
Caja Nacional de Ahorro Postal II - 1,000 - 1,000
eaja Nacional de Ahorro Postal III 600 600 600 600 1,800

Foreign suppliers: peaking units - 316 359 -Foreign suppliers: base load unit '- 218 2
Other foreipn suppliers - 29 33 26 29 89

Total 5,802 7,728 8,171 6,707 13,530 28,10

Total Debt Service 10,506 13,266 13,906 12,548 23,672 50,126
Directors and Executive Committee's Fees 94 94 211 151 188 55

Bonus to Personnel 700 - - 700
Variations in eorking Capital
Short-term Bank loans (received), repaid (1,322) 1,981 626 (177) 659 1,208Net accounts receivable/payable, otc. 5,260 2,310 1,135 1,230 7,570 9,935
Gash (decrease) (3,038) - (500) - (3,038) (3,539)

Net iscrease in working capital 900 S,291 1,261 1,053 5,191 7,505

TOTAL APPLICATIONS 29,362 5S,388 66,755 83,750 1t6055

Times Annual Debt Service covered by
Internal Cash Generation
(excluding Customers' Conributions) 2.0 2. 2.1 2. 2.3

Jaurry 19A



SERVICIOS ELECTRICO6 DEL GRAL BUENOS AIRES (SEGBA)

3UENOS AItES GadRATING 2L"1<T - 1)66

(I) SEGBA
Plants

Dock Sud Effective Capacity (MW) Date of Installatin

Units/# 8, 9 2 @ 24 - b 8 1954
10,11 2 21 - 42 1928
12 20 1927

TTD
Puerto Nuevo

Units # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 @ 50 - 300 1928/49
7 51961
8 195 1963

6E7
Costanera

Units # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 a 120 - 600 1963/64

(II) CIAE
Pedro Mendoza

Units # 1, 2, 3 3 12 - 36 1947/49
., 5 2 8 - 16 1916/19

6 16 1924
7 18 1924

Nuevo Puerto

Units # 1, 2, 3 3 @ 32 - 96 1929
4 60 1949
5 110 1963

2766

January, 1968.



SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SEOBA)

Capacity, Peak Loads, and Generation

ACTUAL PROJECTED

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
2/ 3/ ~~~/ 5/ ~~6/ 7/

Installed Capacity (W) (year and) 740 1,359 1,429~ 1,399 1,370~ 1,426~ 1,510~ 1,540~ 1,79~
Peak Load (M) 888 940 1,100 1,169 1,235 1,319 1,412 1,510 1,617
Gross Generation (OWH) 1/ 4,131 4,544 5,116 5,579 5,864, 6,230 6,670 7,120 7,620
Sales (OH) 3,200 3,485 3,916 4,308- 4,561- 4,860 5,230 5,620 6,040
Consumers (loo's) 1,578 1,646 1,711 1,779 1,875 1,950 2,030 2,110 2,200
Percentage increase in peak loads - 5.9 17.0 6.3 5.69 6.8 7.0 7.0 7.0
Percentage increase in saleg - 9.0 12.3 10.0 5.9- 6.5 7.6 7.5 7.5

Includes purchased energy from CIAE and AyEE -
70 W @ Dock Sud - reconditioned

/ 14 I at La Paternal and 15 W, at Berisso - retired
50 W at Dock Sud - reconditioned
90 M of Gas Turbines
30 MR of Gas Turbines
250 W Base Load Unit

8/ 38 GWH difference between these figures and those of Annex 3 represent
the unbilled sales at the end of 1965 due to labor difficulties.

3/ If SEOBA's repayment of energy to CIAE for 1966 is subtracted (38 GWH) the percentage
increase would be only 5.1.

January, 196d.



D'ETAILS (F INVESTMENT PROGRAM ANNEX 7

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS TEL GRAN BUENOS 
AIRES (SEGBA) Table 1

New 132 kv Substations

Transformer Estimated Cost

Capacity 1VA) (in millions of pesos)
Agronomia 60 201
Perito Moreno 40 148
Pozos 80 345
Parque Centenario 80 370
Nueva Pompeya 80 369
Liniers 80 358
Burzaco 80 246
Quilmes 80 241
Merlo 80 229
Ensenada 20 140
Wilde 1 80 235

Berazategui 80 237
Temperley 40 200
Esteban Echeverria 40 200
Boulogne 80 237
Castelar 80 253
Munro 80 264
Tres de Febrero 40 159
Reserve Transformer 20 25
Valentin Alsina 80 233
Isla Maciel 40 213
Villa Corina 80 264
Las Catonas 20 95
Darsena 40 176

TOTAL 1,480 5,438
Investment made prior to 1967 45

Investment 1967 through 1970 5,393

E:xtens ions to Existing 132 kv Substations

Transformer Estimated Cost

Switchgear Capacity MVA) in millions of pesos)
Costanera 5 173
Agronomia 5 40 188
P. Moreno 5 136
Dock Sud 4 107
Colegiales - 40 48
Escalada 4 40 148
Tolosa 1 - 24
Ramos Mejia 2 120 215
Moron 4 40 143
Matanza 1 40 28
Malaver 1 40 30
Puerto Nuevo 2 55
Rehabilitation Dock Sud - 112
Various Reactors 10 - 659

44 360 2,066

January, 1)66.



ANNEX 7
Table 2

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRS (SEGBA)

132 kv Lines and Cables

No. of Distance Estimated Cost
Circuits km (in millions of pesos)

Costanera-Pozos 2 6.5 553
P. Moreno-Liniers 2 4.0 280
Tolosa-Eisenada 1 9.0 174
Escalada-Burzaco 2 14.0 982
Moron-Merlo 2 10.0 768
Temperley-Echeverria 2 10.0 768
Spur to Castelar 2 1.3 114
Spur to Boulogne 2 0.1 6
Spur to Wilde I 2 0,1 8
Spur to Munro 2 3.0 208
Ramos Mejia - Tres de

Febrero 1 4.0 177
Costanera - Dock Sud

(4th Circuit) 1 6.0 273
Costanera - Agronomia

(2nd Circuit) 1 17.0 746
Costanera - P.Moreno

(3rd Circuit) 1 15.0 649
8pur to Villa Corina 2 0.3 21
Dock Sud - Valentin Alsina 1 8.6 384
Valentin Alsina - Escalada 1 7.3 325
Dock Sud - Isla Maciel 2 0.7 63
Isla Maciel - Berazategui 2 20.3 549

TOTAL 137.2

Investment made prior to 1967 583

Investment 1967 through 1970 6, 465

January, 1968.



ANNEX 7
Table 3

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SEGBA)

Miscellaneous Civil Works and Extensions to
27.5 and 13.2 kv Systems

Estimated Cost
(in millions of pesos)

GENERATING PLANTS

Puerto Nuevo 64
Dock Sud 64
Costanera 64
Other Works 16

27.5 and 13.2 kv SUBSTATIONS

Austria (one 12 MNVA transformer) 15
Mitre i " 15
Saavedra i 32
Villa Luro " 1 15
Various Substations in Federal Capital 108
Various Substations in Provinces 96

27.5 kv NETWORK

Colegiales - Saavedra (3rd Circuit) 100

TOTAL 589



ANNEX 7
Table 4

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES (SECBA)

Distribution System - 1968

Estimated
Cost

(in millions
Quantities of pesos)

Cables 6.5/13.2 kv -
Capital (km) 115 1,528

Cables 13.2 kv - Provinces (km) 135 1,807

Lines 13.2 kv - Provinces (km) 280 1,122

Transformer vaults - Capital 110 450

Transformer vaults - Provinces 85 369

Transformer platforms - Provinces 285 243

Transformers - Capital (KVA) 120,000 423

Transformers - Provinces (KVA) 150,000 528

Low tension cables - Capital (km) 115 1,280

Low tension cables - Provinces (km) 105 1,074

Low tension lines - Provinces (km) 2,200 6,000

New connections - Capital 4,500 175

New connections - Provinces 60,000 709

Meters - Capital 16,000 102

Meters - Provinces 65,000 416

Street lights 5,500 447

16,673

January, 1968.



ARGENTINA

S.E.G.B.A.
GENERATING PLANTS AND

132 KV. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

GREATER BUENOS AIRES

- Puerto Nuevo

0 SAN / O D\

5 1 D R 0 rtEnez)

Costanera . - - E N S E N A D ABERISSO

T IG R E ~~- LO PE Z Coe ae ock Sud

Toloso
- -(Gral Belgrono Lo[

- -M- -'AM F E D E R AC T LE A Z AuTbE G U ...-Plat
to Tgr A ronomi B -

Ma.ave A V E L L A N ED A

(San Andrds)

- SAN M A R T I N Q U L M E S

1 3 DE L A N U S (Lan6s)--

S0 FEBRERO

RL MeijA t A P L A T A
V Sorment

L O M A S DE Z A O R A F V A R E L A Number of circuits
tou to Moranza

S,-d,- Moro In (.b~

-2- 11

M O R O N--3 l

L A M A T A N Z A
I Existing 132 kv underground cables

- --- -- - - Existing 132 kv overhead lines

- -- sov -Existing steam plants

Ton Iv/on • t Asuc - Existing 132/13.2 kg substations

Tucumdn 4 New 132 kv cables

1. New 132 kv overhead lines
c itos E . E C H E V E R R I A

M E R L 0 1 so-- S ACHEVERBCAE N-TE New gas turbines

oN New 132/13.2 kv substations

DECEMBER 1967 IBRD-1862R2
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